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SAE Alumni Convention 2012
preview this year’s event highlights: 
Seminars, Exhibition, Awards  
Ceremony and the legendary party

Caco Refojo
Interview with latin Grammy Award 
winner Caco refojo, one of Spains 
most important sound engineers.

Bound by Blue
How to make a movie with no money. 
David Hawkins on producing his first 
major film.
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eMails to the editor: magazine@sae-alumni.org
Web: alumni.sae.edu

SAE-Magazine goes iPad …

Forward looking

Dear Readers,

Welcome to the first tablet edition of SAE 
Magazine! With the continuous evolu-
tion of our publication we need to not 

only comply with the wishes of our readers in the 
constantly developing world of the media, but also 
to joyfully embark on an exciting learning process 
and a voyage of discovery to new forms of com-
munication.

Future-orientated people open to technology who 
want to achieve something in life have made a de-
cision in favour of life-long learning and against 
monotony and idleness. Just like thousands of SAE 
Institute students and graduates worldwide who 
use the SAE Alumni Association for further study 
and networking.

The world of SAE Institute is dynamic and com-
plex. It is the world of education, which represents 
the foundation of any advancement. And it is the 
world of the media which is permanently develop-
ing and needs creative people who actively partici-
pate in the industry. With this edition we are going 
to take you on a little journey through the world 
of SAE Institute allowing you to gain insight into 
events at various SAE locations.

Enjoy reading!
Yours,

eMails to the editor: magazine@sae-alumni.org
Web: alumni.sae.edu

SAE-Magazine goes iPad …

Editor-in-Chief: Peter “Pan” Pulfer
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n  SAE INSTITUTE NEWS

– Bochum: opening ceremony
– Athens: New SAE Campus
– Berlin: English speaking courses
– Vienna: Mobile App course
– Germany: Concurrent Bachelor degrees
– London: Library and learning centre

Bring Your Talents to Miami

Bound by blue – How to make a movie…Caco Refojo – A story of passion…

The Romy Hawatt Story

Pictures learn to run online.

The 70% Philosophy.

3D Imaging in Switzerland

Rolling Cars and Motorbike Stunts

Indiegame: The Movie

Wanderlust & Thirst for Knowledge? – Study Abroad! 
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London
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Madrid
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Milan
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Athens
Istanbul
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n  COVEr STOry

Bring your Talents To Miami –  
SAE Institute Miami: Portrait of A Campus

n  SAE ALUMNI CONVENTION 2012

The legendary top class media event:  
Preview and detailed information

n  FEATUrEd PrOFILES

The romy Hawatt Story
Executive Portrait  
 
Staff Portrait: Luke McMillan,  
Opportunities, Contribution, Success

n  PEOPLE & BUSINESS

Caco refojo:  
A story of passion, hard work and humility

Blacksoul: World Renowned Multitalent.  
SAE Student made it to the top

n  PrOdUCTION & KNOW HOW

Pictures learn to run online.
The proper application of videos on the  
Internet

2.0 + 5.1 + 3d  =  SAE ?  
Tom Ammermann and his route into the  
third dimension 

The 70% Philosophy.
By the time you press record, 70% of  
your production should be finished! 

rolling Cars and Motorbike Stunts.  
Behind the lines with a Stunt Specialist

The Secrets of Screen Acting. 
The Do‘s and Don‘t of Auditions and 
Screentests

“Bound by Blue”  
How to make a movie with no money

Motion Capturing.  
Innovations in the area of motion detection

3d Imaging in Switzerland:
An interview with Claudio Sulser from  
Kamerawerk GmbH 

Find James a date.
Can’t find a date? Try going viral –  
James Eaton, Natasha Millist and  
Joel Plunket

Indiegame: The Movie
Following the power of the indie game  
and its creator

Animating success. 
An interview with Mexican digital artist  
Pablo Ángeles

Who said you can’t create a video game? 
An interview with video game creators  
Brian Provinciano and Leonard J. Paul

One man – four degrees:  
An interview with economist and author  
Paul Steiner.    ➤

Maya ♥ UV
First steps with Autodesk Maya UV Editor
Part 1
Part 2

The things you learn on set.  
Ellie Bates Brennan’s internship at  
16th Street Actors Studio

Law: Google images.  
Uploading images to the Internet is virtually 
the same as allowing them to be displayed 
by Google.

n  EVENTS & ACTVITIES

Lock it on & Turn it on.  
One massive combination:  
SAE Institute & Energy Groove Radio

Wanderlust & Thirst for Knowledge? – 
Study Abroad! 
Everybody knows what homesickness is.  
But there are also people who have  
wanderlust also known as itchy feet.

USA
New York
Miami
Atlanta
Nashville
San Francisco
Los Angeles

Latin America
Mexico City

Australia /  
New Zealand
Adelaide
Brisbane
Byron Bay

Melbourne
Perth
Sydney
Auckland

Africa
Cape Town

Middle East
Amman
Dubai

Asia
Bangkok    ➤
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Breaking news
Be first to tell the story.

Built-in WiFi and FTP with the new GY-HM650 

camcorder gets your message home.

JVC is ushering in a new era of mobile newsgathering with a line of ProHD hand-

held camcorders that shoot and deliver news footage faster and better than ever. 

The GY-HM600 and GY-HM650 camcorders are each equipped with three full-HD 

sensors and a fixed wide angle 23x autofocus zoom lens, along with exceptional 

light sensitivity of f/11.

Additionally, the GY-HM650 features built-in FTP and WiFi connectivity, allowing 

footage to be transferred back to the station without a microwave or satellite 

connection. Equipped with dual codecs, it records MOV, XDCAM EXTM compatible 

MP4 or MXF files with rich, descriptive metadata on one memory card, while 

simultaneously creating smaller, web-friendly files on a second card. 

Pixel, 650 ad.indd   1 03/08/2012   10:21:45



Classes to be held in English
SAE Institute Berlin to hold classes in Eng-
lish from April 2013.

German is not your first or second language? 
You are more comfortable with English? You 
are interested in international studies? At SAE 
Institute Berlin we are offering SAE courses in 
English to give you the opportunity to obtain 
an SAE Diploma or Bachelor Degree in Ger-
many even if you only have little knowledge of 
the German language. For more information, 
please contact the Berlin-based careers advisor 
(Bildungsberater) Marc Hoetzel.  n

+++ English-speaking classes! +++ Library and learning centre +++ Mobile Application Development Diploma (blended) +++ English-speaking classes! +++ Library and learning centre +++ Mobile Application Development Diploma (blended) +++ 

Read about…
n Bochum: opening ceremony
n Athens: New SAE Campus
n Berlin: English speaking courses
n Vienna: Mobile App course
n  Germany: Concurrent Bachelor degrees
n London: Library and learning centre

Guests & SAE staff enjoyed the opening ceremony and the get together.

Bochum’s mayor Dr. Ottilie Scholz make her opening speech.
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by Silke Karcher

The

Bochum

red
carpet
 was rolled out in

Impressive opening  
ceremony at  
SAE Bochum.

Dr Scholz was very impressed with the con-
version of the former bunker and said she 
is very happy about SAE Institute’s deci-

sion to establish a new campus in Bochum. 
“The things that are taught to young students at 
SAE are future-oriented and provide great starting 
conditions for a successful career.”

The day started with a tour through the impressive 
modern facilities. The guests had chance to see the 
top-class studios, working and editing areas, the 
green screen room and the very stylish lounges. Dr 
Tom Misner said the design concept of SAE Bo-
chum stands for the next generation of schools and 
will set the new benchmark for schools to come.

After the official opening speeches, delivered by 
Dr Ottilie Scholz, Dr Tom Misner, SAE Manager 
Chris Müller and Senior Project Manager Ulrich 
Schiller, the guests enjoyed the buffet while listen-
ing to the live band “b&h” and everyone had the 
chance to talk to SAE staff members and those re-
sponsible for the reconstruction in a very relaxed 
atmosphere.

The day ended with an unforgettable party with 
lots of talking, music and dancing.  n

You can find more pictures and  
video interviews of the opening ceremony at:  
http://blog.sae.edu/de

An overview of the  
new SAE Athens campus:
Sound studio:  
4 control rooms, 5 live rooms
Green screen studio 
Film and 3D Animation suites
Digital lab:  
digital workstations
Creative media area:  
digital workstations 
DJ booth
Classrooms
Roof garden
Lounge area
Private parking  n

Infobox

New SAE Athens Campus!
Creative Media Education at its finest  
in Athens! 

In May 2012 the SAE Athens campus was relo-
cated to new state-of-the-art facilities, launching 
a new era of creative media education in Greece 
and setting higher goals.

The new SAE Athens campus is located only a 
few minutes away from the seaside, but is also 
only a very short distance from central Athens. 
The new facilities are set to provide the high-
est level of creative media education in Greece 
meeting all industry standards. The premises of 
the new campus cover nearly 1000m2 and con-
sist of two floors with sound studios (four con-
trol rooms, five live rooms), a green screen stu-
dio, Film and 3D Animation suites, a digital lab, 
creative media area and DJ booth. The students 
can also enjoy themselves on SAE’s roof garden 
which overlooks Athens’ rooftops and takes in 
the view from the Acropolis to the sea. Four open 
days have already taken place and all visitors 
were amazed by the superior new facilities and its 
remarkable design, while the quote on the wall of 
reception sets the tone: “Let each man exercise 
the art he knows” (Aristophanes).  n

Courses in English in Berlin

Studio A
Entering SAE Athens

Digital Lab

Green Screen Studio

Mobile Application Development 
Diploma (blended)

SAE Vienna offers new Diploma course  
with a new concept.

The Mobile Application Development Diploma 
course, offered for the first time by SAE Institute 
Vienna from October 2012, has a new course con-
cept which will make it even easier for students to 
organise their course schedule.

SAE Vienna’s Mobile Application Development 
Diploma course teaches the fundamental princi-
ples of professional development of mobile apps 
for Smartphones and tablet PCs such as iPhone®, 
iPad®, Galaxy® and others. This course focuses 
on the two most important and fastest growing  
mobile operating systems – iOS and Android.  

Library and learning centre
A new chapter for SAE London as it welcomed 
Student Support Officer and Library and 
Learning Centre Coordinator Helena Hollis 
to its new Kingsland Road campus library fa-
cility.

She takes up the position having completed her 
Masters in Cognitive Science at the University 
of Edinburgh, internationally recognised for its 
strengths in the study of how the mind works.

Helena, whose interests include writing and pho-
tography, is a certified English Language teacher 
and spent 18 months teaching in Taipei, Taiwan. 
She also worked in the Philippines for an inter-

national company doing a research internship on 
corporate social responsibility.

Her ambition is to develop the new library to be-
come a comprehensive study resource Centre, 
not only for books but also to provide support 
for students who want help with their research 
and written assignments.
With monthly lists provided by Academic Pro-
gramme Leaders and suggestions from students, 
the Library and Learning Centre is scheduled to 
become home to some 500 books.
DVD’s will be available for students studying 
Digital Film Making while those studying for 
their BA/BSc (Hons) Interactive Animation de-
gree have a display of animated character mod-
els to refer to. 

Helena is part of the team of Student Support Of-
ficers to be based in SAE’s UK campuses provid-
ing advice and guidance to students throughout 
their studies.  n

The new library and learning centre at SAE London

As a Blended Learning Programme the Mobile  
Application Development Diploma offers local 
support at the SAE Vienna campus in addition to 
online studies. Through our flexible online plat-
form you will be able to view your lectures online 
and stay in contact with your instructors and fellow 
students. Exercises, projects, exams, study groups 
with other students and personal support will take 
place at the SAE Vienna campus.

Students will start off by learning the basics of ob-
ject-oriented programming (OOP). They will learn 
how to find their way around the development  
environments Xcode and Eclipse and how to pro-
gramme in Objective-C and Java.

Through practical exercises, which will be prefer-
ably carried out at SAE Vienna, students will learn 
how to develop numerous applications with practi-
cal functionality for modern mobile devices. 

In addition to the technical aspects of app devel-
opment, this new course gives an important busi-
ness foundation for successfully distributing apps 
in app stores. An introduction to project manage-
ment techniques for software development and an 
overview of mobile platforms such as Windows 
Phone and Blackberry OS will give the students 
an even better understanding of the mobile appli-
cation spectrum.   ➤

Mobile Application Development Diploma (blended)

Mobile Application Development Diploma (blended)

An exciting course concept for a cutting-edge sub-
ject which will enable students who are already 
working to better incorporate their education in 
their daily lives.  n

More info: Course information in English
http://wien.sae.edu/app-course

+++ English-speaking classes! +++ Library and learning centre +++ Mobile Application Development Diploma (blended) +++ English-speaking classes! +++ Library and learning centre +++ Mobile Application Development Diploma (blended) +++ 
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Dr. Tom Misner giving interviews in Bochum.

SAE News
Europe

On June 14th, Bochum’s Lord Mayor Dr Ottilie Scholz 
and SAE founder Dr Tom Misner officially inaugurated 
the new SAE Institute in Bochum. 
The red carpet was rolled out for the guests – among 
them VIPs from commerce, politics and media.
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Concurrent Bachelor degrees 
since April 2012
Undergraduate degrees at all German SAEs have 
been offered in a new format, known as the ‘Con-
current Bachelor Programme‘, since April 2012. 
The tried and tested SAE diploma is combined 
with the Bachelor programme from the first day 
onwards. 

In the Concurrent Bachelor Programme students 
will focus on the technical content of their diplo-
ma for 65% of their time every week for the first 
three semesters. The remaining 35% of the time 
will be spent on business-related content and in-
dustry tasks for middle management. 

In the final semester, 100% of the time will be ded-
icated to a large practical project plus relevant lec-
tures and the undergraduate dissertation. 

As has previously been the case, there will also 
be no holidays for this programme and the course 
will be on-going apart from a two week break in 
the summer and two weeks off in the winter. This 
means that in each year there will be 48 weeks of 
intensive practical training, theory lectures, work-
shops, tasks and exams allowing the undergradu-
ate degree to be completed within 2 years.

This combination of bachelor and diploma is a 
logical step in the development of the curriculum, 
which has been in the pipeline for a while, and is 
now possible thanks to the fact that all SAE’s loca-
tions in Germany became degree centres in 2011.
Middlesex University also welcomed this change 
to the courses and praised SAE for its detailed plan-
ning of the course content.  n
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Vincent Brooks, Director

Downtown Miami
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by Vincent Brooks

Bring Your 
Miami

Talents
To
SAE Miami: Portrait of A Campus

With every new wave of immigrants  
Miami has become a cultural mélange, 
a woven tapestry of multicultural her-

itage and flavours. An emerging metropolis sans 
a China town, Miami instead embraces thriving 
ex-patriot communities nostalgically named Little 
Havana, Little Haiti, Little Buenos Aires and Lit-
tle Sao Paolo.

Once considered a cultural wasteland Miami has 
persisted to etch out a spot on the creative media 
map and has become a thriving Mecca for The Arts, 
Fashion, Film and MUSIC. Each year escalating 
numbers of visitors flock to Miami not just for the 
beautiful beaches but also for numerous cultural 
events.

Spring breakers and EDM enthusiasts collide dur-
ing the annual Winter Music Conference and Ultra 
Festival. More than 100,000 visitors from around 
the globe converge on Miami to immerse them-
selves into a week of industry networking, shows 
and events, jam packed with influential EDM art-
ists, DJ’s and producers. Where there’s music 
there’s art, and since 2002 Miami has been host to 
the evolution of Art Basel, which turns the city into 
a dizzying weeklong art exhibit featuring modern 
and contemporary works from local and interna-
tional artists.

At the centre of all this is the SAE Miami campus 
which was founded in 2002. Located in the heart of 
studio city and surrounded by historical recording 

This year SAE Miami reached its  
10-year anniversary

At the helm of the SAE Miami ship is Vincent 
Brooks. Mr Brooks is not your typical SAE direc-
tor with a proliferate career in Audio Engineering 
or Music production, in fact quite the opposite. Mr. 
Brooks is a 20-year retired Marine Corps Veteran 
with double Masters degrees, an MBA and an MS 
in Human Relations, in addition to over 10 years 

experience as a leader in education.

How has your experience pre-
pared you for running SAE Mi-
ami?
I have been in the education field 

for over ten years. The 

Miami-Wynwood Art District

Aditya Arissaputra SAE Miami Alumni

Miami BeachMiami Beach-Art Deco

studios such as The Hit Factory formerly Criteria 
Studios, Audio Vision, Studio Center and Circle 
House, the Miami campus is situated at the cross-
roads of everything Miami, minutes away from 
South Beach, the Design District, Coconut Grove 
and the ever-evolving Downtown area.

This year SAE Miami reached its 10-year anniver-
sary, and to sweeten this milestone it, along with 
SAE Atlanta, SAE LA and SAE San Francisco, at-
tained accreditation with ACICS and the eligibil-
ity to offer Title IV funds. This momentous stride 
allows prospective students to apply for federal fi-
nancial aid to fund their education with a combina-
tion of grants, subsidised and unsubsidised loans.

Since 2004 SAE Miami has accepted and graduat-
ed numerous students from around the world. The 
international student body is a reflection of the di-
versity of SAE worldwide and the city itself, with 
students enrolling from Argentina to Austria, Ice-
land to Iran, Venezuela to Zambia and everywhere 
else in between. We asked a recent graduate of our 
Audio Technology Programme why he chose SAE 
Miami as his campus of choice.   ➤

Aditya Arissaputra or “Adi” as we called him was 
an ATP0411FT international student from Indone-
sia, when asked why he chose SAE Miami out of 
all the other SAE campuses around the world he 
said his answer was simple:

“First of all, I was curious about the secrets be-
hind the HUGE American sounds in this business I 
wanted to know how the engineers approach their 
style, how they achieve those HUGE sounding re-
cords, and all of the extreme technical process. I 
decided if you want to know about something, go 
to its source my decision was simple I would go 
to Miami one of the places where the big digital 
world records began. There’s no place on earth like 
SAE MIAMI. They have super great teachers and 
an awesome staff that can teach you anything you 
want to know I was blown away with their person-
ality, they just never stop teaching me, including 
all the tips and tricks that you never get in every-
day life.”

SAE Miami employs some of the best industry- 
experienced instructors in the field; Franklin Rod-
riguez, an SAE Miami Alumni who graduated 
from the first class in 2002 is a Grammy nominated  
Engineer with credits from working with the likes 
of Diplo, 3ballmty, Kinky, Toy Selectah, Calle 13, 
Wisin and Yandel, Juan Luis Guerra and Daddy 
Yankee just to name a few. Franklin Socorro who 
graduated from Full Sail University is the cam-
pus Director of Education also with several Gram-
my nominations and credits from his work with 
Jazmine Sullivan, Amy Winehouse and Christian 
Castro.   ➤

n   Frank Socorro Quick Fire Questions
Nickname – Alpha Beat
Nationality – US
Age – 34
Favourite sport or team?
Baseball New York Yankees
Dreamer or practical?
Dreamer
Technically savvy or slow adopter?
Tech savvy
Investor or baller?
Investor
Comedy, horror or action movie?
Comedy
Are you originally from SFL?
No, originally from New York
Are you first generation American?
Yes
What is your primary language?
English
How many other languages do you speak?
2
What kind of music do you listen to?
Good music
What kind of music do you create or  
tend to record?
Hip hop
What style of music do you think will dominate 
pop culture in the next 10 years?
Moomba trap
What is your greatest passion?
Creating art
What is your favourite Miami pastime?
People watching
Favourite food?
Rice and beans

n   Frank Rodriguez Quick Fire Questions
Nickname – El Medico
Nationality – Dominican
Age – Older than you think, younger than I 
should be
Favourite sport or team? 
World Cup soccer in which case I root for Mexico. 
US Sports Basketball-The Miami HEAT!!!
Dreamer or practical?
I’d love to think I’m practical, but I end up being a 
dreamer...somewhere in between I guess
Technically savvy or slow adopter?
I’m technically savvy, but I like to take my time 
with it...also I like the word savvy.... you savvy? 
Investor or baller?
Neither right now, but I’d like to be an investor 
one day
Comedy, horror or action movie?
Horror, always horror
Are you originally from SFL?
No, originally from Dominican Republic but I’ve 
lived here most of my life at this point
Are you first generation American?
No

various positions from Adjunct Professor to Dean 
of Academic Affairs covered a broad spectrum of 
affiliations with accrediting and state licensing 
agencies. I feel that these experiences have filled 
my “toolbox” with resources that sustain me on a 
daily basis here at SAE Miami.

What is your vision and goal for SAE Miami?
To be a leader in the creative media industry provid-
ing students with an outstanding overall education-
al experience and an opportunity to spend the rest 
of their lifetime doing what they have been trained 
to do here at SAE Miami.

What do you do when you’re not at the helm of 
the SAE ship?
I enjoy time with my family. We tend to get caught 
up in the hustle of work and neglect those closest to 
us, therefore I try to spend as much time with them 
as possible. I’m an avid runner and I enjoy going 
for long runs early in the morning before work.
A testament to persistence, drive and dedication 
SAE Miami still retains staff and faculty from its 
inception in 2002. The campus is championed by a 
team of educators and industry professionals with 
a collective number of over 80 years of industry 
and education experience.

SAE Miami like its host city is a work in progress 
constantly evolving and adapting to its geographi-
cal and corporate culture, diversity and challenges. 
So, in the words of Lebron James “Bring your tal-
ents to Miami” “Lets Go Heat!”   n

(L-R) Franklin Socorro, Director of Education and  
Franklin Rodriguez SAE Miami Instructor

SAE Miami Team: top row (L-R) Marie Bontemps, Student Accounts  
Frank Rodriguez, Instructor Dora Tano, Admissions Andres Sanchez, Instructor  
Taimy Perez, Administrative Assistant Tone Curling, IT Manager Fiona Troope, 
Career & Student Services bottom row

SAE Miami Faculty  
By The Numbers:
Frank Socorro
Number of major label albums engineered 
prior to joining SAE Institute
40
Age when engineered first multi-track effort
21
Most sleepless hours logged by Socorro in 
one consecutive engineering session
47
The amount of total sales for the albums fea-
turing your work
24 million

Frank Rodriguez
Number of major label albums engineered 
prior to joining SAE Institute
0
Age when engineered first multi-track effort
24
Most sleepless hours logged by Rodriguez in 
one consecutive engineering session
36
The amount of total sales for the albums fea-
turing your work
7 million and counting  n

Infobox

The Magic City – sunny and 72 degrees  
F (22°C) in January! Miami is a city that 
has for many years opened its arms  
to immigrants from around the world,  
in particular from its neighbours in the 
Caribbean and South America.

If not, how long have you been here?
20 years now
What is your primary language?
Spanish...or something that resembles it
How many other languages do you speak?
1 other … I will learn Japanese one day
What kind of music do you listen to?
Good music, something that makes you wonder 
What kind of music do you create or  
tend to record?
Electronic, whether it’s dance or music is up to 
you to decide
What style of music do you think will dominate 
pop culture in the next 10 years?
Electronic beats with deep lyrics, NIN for the new 
ages … either that or more Justin Bieber junk food/
music
What is your greatest passion?
Music and everything that surrounds it
What is your favourite Miami pastime?
Just soaking it in man, just soaking it in …
Favourite food?
Miami … yeah, that’s my favourite food.   ➤
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by Steve Hartley

Romy  
Hawatt  

Story
Recognised and respected 

globally for his managerial 
and negotiating skills,  

Hawatt has been hugely  
successful in the world of 

business development.  
What’s his passion?  

What motivates and drives 
him? Talking with Romy Hawatt, the Dubai based 

Chief Executive Officer of the SAE Group 
and member of the Navitas SAE Advisory 

Board, is never dull.

He’s the real thing – a “what you see is what you 
get” type – and a unique combination of an entre-
preneur and a safe pair of hands who can navigate 

the global corporate world and also seal the deal.
Born in a small country town in Queensland,  
Australia he moved to suburban Sydney as a child.

He grew up reading Mark Twain type adventure 
stories like “Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn” 
and even as a child these classic books appealed to 
his own natural sense of adventure.  ➤

days looking to be realistic in the objectives and 
expectations I set myself. I’ve never been afraid of 
hard work and simply focus positively (or as posi-
tively as possible) on what needs to be achieved. I 
then visualise the path forward and work in earnest 
towards that. It’s surprising how much can be ac-
complished on 4 hours sleep a night!” (he laughs).

“Actually, I’m convinced that one can manifest 
success and a beneficial outcome through positive 
projection and I have always tried to practice this. 
More scary than that (he laughs again) is that I can 
also generally see a pathway through the fog and 
reasonably quickly conceptualise and visualise the 
key elements required for the construction of a deal 
or project from scattered data or an empty field.”

When attending a dinner party with friends many 
years ago, the guests were invited to draw where 
they saw themselves in 20 years time. The sketches 
were lost by the host but recently found (18 years 
later as it turns out) and Hawatt’s long forgotten 
drawing (which he shared with me during an inter-
view) turned out to be an uncannily accurate road-
map of his future success. Amongst the things he 
visualised for himself were a farm near the beach, 
a portfolio of real estate investments and flying a 
helicopter. As it turns out, years later, he has all of 
these.

Recognised and respected globally for his manage-
rial and negotiating skills, Hawatt has been hugely 
successful in the world of business development. 
What’s his passion? What motivates and drives him? 

The

Romy Hawatt & HH. Nahyan Mubarak Al Nahyan –  
UAE Minister for Higher Education.

Over the relatively more recent past, he continues 
his rigorous travel regime as the driver and deal-
maker for the SAE Institute and Qantm College  
education businesses.
Hawatt makes it his business to know what is going 
on across his portfolio of responsibility but like-
wise in the international news and current affairs. 
You are left in no doubt that his global perspective 
and understanding of the international marketplace 
is acute and one of his key attributes.

His entrepreneurial business genes go deep; his late 
father – who set up a number of small businesses 
– proffered him some valuable advice in his early 
teens by which he set some of his own standards. 
“Paraphrasing, my father once said to me, ‘Don’t 
worry so much about what is behind you but rather 
look to the future, set your mark down that road 
and move towards it so rapidly that others are run-
ning to keep up with you.’ I have never forgotten 
that and it’s largely what I do.”

Clearly proud of his achievements, arguably one 
of his greatest challenges over recent years was 
to help take the SAE / Qantm business models and 
structures and drive the redesign, repositioning and 
redevelopment from their organically grown roots 
into strategically positioned multi-national models 
that were poised for increased growth.

When Hawatt started consulting for SAE, there were 
approximately 20 campuses. Since then and con-
sistent with the original vision and mission of his 
friend Tom Misner (President & Founder of SAE), 
the business has grown to 57 campuses thus far. 

While continuing to drive the vision and mission 
of the SAE Group, what is his next challenge?  
 Hawatt is as bullish as ever about the future and 
says: “Tom has always spoken about SAE having 

100 campuses globally and for my part, I remain 
focused on reaching that goal.
Is there a master plan? “Yes, we have a plan! It 
is not inflexible but rather conversely adaptable 
and can be adjusted / tweaked as needs dictate. It is 
overall a good solid strategy, well thought through 
and consulted and also well mapped out at all of 
the critical levels, including a good team of man-
agement and staff (most still with us and others no 
longer there but their contributions nevertheless 
not forgotten) along with the resources and back-
ing of the Navitas Group.”

Inspired by author and poet Rudyard Kipling, his 
famous inspirational poem “If” seems to sum up 
many of Hawatt’s maxims for life, his blueprint for 
personal integrity, behaviour and self-development: 

“If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue, 
or walk with kings – nor lose the common touch, 
If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you, If 
all men count with you, but none too much; If you 
can fill the unforgiving minute with sixty seconds’ 
worth of distance run – yours is the earth and eve-
rything that’s in it, and – which is more – you’ll be 
a man, my son!”

People that work with Hawatt laugh when they 
hear him metaphorically repeat again and again ‘If 
you’re on the wrong train, every station you come 
to is the wrong station’ but Hawatt really believes 
it. “To me, it is about boarding the right train from 
the outset.” He also adds that when you set out to 
build or develop something you first concentrate 
on getting the plan and foundation right. As his 
father reminded him, “paraphrasing, if the founda-
tion is faulty, whatever you build upon it can be 
put at risk so make sure the plan is right and the 
foundation suits the need.” The philosophical side 
to Hawatt is as strong as ever.

A key question in business is what is the right di-
rection to success? Hawatt instinctively knows the 
right direction – what is your secret? “That’s a good 
question and I need to think about it for a second! 
(he pauses) OK, firstly, I have never aspired to be-
ing a lawyer or accountant or the like (although I 
have always been interested in the law, commerce 
and financial management) and from as far back 
as I can remember, I have wanted to trade interna-
tionally and become an entrepreneur. In my case 
life direction and the resultant success has come 
from a combination of things.  ➤ 

It starts with focusing on something you genuinely 
like or have a passion for alongside having the right 
intentions. You then couple this with a prepared-
ness to work hard, help others and plough some-
thing back whenever you can. Then you throw in 
some formal education, more than a bit of tena-
ciousness and persistence and then flavour it with 
a little bit of natural talent if it exists (he says jok-
ingly). Add to this the element of positive visu-
alisation and years of hard earned experience of 
being out there and deeply immersed in your in-
dustry or profession. Take all of those ingredients 
and combine them with a willingness to learn as 
you go through emphatic listening and observation 
and you have the makings of a winning formula 
I guess! It all adds up to a long and winding road 
and lots of bloody hard work and a bit of luck of 
life if you ask me” (he laughs out loud).

His role as CEO of SAE & Qantm is to ultimate-
ly oversee, steer and drive all aspects of the busi-
ness whilst maintaining the agreed strategic direc-
tion. What does that entail on a day-to-day basis? 
“Apart from the routine administrative, operational 
and financial oversight, very importantly, the role 
requires constant communication at varying levels 
(internal and external to the organisation) and an 
ability to trouble shoot, make decisions and adjust 
the groups track and heading accordingly whilst 
also keeping the staff and management motivated 
and focused on the mission.”

What are SAE’s key capabilities and what is needed 
to create and maintain the competitive advantage? 
Hawatt is quick to respond: “There are too many 
aspects to talk about so let me focus on a few. Long 
before my time, SAE had the makings of a winning 
formula. It’s own combination of ‘herbs & spic-
es’ so to speak. SAE now also has some 36 years 
of knowhow and experience in the global creative 
media education space to point to. It is a wonder-
ful testimony to the founder and management and 
staff over the period that the group developed the 
ability to deliver creative media education across 
multiple jurisdictions and geographies. Yes, we 
provide and will continue to do so, a great inter-
nationally recognised education experience to the 
students and a good quality level of service via our 
staff but there is something quite special in how 

we can continue to do this across so many diverse 
countries and locations and all of the challenges 
that that entails. Starting with a great concept, we 
have been able to continue to weave together a busi-
ness model which really is second to none in the 
creative media education space and we continue to 
aspire, expand and deliver into areas that many in 
the industry would possibly never even imagine.”  

We know that obsession with the customer / con-
sumer needs is arguably the one of the single most 
vital factors in business success; the main priority 
in any business must be to win and keep the cus-
tomer. Do you think the education sector generally 
views this as a priority? “If it doesn’t then of course 
it should – especially in the ‘for profit’ education 
sector. The student needs and outcome is the single 
most important consideration and we must deliver 
by providing an education experience that not only 
meets immediate expectations but also that can be 
carried positively forward well into the future at 
the personal, professional and industry level. Our 
culture views our students as a kind of half artist / 
half technician and we work hard to develop this.”  

“We like to think that if there is even a small crea-
tive bone in the student, we can help to develop 
and amplify this with an SAE / Qantm education. 
The technical skills and training we provide defi-
nitely assists them to express themselves at mul-
tiple levels. The goal is always for the student to 
make something of a career out of their field of in-
terest (be it Audio, Film, Animation, Games, Digi-
tal Journalism or any of the other of the plethora of 
long and short courses we offer).  ➤ 

We want our graduates to become champions for 
us in the greater media industry.”

SAE traditionally works closely with industry. 
How did he see the student / employer relationship 
being facilitated by SAE in the future? “We can 
only remain applicable by delivering what the rap-
idly evolving creative media industry demands. 
With the ever-changing hard and soft technologies 
and techniques this is certainly an on-going pro-
cess and a practical challenge that we revel in. We 
mitigate many potential issues or mismatches be-
tween industry needs and the education and train-
ing deliverables by the continual interfacing and 
consultation with various industry sectors. We in-
vite industry leaders on to our academic and ad-
visory boards and design our curriculum to meet 
their needs. Importantly, (and this also goes back to 
the competitive advantage question) SAE / Qantm 
have always been quite nimble and quick to adapt. 
We can upgrade and adjust our curriculums and 
training (at relatively lightning speed compared to 
many major universities for example) to meet al-
most any creative industry requirement or stand-
ard.”

Creative industries are growing at a faster rate than 
the world economy in general, representing 7% of 
global GDP. Recent analysis shows that the UK’s 
creative industries for example will take centre 
stage as a major, high-growth contributor to the 
economy over the next 5 years and by 2013, the 
UK creative industries will grow on average at 4% 
– more than double the rate of the rest of the econ-
omy. In the United States along with a number of 

other major economies (eastern and western alike) 
the statistics are proving to be even more exciting.

Hawatt says: “It’s the same scenario across the 
world. Every government in major and develop-

ing countries are waking up to the need to develop 
their creative media industries. There is a grow-
ing realisation that these industries are also key 
contributors to the development of their respec-
tive societies and increasingly, with the right level 
of public awareness and government support this 
particular industry growth can be stellar. This of 
course drives the increasing awareness and need 
for education and this is where we step in and pro-
vide mutual benefits.”

“Go ahead and do a search on the creative media 
industry and see what comes up! It’s the world’s 
largest industry in the making and eventually, will 

far exceed every other industry by way of people 
employed and revenues. I believe that almost all 
sectors of business will eventually need (won’t be 
able to do without) creative media trained people. 
Look at the way computers, hardware and support-
ing software, mobile communications, the Internet 
and multitude of levels of entertainment and adver-
tising have all crept into our everyday lives already. 
It is explosive growth we are talking about over the 
coming decade and beyond.”

Is there a course in the SAE / Qantm education  
offering that stands out for you? “Each course we 
offer is really great and falls within it’s own specif-
ic category, discipline and industry demand. Audio, 
Film, Animation & Games Programming for ex-
ample can all be very specific and very specialised  
career paths notwithstanding the overlaps i.e. Audio 
in Film & Animation etc.”

“What I find personally very exciting is a proposed 
new offering (which we have been developing and 
testing) which picks up a little of all of the fore-
going areas along with the addition of journalism, 
marketing and a bit of business all with a modern 
applicability. It is about digital storytelling or more 
precisely, ‘digital content creation’ under what we 
are currently calling ‘Cross Media Communications 
and Publishing’.”

“Whatever name we end up marketing the new 
course as in the long term, it is essentially about in-
dividuals being trained up to create content across 
the key creation platforms and packaging the same 
for the market.  ➤ 

Importantly, the course will also focus on the vari-
ous business and marketing elements associated 
with getting their product to their target audience 
across the town, country or planet.”

“We live in a world that is increasingly hungry for 
content and this opens potential career and profes-
sional pathways that if embraced correctly, can be 
applied locally or globally. The list of development 
possibilities is huge in the news, information, ser-
vices, lifestyle, special interest and education areas 
just to name a few. The web and local media (wher-
ever you are) carries uncountable examples of the 
types of material being demanded and there is no 
sign of abatement in this regard.”

“Really interesting to me is that there is a high level 
of independence in this career path. A creative/tech-
nical career that offers self-employment as well as 
embedded industry opportunities surely has to be 
appealing to a good cross section of society.”

“The content, once created potentially lives on for-
ever. The graduate needs to be trained to a high 
standard and likewise produce quality for their spe-
cialised market. It’s a kind of an infinite loop. The 
benefits of creating a story or information that can 
be digitally disseminated and then of course owning 
that intellectual property has exciting potential.”

“Unfortunately, the benefits are not yet fully under-
stood or appreciated by most of the main-stream but 
the increasing awareness and realisation by the pub-
lic and private sectors is rapidly advancing.”

Hawatt is no stranger to living life in the fast lane 
and he has visited more than half the world’s coun-
tries and also lived, worked and spent considerable 
time in many countries.

Hawatt clearly sees the invite by Navitas to con-
tinue to lead SAE Institute into the next stage of its 
development as a privilege and the next challenge.

His mentor, the late Kevin James Kirby AO – the re-
markable Australian businessman and industrialist 
whose business career spanned more than 50 years 
and noted for his leadership in the manufacturing 
industry – would have been proud of Hawatt’s ca-
reer and achievements to date.

Despite his jet-set lifestyle he still finds time to get 
back to Australia and disengage for short breaks on 
his family farm of fertile arable land, rich in red 
volcanic soil.

In his quest for conservation, sustainability and 
self-sufficiency he has grown organic vegetables 
and a variety of common, native and exotic fruit 
and nut trees along with a small-scale forestry en-
deavour, which now has several thousand rare and 
exotic cabinet timber trees that are flourishing. He 
has also developed a number of dams on his prop-
erty, which are well stocked with fish.

Through the demands of international travel and 
business, Hawatt appears to remain a grounded 
country boy at heart who smiles with a wry sense 
of humour as he recounts and reminisces about his 
humble upbringing in contrast to his jet-set profes-
sional life: “I do take comfort in one of the closing 
verses of the Desiderata which says ‘And whether 
or not it is clear to you, no doubt the universe is un-
folding as it should’. Nevertheless, to me at least, 
it seems no matter where you start and no matter 
where you finish up, the whole journey – looking 
back – always seems short and a bit surreal.”  ■

On top of the world in Zermatt, Switzerland

Romy Hawatt & Princess Reem Ali

Flying high, SAE’s Romy Hawatt pilots his helicopter

His role as CEO of SAE & Qantm  
is to ultimately oversee, steer and drive 

all aspects of the business.  

“We live in a world that is increasingly 
hungry for content”.

“I genuinely love business and the constructs of a 
deal or project. I believe in having good lines of 
communication and working out how to link the 
critical aspects and   key elements of any given pro-
ject. I also believe that everything has been created 
in similitude and if one can read the signs and make 
sense of the patterns, they can also work the compet-
itive advantage. I can generally move very quickly 
but can also ponder, consider and reconsider whilst    
also making decisions on the move.”

“It is important to me that I have genuine liking 
or a passion for what I do or will be doing (usu-
ally on a project by project basis) but constantly 
remind myself that with success and growth comes 
increased responsibility personally, professionally 
and morally. I strongly feel that with gratitude, the 
right intention and if you plough something back 
(according to your means at any given stage of per-
sonal and professional development to your fam-
ily, friends and community), then the universe has 
a way of conspiring positively with you and you 
continue to grow and succeed.” 

Hawatt’s entrepreneurial spirit and compelling 
drive are a great motivator to those around him. 
He maintains an extraordinary energy level, espe-
cially given the rigors of global travel and working 
in many different jurisdictions and business envi-
ronments.  
For up to 9 months of the year he travels and trav-
erses the challenges of doing business with dif-
ferent countries, languages and cultures, having 
clocked up well in excess of 14 million miles dur-
ing his business career.  ➤

Romy Hawatt, Dubai based Chief Executive Officer – SAE Group

Executive Portrait: 

Timeline:

1978 Started his career in Sydney setting up and 
operating a niche trading company importing and 
exporting a varied range of products to and from 
Australia whilst also undertaking part time studies 
at the Australian Institute of Export. With growing 
experience and success, he expanded his trading 
activities globally.

Mid 1980’s was also in demand as a consultant, 
negotiator and adviser with calls by a range of 
Private & Public sector companies as well as Aus-
tralian State and Federal Government agencies to 
engage on a range of international trade and ser-
vice related projects. He likewise attended class-
es as a Student at Law at the Legal Practitioners 
Admission Board in 1986 along with a series of 
courses and workshops in Film Production, Suc-
cess Leadership and International Banking and 
Finance through to the late 1980’s.

By 1990 and with training and experience expand-
ing beyond international trade, he commenced 
providing consultancy and support services to an 
expanding group of clients in the areas of Man-
agement, Administration and International Mar-
ket Entry Planning.  This portfolio of services lat-
er expanded into Mergers & Acquisitions, Capital 
Raising and the Development of Strategic Allianc-
es.  He also undertook EMBA studies at the Aus-
tralian Graduate School of Management UNSW 
in 1996.

In 1997, Hawatt began consulting to the SAE Ed-
ucation Group and was initially engaged to assess 
and assist with the re-development of the Austral-
ian financial, administrative and operating mod-
el as this territory postured to move from it’s vo-
cational education roots in the late 90’s into the 
higher education space.  As the business became 
more effective, the scope of work quickly grew 
into supporting international management on mat-
ters relating to staff and business rationalisations, 
market expansion, turnover and profitability.

In 2003, the scope of work for SAE had further 
expanded and he began to take on a more senior 
role now acting for the groups various European, 
Asian and US interests. Projects included strategic 
acquisitions, the development of new markets and 
managing the evolution of SAE from it’s original 
organically grown corporate and operating model 
into a new, strategically focused, multi-national 
model.

By 2005 and now with corporate, governance, fi-
nancial management and operating systems posi-
tioned for growth, Hawatt’s focus turned to accel-
erating the foreign campus investment and busi-
ness footprint whilst enhancing the group’s global 
education profile through strategic alliances with 
Government and industry. 

By early 2006 a new SAE licensing model was also 
designed and introduced and this added a further 
dimension and revenue source to the businesses 
growth prospects.
SAE had broken all it’s previous revenue, profit-
ability & expansion records and by 2009 had also 
completely reinvented itself with a proven and ro-
bust business model that was now also well con-
structed and positioned for the next level of stra-
tegic development and growth.
With the rapidly increasing demand for “for profit 
education” and against the backdrop of the then 
very established international footprint of SAE in 
the niche “creative media education” space, the 
business had also become a desirable acquisition 
target. As a result of market interest and commer-
cial approaches, the SAE Group was formally up 
for sale in early 2010 and Hawatt headed up a large 
international team of advisors, financial analysts, 
lawyers and other experts, along side of the global 
SAE management team through a comprehensive 
bidding and due diligence process.

Fourteen bidders and approximately 12 months of 
negotiations and varying levels of due diligence 
across four continents saw the successful conclu-
sion of the process with the sale of the SAE Group 
to Navitas Limited in early 2011 for approximate-
ly $300 million.   ■ 

Infobox

Romy pictured at an official SAE Institute opening

He describes himself as being generally philosoph-
ical and this has been the case since he was quite 
young. “I like to see myself as focused and dedi-
cated to whatever I commit to but similarly, loyal 
and supportive to those that I like and feel I have 
a connection with. I also try to be accepting of the 
reality of what is and maintain a positive energy 
and outlook alongside a can-do attitude wherever 
possible.”

Would you call yourself career driven? “I would 
call myself success driven and I think it is impor-
tant to set goals, good standards and aim high but 
also think and act practically.  Most people ‘strive 
for high ideals’ and seek self-improvement but like-
wise in this process, one should not lose perspective 
of who they really are.  In my case, where I started 
out can be humbling and also kind of an honourable 
reference point – especially when your life goals 
are reached.”

So what makes you successful? “I would say I am 
a bit pragmatic and definitely intent on starting my 
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Bitte die englische Übersetzung

Staff Portrait: Luke McMillan

Dr McMillan joined Qantm College in 2007 to develop the game 
design curriculum for Qantm College Australia. It was the suc-
cess of this initial project which has led to his current posi-

tion where he holds a number of key strategic roles. He is the campus  
academic coordinator of SAE & Qantm Brisbane, the newest combined 
campus in Australia with around 670 students. Dr McMillan was also 
the project driver for games for the Qantm & SAE Institute TEQSA 
application as well as the current representative for Games and Pro-
gramming for the Australian Programme Advisory Committee.  ➤

finement of the Australian games curriculum made 
him the ideal candidate to spearhead a new project 
on behalf of SAE Institute.

“My most recent project was a consultancy role 
for twofour54 tadreed and Ubisoft in the United 
Arab Emirates. In this role, I was put in charge 
of the research, development and implementation 

of a cutting edge curriculum, designed to prepare 
students to enter large scale production environ-
ments.”

The twofour54 Gaming Academy will focus on 
equipping creative UAE nationals and Arabs from 
around the region with the international standard 
games development and business skills required to 
build successful long-term careers across all areas 
of the media and especially the burgeoning gaming 
industry. The course is a 16 month intensive pro-
gramme tailored to the needs of the Ubisoft devel-
opment and production studio at twofour54 and the 
broader emerging games industry across the Mena 
region. Despite the course having a regional focus, 
the twofour54 Gaming Academy has also attracted 
students from Australia, France and South Africa 
in its first intake.

“The course is an implementation of cutting 
edge research in the fields of educational theory. 
The challenge of this project was not finding the 

“Qantm has provided me with  
so many opportunities”

research, but rather creating the conditions neces-
sary for its successful implementation. To achieve 
this goal, I had to research and combine unique at-
tributes of all three parties to create a unique and 
truly cutting edge project which creates students 
who are outcomes focused and able to adapt and 
respond to a fast changing industry.”

Dr McMillan has adapted the Australian game cur-
riculum to the needs of twofour54, Ubisoft and 
the students in this region. He is currently on the 
ground in Abu Dhabi teaching the academy’s first 
intake of students and assisting with the set-up of 
the course. The course is designed to take full ad-
vantage of a number of new approaches to teaching 
and learning as well as leveraging the resources of 
Ubisoft to assist with the teaching and mentoring 
of students. One of the more interesting aspects 
of the course is students wishing to graduate must 
publish their project work in order to be eligible to 
complete the course. The knowledge gained from 
this experience will inform the development and 
implementation of the new Qantm and SAE cur-
riculum, intended to be rolled out in the next two 
years.

“I would like to give special mention to and thank 
Prof Zbys Klich, Joseph Anthonysz, Keiran Bar-
tlett, Michael Page and Dawn Reilly for support-
ing me throughout my academic career at SAE 
Institute and providing me with some really great  
opportunities to contribute to the ongoing success 
of the organisation.”  n

Luke McMillan
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“Qantm has provided me with so many opportu-
nities to develop and grow my skills… the projects 
that I have been involved in would ordinarily be 
off limits to young academics within the tradition-
al university system so I am truly grateful for the 
opportunities given to me.”
 
Prior to joining Qantm, Dr McMillan came from 
a music production and performance background, 
having studied at the Queensland Conservatorium 
of Music. He had also run his own recording label 
for a number of years before pursuing an academic 
career. 

“I often get asked how did I get into games, espe-
cially coming from a music background. The sim-
ple answer is that I was always into games, how-
ever there weren’t any games courses available 
when I finished school; programming was about 
your only option. My music education provided 
me very good problem solving skills. Being a pop-
ular musician, I was already very good at learning 
new things by myself and I applied the same pro-
cess to learning about games and how they were 
produced. I started teaching myself 3D modelling 
and programming and I began to contribute vari-
ous small projects on the side.”

Dr McMillan was offered a federal PhD scholar-
ship to pursue his interest in researching games. 
His thesis was the first to examine the Shmup gen-
re and the role that nostalgia plays in shaping con-
sumer behaviour and how this can improve game 
design. His continuous engagement with games 
research and practice as well as the constant re-

Opportunities.  
Contribution.  
Success. by Emma Hughes

“Qantm has provided me with so many opportunities to develop and  
grow my skills… the projects that I have been involved in would ordinarily 
be off limits to young academics within the traditional university system  
so I am truly grateful for the opportunities given to me.”
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http://www.kh120.neumann.com/


Techniker Krankenkasse  
| www.tk-online.de
TK as best public health insurance  
is health partner of SAE Institute and  
offers SAE students a maximal fee of 77,90 €.

A 23

Tom Ammermann  
| www.newaudiotechnology.com
NEW AUDIO TECHNOLOGY develops  
and distributes high performance software for pro-
fessional audio production. This products enable a 
neoteric kind of 3-dimensional creation, editing and 
monitoring of audio content e.g. for film, music and 
game applications with any kind of multi channel 
speaker setups (e.g. Surround, 3D) as well as with 
headphone virtualizations.

O 10

VDT | www.tonmeister.de
The Association of German Sound  
Engineers e.V. is the association for  
professionals in all areas of the audio industry.

A 3

Vitec  | www.vitecvideocom.com
Vitec Videocom – innovative 
 products around the camera. Vitec Videocom brings 
together some of the most respected, most innova-
tive and most sought-after brands in the industry: 
Anton/Bauer, Autoscript, Litepanels, OConnor, Petrol 
Bags, Sachtler, Vinten and Vinten Radamec.

A 13

Wacom Europe GmbH | www.wacom.eu  
Wacom’s solutions for creative professionals 
have been used to create some of the  
most exciting digital art, films, special  
effects, fashion and designs around the world.

F

xi-mAcHinEs  
| www.xi-machines.com
Highly scalable, ultra silent Workstations and Serv-
ers, designed to deliver jaw-dropping performance 
and maximum stability. The professional platform for 
high-end Digital Content Creation.

O 5

Zaor | www.zaor.de
Studios can be very aesthetic, as shown  
by Italian studio furniture manufacturer Zaor:  
Design and functionality in harmony.

A 2

shiatsu relaxations | www.special-touch.de
“special touch” brings relaxation and rejuvenation to 
the Sae Alumni Convention 2012. In the studio area 
the sp-team will pamper you with soothing Shiatsu 
massage.“ 

stu-
dio 
area

sm Pro Audio | www.smproaudio.com
SM Pro Audio is the brand for the  
ambitious producer. The clever products  
like preamps, microphones or interfaces are  
not only affordable but deliver excellent sound. 

s 6

solid state Logic  
| www.solidstatelogic.com  
More Hits were mixed on SSL than any other brand, 
41 years of history, ever innovative, always serving 
the music industry.

A 0

sommer cable  
| www.sommercable.com 
Sommer Cable is a manufacturer of cables, connec-
tors, multicore & distribution systems, modular systems, 
and accessories for audio, video, and broadcast.

A 4 – 
A 5

sound service  
| www.sound-service.eu
Sound Service GmbH is distributing high-quality 
musical instruments as well as analogue and digital 
sound equipment as the exclusive distributor for  
30 brands in 16 European countries.

D

sPL – sound Performance Lab   
| spl.info Renowned for its innovative  
products, German manufacturer SPL offers  
something really new and exciting with each of its 
handmade analog units and Analog Code® plug-ins.

s 4 
c

steinberg media Technologies  
| www.steinberg.net
Founded in 1984 Steinberg is a developer of pro 
audio software for musicians and producers, offering 
products for music, video and film production.

L

synthax | www.synthax.de
Future in audio – Synthax GmbH is  
a company for products, systems and services for the 
audio industry. We are in the business for more than 
20 years now and have sales activities in many coun-
tries of Central Europe (Germany, Austria, Switzerland 
and BeNeLux). All the products we offer have some 
obvious unique selling points and are exclusive to 
Synthax GmbH.

s 3 
B

TAscAm / TEAc Europe GmbH  
| www.tascam.de
As TEAC’s pro audio division, Tascam is a leading 
manufacturer dedicated to making innovative  
products for capturing creativity in the field of music 
and audio.

s 7

Phonic | www.phonic.info
FIREFLY: 24 Bit/192 kHz Firewire/ 
USB Audio Interface. HELIX BOARD: Analoge  
Mischpulte mit 24 Bit/96 kHz Firewire/USB Interface. 
PAA6: Stereo Measuring Toos, Audio Analyser.  
ACUMEN: Studio Referenz Monitore 

s 11 
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Prolight + sound  
| www.prolight-sound.com
Prolight + Sound is the international fair of technolo-
gies and services for events, installation and pro-
duction. To be held from 10 to 13 April 2013, it is the 
most important event for the event sector, AV media 
technology, systems integration and the recording 
and broadcasting industry. 

A 1

REBEAT Digital  
| www.rebeat.com
REBEAT Digital is a professional  
user application that enables musicians and record 
labels to sell their songs worldwide. At present,  
REBEAT distributes to more than 300 digital music 
services and cooperates with more than 3000 labels 
across 80 countries.

O 14

ROLAnD | www.rolandmusik.de  
| www.cakewalkmusik.de  
| www.rsg-germany.com The ROLAND Corporation 
was founded in Osaka, Japan, in 1972 and is, today, 
amongst the leading providers of electronical musical 
instruments on the world market. As an affiliate of the 
ROLAND Corporation our company is the distribution 
organisation for the German and Austrian market.

A 22

s.E.A. Vertrieb & consulting  
| www.sea-vertrieb.de
S.E.A. is a distributor of professional audio  
equipment. The portfolio contains brands like  
Universal Audio, Chandler Limited, VOVOX,  
Drawmer, ATC, Royer Labs, Avid VENUE,  
Great River and many more and provides solutions  
for the fields of recording, broadcasting, live sound  
reinforcement and fixed installation.

s 1 
A

sennheiser Vertrieb & service  
| www.sennheiser.de
For more than 60 years, Sennheiser has been one 
of the world’s leading manufacturers of professional 
audio solutions. The company has made a name for 
itself in the development and manufacturing of high-
quality equipment for stage, studio and conference 
applications.

A 15 
– 

A 16

monster cable  
| www.monstercable.com
The “Who is Who” of the stars on the instruments and 
behind the controls of the big productions rely on the 
outstanding quality of MONSTER. From consumers to 
the high-end class – at MONSTER the ambitious user 
always finds the adequate cable.

s 11 
– 
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musik media Verlag  
| www.soundandrecording.de
With its publications  
SOUND&RECORDING,  
PRODUCTION PARTNER and GUITAR&BASS,  
MM Verlag is one of the most prolific German  
publishers of music-related magazines.

A 14

musikmesse  
| www.musikmesse.com
Musikmesse is the international trade fair for musi-
cal instruments, sheet music, music production and 
music business connections. To be held from 10 to 
13 April 2013, it is the most important event for the 
musical instrument industry. During the four days of 
the fair, all national and international players from  
the sector meet in Frankfurt am Main.

A 1

neumann  
| www.neumann.com
For more than 8 decades, Neumann has been  
regarded worldwide as the leading manufacturer of 
studio microphones. Since last year, professional 
monitor speakers are part of Neumann’s product 
range.

A 17

neutrik | www.neutrik.com 
Neutrik is an international corporation  
with more than 35 years of know-how  
and experience in the manufacture of innovative 
electrical and electronic interconnection products and 
systems. Our main priority is to be „one step ahead“, 
i. e. to understand the future market needs before 
they become.

O 9

Panther | www.panther.tv 
PANTHER stands for innovative  
strength and high quality products –  
cranes (Galaxy, Foxy) or dollies  
(Tristar, Evolution, Classic) are used on major  
movies around the world. On display are Panther 
Broadcast products such as the Pixy light weight 
crane, the Trixy remote head and Dollies, Sliders  
and Jibarms.

A 18

LEWiTT | www.lewitt-audio.com
Based in Austria, LEWITT  
produces premium microphones for the studio  
and stage. The company’s offering encompasses 
condenser and dynamic vocal and instrument micro-
phones as well as wireless systems. The booth  
also features MindPrint, Hughes & Kettner, and 
HK Audio.

s 5

Line 6 | http://de.line6.com
Line 6 produces a wide variety of  
hardware and software products  
including POD® multi-effect processors, POD Farm® 
plug-ins, Spider® guitar amps, professional digital wire-
less systems, digital live sound mixers, and speakers, 
as well as interface and keyboards for Apple iOS de-
vices.  

n

mAGix | www.magix.net
International provider of online  
services and software for consumers  
and professionals. MAGIX has been developing soft-
ware for broadcast applications and the recording, 
editing, mixing, and mastering of digital audio. MAG-
IX also offers individual professional solutions for 
hardware manufacturers and the broadcast industry.

O 6

manger Products  
| http://www.manger-msw.com
Manger reference monitors embodies a rare combi-
nation of time, frequency and spatial accuracy by the 
unique Manger sound transducer that works silimarly 
to the human inner ear basilar membrane.

K

mbakustik  
| www.mbakustik.com
We make studios: measurement, consulting, acoustic 
design and supervision on site; we manufacture and 
install absorbers, diffusers, bass traps and studio fur-
niture.

s 9

mega Audio | www.megaaudio.de
The current product range contains  
manufacterers like:  Bricasti, DPA, Fostex, Gem 
Audio Labs, Jamhub, JoeCo, Klark Teknik, Midas, 
Millennia, Rupert Neve Designs, Phonak, sE Elec-
tronics, TTA.

O 3

microtech Gefell | www.microtechgefell.de 
Development, manufacturing and  
distribution of studio and measuring  
microphones, calibration and service features.

m
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The 8th SAE Alumni Convention will com-
mence on 18th October. Professionals, 
manufacturers, students, Alumni and other 

interested parties from the media sector will again 
meet this year in a relaxed atmosphere on the cam-
pus of SAE Institute Berlin. 

In addition to the first class seminars on offer visi-
tors can also expect a trade fair, discussion pan-
els and an eclectic supporting programme with 
the Convention Party and award ceremony for the  
SAE ALUMNI & JUNIOR Awards. 

This year we are looking forward to many interna-
tional lecturers. From the USA (California) alone 
we are expecting three first class lecturers from the 
Film & Animation sector.
Additional lecturers are coming from Stockholm, 
the Netherlands, Austria and Switzerland. 
 
Around 80 exhibitors will be gathering over the 
3,000 m2  SAE Institute exhibition space including 
Apple, Avid, Sennheiser, Neumann, Wacom, Arri, 
JVC and many more.  n

We look forward to seeing you!

Register online:  
www.sae-alumni-convention.org/tickets
More information:  
www.sae-alumni-convention.org

Infobox

by Saskia Rinne

Alumni
Convention

2012

SAE

The legendary SAE Alumni  
Convention, a top class media event
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10:30 Vorbereitung / Preparation

11:00 cracking compressors 
Maximilian Schnutt  
(ORF, SAE Wien, SAE Zürich)

WoRKsHoP, Audio, Advanced  

ssL style mixing in Reason
Thomas Wendt 
(integrative concepts)

 

Audio, Advanced  

super awesome Engineers mix-
tape collaboration 2013, Lawrens 
Irons, (Ironlaw Entertainment) 

Audio, Film, Entry-level  

neue Erzählstrategien  
im internationalen Kino 
Ulrike Krauth (placebo) 

Film, entry-level  

Frontend Development at xinG 
Sascha Caqeux (XING AG)

Web, Entry-level  

Gesetzlich oder Privat versichert – 
was ist besser? 
Roland Fröhlich (Fish And Gigs UG) 

Journalism / Crossmedia, Games, 
Audio, Web, Film, Entry-level  

Pen and ten fingers – a new  
input paradigm for creative profes-
sionals 
Guido Möller 
(Wacom Europe GmbH) 

Film, Game, Web, Entry-level  

unlocking creativity 
Bernd Burgdorf (empire7 / creative 
endeavors LLC) 

Audio, Film, Web,  
Entry-level  

11:30 studio acoustics for free 
Markus Bertram (mbakustik GmbH) 

Audio, Entry-level  

12:00 step into a new dimension  
of common music and  
audio production...
Tom Ammermann 
(New Audio Technology GmbH) 

Audio, Film, Game, Experts  

Audio Video Bridging (AVB) 
only4freaks or a new standard 
Günter Eisbach (dL-Recording)

Audio, Film, Advanced  

Dokumentarfilmschnitt zwischen 
Organisation und improvisation 
Wolfgang Hemmann 

Film, Advanced  

social media as marketing Tool 
Andreas Oszkiel (SAE Institute)

Audio, Film, Web,  
Game, Journalism / Crossmedia, 

Entry-level  

An introduction to css  
Preprocessors
Milos Sutanovac 

Web, Entry-level  

Advanced Lighting in cinema4D 
Marc Potocnik (renderbaron) 

Film, Game, Experts  

Destruction / Demolition  
and Fluids for Visual Effects
Ram Sampath (Scanline VFX) 

Film, Game, Advanced  

12:30 studiobau im Bunker, Bau- u. Raum- 
akustik i.d. neuen SAE Bochum, 
Peter Maier (concept-A GmbH)

Audio, Film, entry-level  

Responsive Web Design  
for everyone
Sebastian Piott (Edelweiss72) 

Web, Entry-level  

13:00 studiobau im Bunker, Audiotechnik 
in der neuen SAE Bochum, 
Ulli Schiller (SAE Institute GmbH)

Audio, Entry-level  

Financing and producing your 
medium length film 
Charlotte Roustang

Film, Entry-level  

Adobe Edge: next generation  
interactive web animations 
Simon Wojada (simonwidjaja.com)

Web, Entry-level  

cutting Edge css-techniques  
and animations in css3  
Guillermo Neugebauer  
(SAE Institute Vienna)  

Web, Entry-level  

Getting more out of 3dsmax 
Mike Kuhn (in3.de)

Film, Game, Entry-level  

Atomic Fiction: 
small shop, Big Picture 
Ryan Tudhope (Atomic Fiction) 

Journalism / Crossmedia, Audio, 
Film, Game, Web, Entry-level  

13:30 Break i want to enter the world of media!
(For artists & Journalists) 
Tim Thaler (BLN.FM) 

Journalism / Crossmedia,  
Audio  

Break

14:00 mastering-seminar
Hans-Philipp Graf 
(Soundwerft Hamburg)
(Sponsored by: Universal Audio, VO-
VOX und ATC)

WoRKsHoP, Audio, Advanced   

Audio over iP 
Konstantin Evers (Lawo AG) 

Audio, Entry-level  

Break crowdfunding for Filmmakers – 
A case study
Alex Weimer 
(MovieBrats Films & Animation)

Film, Game, Entry-level  

Behind the scenes of Hollywood 
mike´ s career Lecture 
Mike Murphy (Successful Animator) 

Journalism / Crossmedia, Audio, 
Film, Game, Web, Entry-level  

14:30 Lost Place 3D,  
from Preproduction to Release,  
a low-Budget 3D movie with 5k 
Xiauo Han (Stilfabrik) 

Film Games, Advanced  

Break

15:00 soundtrack Production 
for TV & movie 
Karim Elias (Steinberg Media 
Technologies GmbH) 
(Sponsored by Steinberg)

Audio, Film, Advanced   

Break neues vom urheberrecht 
Dr. Thomas Hofer-Zeni 

Journalism / Crossmedia, Games, 
Audio, Web, Film, Entry-level  

Adobe After Effects cs6 
Feature-Tour
Helge Maus (pixeltrain | 3d | vfx | 
animation) 

Film, Game, Advanced  

selbstvermarktung à la  
calvin Hollywood für Fotografen 
und Künstler
Calvin Hollywood (CHP) 

Journalism / Crossmedia, Audio, 
Film, Game, Web, Entry-level  

15:30 Break Der perfekte Kopfhörer! 
Klaus Kirchhöfer (beyerdynamic) 

Audio, Entry-level  

Effekte sind nichts,  
das Drehbuch ist alles!  
Peter Grandl 
(proxenos GmbH) 

Journalism / Crossmedia, Film,  
Game,  Entry-level  

16:00 Hilfsmittel statt Zauberstab: 
Die sieben Geheimnisse eines er-
folgreichen Zeitmanagements 
Ivan Blattner (blatternet) 

Journalism / Crossmedia, Games, 
Audio, Web, Film, Entry-level   

Break Break Fiktion und Wirklichkeit –  
Die Wahrheit des Dokumentarfilms 
Henk Drees  

Film, Advanced  

Break characterdesign 
Uwe Heinelt 

Film, Game, Entry-level  

Von HipHop bis Hardcore –
Herausforderung Live mixing  
Marco Vujovic (u.a. Korn, Kool Savas) 
(Sponsored by Avid)

Audio, Advanced  

16:30 musik hören  
ohne sie zu besitzen – 
Wie verändert das Konsumverhalten 
die Produktions- und Vermarktung-
swege der Musik? 

PANEL DISCUSSION

 

mischen über Kopfhörer 
Andre Inderfurth (SPL electronics) 

Audio, Entry-level   

Finanzierung, Beratung,  
Förderung Reinhard Siedtman

Crossmedia, Games, Audio, Web, 
Film, Entry-level  

17:00 Ziele erreichen mit nLP 
Ulrich Fischer 

Journalism / Crossmedia, Games, 
Audio, Web, Film, Entry-level   

Trailerproduktion im TV am 
Beispiel von RTLcreation 
Carsten Wrede (tresohr) 

Journalism / Crossmedia, Audio,  
Entry-level   

new JVc ProHD cameras 
Semir Nouri 
(JVC Professional Europe)

Film, Web, Advanced  

Der Pressekodex –  
was dürfen BiLD & co.?
und warum tun sie es trotzdem?
Manuel Lemke (DIE NEUE 107.7)

Journalism / Crossmedia, Web,  
Entry-level  

Traits & namespaces in PHP 
Mario Fahlandt (Limango) 

Web, Advanced  

THE RisinG:
Kreativer Filmschnitt im Kurzfilm 
Sebastian Mattukat (Regisseur) 
(Sponsored by Avid)

Film, Game, Advanced  

17:30

TimE OxFORD PARis BOcHum cAPE TOWn ByROn BAy ATLAnTA DuBAi BERLin
10:30 Vorbereitung / Preparation

11:00 in-The-Box  
mastering & mixing Techniques 
Gregor Zemljic 
(Earresistible Mastering ) 

WoRKsHoP,   
Audio, Advanced  

“How to start up a start-up?”

PANEL DISCUSSION

manger sound Transducer –  
it’s simply a question of time
Daniela Manger 
(Manger Products) 

Audio, Entry-level   

Photoshop Freak show – 
Best of Photoshop 
Calvin Hollywood (CHP) 

 WoRKsHoP, Web, Film, 
Journalism / Crossmedia,  

Advanced    

maxon cinema 4D R14 Tour Helge 
Maus 
(pixeltrain | 3d | vfx | animation)

Game, Film, Advanced  

Fm soundprocessing 
Robert Sack 
(Funkhaus Halle GmbH) 

Audio, Entry-level   

Lightmapping in unity 
Ulrich Neumeyer & Rene Vidra 
(SAE Institute Wien)

Game, Film, Entry-level   

Videoschnitt für Danni Lowinski –
Knut Hake (Apple) 
(sponsored by Apple)

Film, Advanced   

11:30

12:00 introduction to professional  
lighting gear and new  
LED-technologies. 
An ARRI Hands-on.

WoRKsHoP,   
Journalism / Crossmedia, Film, 

Entry-level   

Auro-3D 
Robin Reumers 
(SAE Institute Brussels) 

Audio, Advanced  

12:30 Karrieremöglichkeiten bei  
Apple Retail
Markus Jeroma (Apple retail) 

Journalism / Crossmedia, Games, 
Audio, Web, Film, Entry-level   

Break Game Thinking – Design through 
the eyes of a game designer Chris-
toph Brosius 
(Die Hobrechts GmbH) 

Game, Entry-level  

How To make A short Film 
Mike Murphy 
(Succesfull Animator) 

Film, Journalism / Crossmedia, 
Advanced  

13:00 making of “sound of the Oceans” 
Timo Klinge 
(Ambient Recording GmbH) 

Audio, Advanced  

stereoscopic 3D Filmproduction: 
Grundlagen und VFx 
Sönke Kirchhof 
(reallifefilm international)

WoRKsHoP, Film, Advanced   

Musik im Animationsfilm –  
von Disney bis Zappa 
Andreas Dihm 

Film, Game, Audio,  
Entry-level   

Break Jquery mobile, Javascript  
Framework fürs Handy 
Mario Fahlandt (Limago) 

Web, Advanced  

13:30 screendesign mit 
Adobe Fireworks 
Martin Funk 
(SAE Institute Wien) 

Web, Entry-level   

Planning international  
career opportunities 
Jan Christoph Daniel 
(SAE Institute Bochum) 

Journalism / Crossmedia, Games, 
Audio, Web, Film, Entry-level  

The importance of Logging 
& Slating in film production 
Matt Jaems (Middle Name  
Productions & SAE Institute) 

Film, Entry-level  

speedsculpting in Zbrush 
Alexander Eibler  
(SAE Institute Vienna)
 

Game, Advanced  

14:00 making the most out of  
budget recording 
Sara Langvik 
(SAE Institute Stockholm) 

Audio, Entry-level  

Elektronik und großes  
Orchester – Filmmusik heute! 
Heiko Maile (Camouflage)
(sponsored by Avid)

Film, Audio, Advanced   

14:30

VisiTOR inFORmATiOn 
Every visitor who booked a “CONVENTION PASS” will re-
ceive an individual ticket, ready to be picked up at the foyer 
of the CONVENTION CENTER. Seats are not guaranteed for 
the seminars as reservations are not available. The amount 
of CONVENTION PASSES to be handed out is limited. The 
ticket entitles you to visit all seminars and workshops.

REGisTRATiOn:  
TicKETs & cOnVEnTiOn PAss OnLinE
To attend the seminars you have to register online (CONVEN-
TION PASS). The convention pass can be purchased online 
at www.sae-alumni-convention.org (than click registration). No 
registration is necessary for visiting the exhibition. However, 
we would kindly ask every visitor to register at www.sae-alum-
ni-convention.org. We can only guarantee a welcome kit to 
registered visitors. Registration is only available online. 

Adam Audio | www.adam-audio.com 
ADAM studio monitors are
state-of-the-art, no-compromise speakers intended 
for audio engineers interested in the truest possible 
reproduction of their recordings.

i

Ambient Recording | www.ambient.de
Our program contains own brands from 
our very own production like the Quickpole  
carbon boom and the awarded portable Clockit  
timecode and synchronisation devices as well  
as nameable manufactorers like e.g. Aaton,  
Koala Windsocks, Lectrosonics, Sound Devices  
and Zaxcom which we distribute exclusively.

A 19

AntelopeAudio | www.AntelopeAudio.com
Antelope is a leading manufacturer of 
audio master clocks and AD/DA converters.  
The company is the pioneer in the adoption of  
Atomic clock generators for master clocks.

K

Apogee Electronics | www.apogeedigital.com
Apogee Electronics Corporation is a  
leading manufacturer of digital audio  
hardware systems and realted accessories 
for audio professionals around the world.

s 8

Apple Retail | www.apple.com/jobs/de/retail
A store like no other. A career like no other. The 
Apple Store is not only one of the most innovative 
retailers in the world, it’s also one of the fastest grow-
ing. With more than 350 stores and counting, we’re 
always looking for smart, engaging, supportive and 
dynamic people who have a passion for Apple and its 
products to join our team.

O1

ARRi | www.arri.com
ARRI is the world’s leading manufacturer 
and distributor of motion picture camera, DI and 
lighting equipment. Services and technologies cover 
every process from production to lab work and post, 
while products include the cutting edge ALEXA digital 
camera, the ARRI L-Series and the MAX Technology 
daylight fixtures.
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Audient | www.audient.com
Audient is recognised for producing  
award winning, innovative and affordable products 
for music recording and production. Audient’s  
products are designed with passion, manufactured 
with pride and distributed internationally by pro- 
fessionals who share the goal of delivering products 
that “simply sound great.”

O 4

Audio Export Georg neumann  
| Genelec | www.audioexport.de  
| www.genelec.de
Audio Export is a distributor of professional audio 
equipment, focusing on recording, broadcast and 
post production. The Finnish manufacturer Genelec 
is a leader in high-quality monitor speakers, and is 
distributed in Germany by Audio Export.

T

Audio import  
| www.audio-import.de
Import and distribution of a selection of the best pro 
audio manufacturers available. Our very own de-
mands of soundquality are very high, so you can be 
sure to always get a special and selected, audiophile 
piece of studiogear from us.

s 10

Audiowerk | www.audiowerk.eu
AUDIOWERK is distributor for pro  
audio equipment and represents the  
brands: BBE Plug-ins, Benchmark AD/DA-converter, 
Flux:: Plug-ins, Daking Outboard, Softube Plug-ins, 
Sontronics microphones, Tube-Tech tube equipment 
and  Voice Technologies headsets and lavaliers.

s 2

Avid | www.avid.com
Avid creates the digital audio and 
 video technology used to make  
the most listened to, most watched and most loved 
media in the world. Some of Avid’s most influential 
and pioneering solutions include Media Composer, 
Pro Tools, Interplay®, ISIS®, VENUE, Sibelius®,  
System 5, Avid Unity and Avid ISIS.

O 13

beyerdynamic GmbH & co. KG  
|  www.beyerdynamic.de
Founded in 1924, beyerdynamic today is one of the 
world’s leading manufacturers of professional micro-
phones, headphones and headsets, which are still 
developed in Germany and carefully handcrafted in 
the southern city of Heilbronn.

G

BPm | www.bpm-media.de
BPM Broadcast & Professional  
Media GmbH is one of the leading 
companies in Germany for professional video,  
audio and media equipment. BPM specializes in 
sales, installation and support of TV production  
technology from acquisition through post-production 
to media asset management.

A 13

c.A.i. systeme GmbH  
| www.cai-systeme.com
With comprehensive consulting and  
profound knowledge C.A.I. helps customers to  
select and implement the right soft- & hardware  
for 3D animation- & rendering, video- and post- 
production.
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concept - A / HmP  
| www.concept-a.net  
Engineering services in audio- 
visual technologies for commercial and private  
recording studios, movie theaters and other venues, 
offering everything from consulting services on 
acoustics installations to the planning of an entire 
studio complex.

A 6

Eisenberg  
| www.eisenberg-audio.de
The next generation software synthesizer:  
Eisenberg present their Artificial Intelligence Studio  
Technology (AIST). Creating and manipulating 
sounds has just become more intuitive, musical  
and faster than ever – the way it should be.

O 11

Esi Audiotechnik  
| www.esi-audio.com
ESI is one of the leading vendors for professional  
and semi-professional audio equipment, with a strong 
focus on home recording, worldwide.

O 2

Falkemedia | www.falkemedia.de
Falkemedia publishes high-quality media  
for a demanding audience. The portfolio  
of the mediahouse extends from specialized  
magazines on regional lifestyle-title up to  
sophisticated cooking and literary publications.

O 12

Focusrite novation  
| www.focusrite.com
Since its beginnings in 1985, Focusrite Novation  
has become a synonym for world-class outboard 
equipment, software, analog modeling synthesizers 
and unrivalled controller keyboards.

A 12
J

For-Tune Vertrieb  
| www.for-tune.de
Specialized in distribution and sales of the finest  
high-quality audio products by Avastor, Canford,  
Desono, EMO Systems, JoeCo, Lake People,  
Pinguin, SADiE, SmartAV, Violectric and Weiss.  
All products get direct support from our support team, 
which is reachable 24hours a day.

A 7

Frost | www.frostacm.com
Frost is a swedish company building  
music PCs for professionals. Fast,  
Quiet & Reliable. Our users are Fever Ray, Royal 
Opera, Adam Beyer, The Knife & more.     

O 15

Hörzone GmbH | www.hoerzone.de
German distribution of Vicoustic  
(roomacoustic), BagEnd (for Studio,  
home and the e-trap), AVA Media  
(mediaservers), Retailer of studio monitors  
(K+H, Neumann, Adam Audio, Manger)

A 10 
– 

A 11

integrative concepts  
| www.integrativeconcepts.net
“Room with a few!” - Hot products  
and technology for modern music production: Guitar 
Sound Design with The Kemper Profiling Amplifier 
– authentic playing feel and tone of guitar amplifiers. 
Reason, Balance and Nektar Panorama make the 
perfect Music Production Solution.

E

iosono | www.iosono-sound.com
IOSONO offers 3D sound solutions  
for cinemas, events and entertainment. 
IOSONO has quickly become the technology leader  
in 3D audio. IOSONO’s product range includes  
audio processors for reproduction and 3D and  
surround sound mixing software. 

H

JVc | www.jvcpro.eu
JVC Professional Europe is one of the  
world’s leading manufacturers and suppliers of a 
wide range of sophisticated and high quality video, 
RF radio and security products, aimed at profession-
al users.

A 9

KmR | http://www.kmraudio.de
KMR carry the largest stocks of new  
high-end outboard, microphones, monitoring, software, 
controllers, and consoles in Europe. With stores in 
Germany and the United Kingdom we have the finest 
equipment on permanent demonstration available to 
test, buy and hire.

A 8

KORG & mORE | www.korgmore.de
MUSIK MEYER – for over 60 years  
Germany’s top address for exclusive  
distribution of musical instruments and  
accessories in Europe. 
The Division KORG & MORE distributes the brands 
KoRG, KRK, VoX, Lag, stanton, and Vestax.
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RBB present a snG live 
The RBB will present a SNG 
at the Convention. Hence, all 
visitors will be able to experience 
the subject of “Satellite News 
Gathering” in practice. Sincere 
thanks to Jürgen Wittmann 
(outside broadcast RBB), Axel 
Thomae and the ARD.

Globe music recording truck
Creativity and originality know 
no bounds. GLOBE MUSIC 
captures unique sound expe-
riences perfectly true to their 
original moments. In the truck 
you’ll have the opportunity to 
mix in a hands-on workshop 
the Krakow and/or the Cologne 
Symphony Orchestra.

jobboard and recruitment
This is a bonus for potential employers and employees as 
our exhibitors have the opportunity to talk to our students 
and alumni directly about their job vacancies. Our job board 
features available positions at companies and interested 
persons can speak to prospective employers. In addition to 
the busy atmosphere at the convention floor, first impres-
sions between applicants and companies can take place  
in the calmer atmosphere of separate offices – the Recruit-
ment Rooms.

special touch
special touch brings relaxation 
and rejuvenation to the SAE 
Alumni Convention 2012. In 
the studio area the sp-team will 
pamper you with soothing Shi-
atsu massage. 
special touch – zen shiatsu – 
the japanese art of touch
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SAE Alumni Convention is happy to offer workshops again this 
year. Advance registration / seat reservation is not required. 
Just turn up in good time at the respective seminar room.The 
following workshops will be held:
Thursday 11.00 – 13.30 Cracking Compressors  
with Maximilian Schnutt (ORF, SAE Wien, SAE Zürich) 
This workshop aims to provide unusual but practical insights 
into the topic using numerous examples. The participants will 
be set on a path to enable systematic and effective self-study 
of this topic.
Thursday 14.00 – 15.30 Mastering Workshop –  
Hans-Philipp Graf (Soundwerft Hamburg)
In approximately 90 minutes the sought after engineer from 
Hamburg-Ottensen will demonstrate how he sets up his mas-
tering sessions and solves problems which he frequently en-
counters in his work. At the same time he will describe which 
plug-ins he uses most frequently in his own projects and what 
he uses them for.
Friday 11.00 – 12.30 In-The-Box Mastering & Mixing 
Techniques Workshop – Gregor Zemljic (Earresistible Mas-
tering). This workshop will focus on DIY in-the-box mastering 
techniques and preparing mixes for mastering in a profes-
sional, hardware-based mastering studio.
Friday 11.00 – 13.00 Photoshop Freak show –  
Best of Photoshop – Calvin Hollywood
In this seminar Calvin Hollywood will impart his best and crazi-
est Photoshop techniques in various areas, including: Portrait 
retouching, Colour manipulation, Image looks, Composing 
and many more.
Please note that for this workshop it would be advantageous 
to have a laptop with Adobe Photoshop (or the Photoshop test 
version). (Visitors with laptops will get priority for seating).
Friday 13.00 – 15.00 Film production with 3D imaging: 
foundations and VFX – Sönke Kirchhof (reallifefilm interna-
tional). This workshop will give an insight into the various re-
quirements needed for creative and technologically success-
ful 3D imaging film production.
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12:00
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14:00
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16:00

17:00

18:00
19:00 Meet 

 & 
Greet

Come Together

20:00 CONVENTION – Party &  
SAE Alumni Award Ceremonyopen end

sAE Allstars
For SAE founder Tom Misner 
things remain incessantly 
musical. As in previous years he 
is going to rock the Convention 
Party stage with the “SAE 
Allstars” who will be playing 
covers from the last 30 years 
of pop music. The high point of 
this year’s show is English front 
woman Lindsey Ollard who has recently released her self-
produced debut album “One Night Stand”. The Allstars will be 
energetically supported by musicians from the staff of SAE 
Munich. Expectations are high!

Pencilcase | www.pencilcase.de
“US sound from Aachen! Listen 
up, fans of alternative music: 
PENCILCASE is a real rough 
diamond in the local music scene 
who have been waiting to be 
discovered!” wrote the magazine 
POWERMETAL about the band 
who stand for melodic American 
style rock. Inspired by bands 
such as The Foo Fighters, Audioslave and Puddle of Mudd 
the four musicians from Aachen have dedicated themselves to 
homemade English language rock music. Approximately 400 
concerts and the attitude “We take our music seriously but never 
ourselves” have made PENCILCASE one of the hot live bands 
both in Germany and abroad.
 
Julian smith (Travolta club, Frankfurt)  
| www.juliansmith.de
Julian Smith calls his style of 
deejaying “Eclectic Disco”, a 
crossover mix of the most diverse 
genres. So in his DJ sets you 
will hear anything from Hip Hop 
to NewRave and from Mashups 
to Rock. With this “omnipotent” 
mix of music he is frequently 
booked for events such as MTV 
Designerrama, Jade Jagger’s 
Jezebel, the Echo awards, MTV awards, costume national fashion 
shows or private parties of the japanese artist Murakami. This 
Mister even gets busy in the studio. With remixes for No Doubt 
“Hella Good” (Universal), Mr. Vegas “Pull Up”, Grandmaster 
Flash and a hit single using his own name he also proves to 
have a good feeling for the right sound in the studio. 

n basic information

n Seminars Thursday, 18. October 2012

n Seminars Friday, 19. October 2012

n Awards Ceremony and Convention Party

n convention centre map

n Exhibitor list P-Z

n Exhibitor list F-P

n Exhibitor list A-F

FEEs 
Entrance to the fair is free for all visitors – some seminars 
(marked in orange) can also be attended free of charge. Those 
who wish to visit all the seminars must buy a convention pass. 
The convention pass can be purchased online.

Convention  
Pass

Alumni 
(free  

member-
ship)

Alumni 
(Education 

Bundle)

Students 

35,– € 0,– € 35,– € 

Convention  
Pass

Guests Special 
seminar 

ticket  
(just for one 
department)

English 
seminar 

ticket 

75,– € 25,– € 25,– € 

Free seminars for all visitors
Seminars and workshops marked orange in the programme 
leaflet are available for all visitors regardless of holding a 
CONVENTION PASS or not.

Free seminars for all visitors
Seminars and workshops marked orange in the programme 
leaflet are available for all visitors regardless of holding a 
CONVENTION PASS or not.

ALumni AWARD sPOnsORs THAnKs TO OuR cOnVEnTiOn PARTnERsmEDiA PARTnERs

Hi-End Audioequipment

SYSTEME

See the details …

n basic information
n Seminars Thursday
n Seminars Friday
n Awards Ceremony
n Convention Party
n convention centre map
n Exhibitor list

LOcATiOns

PARTyLOcATiOn
Fritz club im Postbahnhof
Straße der Pariser Kommune 8
D-10243 Berlin

S-Bahn: S3, S5, S7, S9, S75 Ost- 
bahnhof. Bus: 140, 147, 240, 347, 
N44
www.fritzclub.com

sAE Berlin | cOnVEnTiOn cEnTER
Soltauerstr. 18 – 22
D-13509 Berlin
Tel: +49.(0) 30.43 09 44 70

U-Bahn: U6 Holzhauser Str.
S-Bahn:  S25 Eichborndamm
Bus: X33, 125, 322

mEET & GREET
Dorint Hotel Airport Berlin Tegel
Gotthardstr. 96, D-13403 Berlin
Tel: +49.(0)30.49 88 40

U-Bahn: U6 Kurt-Schumacher-Platz
Bus:  M21, X21, 122, 125, 128  
(Flughafen Tegel), 221, N6 
www.dorint-hotels.com

Time main Floor DJ Floor BusinessLounge

18:30 Come Together (open door 6 pm)

Lounge Music

19:00 SAE Alumni Award: Bewerbungen 2012  
| Applications 2012

20:15 Begrüßung | Welcome

20:30 Verleihung der sAE ALumni AWARDs 2012  
anschließend Buffeteröffnung und Freibieranstich  
| Announcement of the sAE Alumni Awards 2012  
following with buffet and free beer pass

22:00

sAE Allstars
DJ’s & VJ’s

11i Elfenhain

22:30

23:30
DJ Julian smith

00:00 pencilcase

03:30 DJ’s & VJ’s

PARTy | TimETABLE

sAE ALumni AWARDs 2012 
In the evening of 18th October the 
official SAE Alumni Awards will take 
place. Student projects from the ar-
eas of audio, film, web, games and 
crossmedia will be awarded the SAE 
Junior Awards. We have once again 
chosen the in-location, Fritz Club as 
it offers the perfect surroundings for 
the award ceremony. 
The expert jury will give a speech 
before the winning projects are an-
nounced and the lucky winners will be 
given their awards. A special thanks 
goes to our main sponsor, Apple, 
and also all other Award sponsors.
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A Latin Grammy Award and seven years 
experience as the technical director for the 
wonderful PKO Studios place Caco Refojo 
among Spain’s most important sound  
engineers.

Latin Grammy Award won by Caco Refojo

Caco posing at PKO Studios, located in Madrid.
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by Abdón Hervás

Caco
Refojo
A story of passion,  

hard work and humility

An unassuming Galician, he first became 
interested in music production when he 
was a teenager. After just over a decade 

as a professional, Caco can be proud of having  
recorded, mixed and mastered projects at the high-
est level, working alongside with nationally and 
internationally recognised artists. Here is what he 
had to say about his early days, music, technol-
ogy, sound engineering training… and about what 
it feels like to win a Grammy!

In 2010, Caco Refojo received the Grammy Award 
for Best Traditional Tropical Latin Album for his 
work in the editing and mastering of Buika and 
Chucho Valdés’s album “El Ultimo Trago”.

What were your first steps in the  
world of sound engineering?

I started alongside my brother, Pipo Refojo, who 
is currently a guitarist, pianist and teacher. I was 
very interested in music and the world of sound 
engineering and he was in several folk bands, so 
every time they had a gig I acted as their sound 
engineer. In the beginning we all worked for free 
in bars and small pubs but after a while we started 
getting our first few paid gigs.
Actually, since I was little I have liked audio equip-
ment and wanted to know how it worked. I became 
more and more interested in audio and one day I 
realised that this was what I wanted to do. 

What are your musical influences?

Loads. I like music by John Mayer, Michael Bublé, 
Norah Jones… That sort of acoustic style where 
you can hear different Rhodes, Hammonds and  
pianos, are the productions I like the best.

What about your reference albums?

I have many of those too… “Duets II” by Tony 
Bennett, “Reverence” by Richard Bona, “One 
More Once” by Michael Camilo, “Twenty Some-
thing” by Jamie Cullum, “Come Away With Me” by  

Norah Jones, “Continuum” by John Mayer, “Call 
Me Irresponsible” by Michael Buble, “Pulse” by 
Pink Floyd… shall I continue? (laughs)

You are currently working as a technical  
director and chief engineer for these  
amazing studios, but what other studios  
have you worked in before?

There was a small studio in Galicia called Estudio 
Area Local and that was where I started working 
after I finished my studies. That’s where I start-
ed recording and it felt like jumping in the pool 
barely knowing how to swim. It was a learning 
experience during which I made all possible mis-
takes (laughs) and I had the chance to really learn 
the trade and how to solve all the problems that 
come up in a studio. I also learned how to deal with 
people within the profession and it was here I met  
José Ramón (JR Florez, producer and owner of 
PKO studios)
When you arrive at a big studio you learn how to 
“get sound” out of the equipment and make it per-
form, but it is in the beginning when you develop 
as a professional.

Who are the most important artists that you 
have worked with?

First of all I have to name Concha Buika because 
it was with her that I won this (laughs and points 
at his Grammy Award). Also Miguel Bosé, who 
works here often and, I don’t know, many great 
artists have been here; I don’t want to leave any of 
them out.   ➤ 

There are also a lot of artists who come here with 
their own engineers and producers and I have to 
collaborate with them, although I actually work for 
them. Raphael, Dover, Joaquín Sabina, Lady Gaga, 
La Oreja de Van Gogh, El Canto del Loco, Paco de 
Lucía, Sergio Dalma, Pereza and many others have 
recorded here. I have also had the opportunity to 
work alongside producers such as Javier Limón, 
Fernando Garibay and RedOne, who bring their 
projects here. To give you an example, Jennifer 
Lopez and Pitbull’s new track was put together 
here, all the mixing was done here and I was lucky 
enough to participate as an assistant.

What is it like to work with artists at such  
a high level? Is working with them different 
from working with artists who are just  
starting out?

No two artists are the same. In most cases peo-
ple who started from the bottom and progressed 
little by little are very humble, very unassum-
ing. Sometimes before you meet them you think 
they are going to act like a superstar and then real-
ise you could not be more wrong. Miguel (Bosé),  
RedOne, Gaga… they are all really accessible peo-
ple. There is the odd emerging artist who has just 
had his big break and causes some problems, but 
right now I can’t remember any names (laughs).   ➤

I imagine many important producers also stop 
by here. Aside from the “boss”, José Ramón 
Florez, what producers would you like to  
mention?

I have to give a special mention to José Ramón 
and Javier Limón because they were the ones who 
helped me grow as an engineer, both of them. José 
Ramón brought me here and I do all of his produc-
tions. Javier Limón also believed in me and I have 
worked on a lot of albums with him.
Also Peter Walsh, who is amazing as a person, he 
explains everything and you learn a lot with him. 
He is Peter Gabriel’s engineer and worked in Real 
One Records. He is someone I really look up to. 
He knows what is like to be in your shoes, because 
even if you have many years experience, he has 
been working at the highest level for over 30 years 
and compared to him, you are just starting out. He 
gave me one of his 5.1 sessions so that I had a 
template to start with, with surround delays… not 
everyone would do that. It was an amazing gift! 
As I said before, the biggest stars are the most  
accessible.

The last time we were here you were immersed 
in a project for Disney Spain. Does the film  
industry appeal to you as well?

The truth is that I have barely worked with films 
and making films does not particularly appeal to 
me, but I do like what I am doing with Disney. We 
make the Spanish language soundtracks, adapted 
from the English version. They give us the music 
and the original voices and we have to transmit 

exactly the same nuances, tones of voice, every-
thing, in Spanish. The voices and backing vocals 
are recorded here but we really have to stay faith-
ful to the original version. I have done virtually 
every Disney film: Rapunzel, Winnie The Pooh, 
The Princess and the Frog… We have just finished 
Brave, which will be released in Spain soon.
I have also mastered some film soundtracks, such 
as the last of Rodrigo Cortés’s films, Buried and 
Red Lights.

How do you switch off after a day’s work?

In the beginning I found it harder to relax but it’s 
just like anything else, you just learn how (laughs). 
Having a drink with my friends, cooking, some TV, 
just sitting about the house…

What do you think about recording audio 
through an analogue console or a digital  
console; which do you prefer?

Analogue! (laughs)

And your reasons?

They are just completely different. The summing 
is totally different, the depth and the way the ste-
reo feels are not the same either. In the terms of 
frequencies, each channel is separate and harmon-
ics are created, you can saturate… As far as I am 
concerned, it’s not a case of analogue being better 
than digital consoles. If I have the choice, I always 
work with analogue.   ➤

SSL or Neve? I know what you are going to 
say: “both, each one has its own character-
istics and suits a different situation…”; I am 
happy to hear about that but afterwards I 
would like to hear: “If I had to choose…”

If I want a Madonna or Lady Gaga style album, 
I go for a Solid. If I want a more acoustic album 
with strings, folk style or with a big band I go for 
a Neve. If I had to choose, I would maybe go with 
this one (softly taps on a Solid State Logic 9000 
J-Series).
The Solid is more powerful than the Neve, in terms 
of processing it also offers more routing possibili-
ties and the equalisers on the SSL have a much 
wider range… With a console like this you can ob-
tain a much softer and warmer sound, as long as 
you don’t force its compressors, which can be very 
aggressive. That is why I would go for the Sol-
id, without taking anything away from the Neve, 
which I also love.

“In the box” or “out the box”?

On Pro Tools, the summing is perfect. And I am not 
a fan of perfect summing. In an analogue console 
you cannot completely cancel a signal, each chan-
nel is a different world. Digital summing is per-
fect, it sounds really good, but I have already done 
the test a million times: I mix the same track on a 
Neve, on an SSL and on Pro Tools. And when I do 
it on one of these (points at the SSL again) it just 
sounds so much better. Pro Tools is just a “record 
and edit” tool. If given the choice I would person-
ally do everything on analogue, although I do use 

What kind of dynamic processing do you  
usually use in your productions?

I personally love parallel compression because in 
my opinion it is the most unnoticeable when used 
properly. Very often I use the compressor as if it 
were an effect, keeping the original track and cre-
ating a send to the compressor so that you can mix 
it later. Every case, every instrument is different. I 
sometimes use an insert or even both at the same 
time. For example, I sometimes insert a Neve com-
pressor to achieve a good texture and I then send 
that signal to another compressor and finally mix 
both signals, achieving more texture, more body 
and more presence without changing the volume. 
What you are left with is a unique sound experi-
ence and you can really bring the track forward in 
the mix.
When mastering, I sometimes use tape to compress. 
I put the signal through a ½ inch analogue Ampex 
and use it as a compressor.

What plugins do you like?

I like Chris Lord-Alges by Waves, the EchoBoy de-
lays and the Abbey Road pack, but I use whatever 
other plugins become necessary.
On the (analogue) console I normally have a Pro 
Tools return with the plugins ready to go. For exam-
ple, on AUX 1 I have a Lexicon, on AUX 2 I have 
another Lexicon, on 3, a TC, and on 4, another one. 
Then in Buses 1 and 2 I put Pro Tools delays and 
Buses 3 and 4 return other Pro Tools plugins and 
so on. I always have plugins to hand in case I need 
them and I always do. In the end you see that not 

the occasional Pro Tools plugin as well. But, as I 
said, I do almost all the work on analogue if I can; 
I find it faster and more comfortable. 

What role does EQ play in your productions?

It always depends on the quality of the recording 
you are given. For me, mixing always starts at re-
cording. If something is recorded properly, when 
you bring the faders up the track already sounds 
good. If it doesn’t, rather than mixing you are fix-
ing.
In the case of good recordings the equalisation re-
quired is very subtle. EQ is kept to a minimum: 

everything is analogue. The console and the core 
of the studio are analogue, but digital tools are also 
very important.

What equipment makes up your  
playback system?

The best playback is one that you know well and 
are very used to. That’s all. Here we work with 
these Genelec 1031A and a few Yamaha NS10 but 
we have a lot more monitors and sometimes clients 
bring their own and we set them up. For example, 
for mastering I use Dunlavy Studio Labs’ SC VIs, 
driven by a pair of Gryphon Antileon Signature Se-
ries amplifiers.

What genres do you most enjoy working with?

All acoustic music: jazz, flamenco… anything nat-
ural sounding. I like synthesised music but love 
acoustic music. If I have a band that can record all 

highlighting certain things, smoothing rough edg-
es, adding a bit of shine and a bit of body, applying 
a high pass filter so that the bass isn’t “booming”…

There is another thing which I explained to the 
SAE students who were here and it’s that in acous-
tic albums where there aren’t many tracks like in 
Buika’s album, what I sometimes do is triple the 
vocals in different channels and apply a different 
compressor to each one. For example, a Urei for 
the first channel, a Manley for the second and a 
Neve for the third. Each one of them will give you 
a sound which you can later combine and it always 
sounds much more natural than “squeezing” the 
equaliser. Obviously this can only be done with a 
project that doesn’t have many tracks; if you are 
working with, say, 200 tracks, it becomes impos-
sible.
To sum up, in order to avoid abusing the EQ, there 
are a few important factors such as the position-
ing of microphones during the recording, as well 
as having several microphone options, being very 
careful with the phasing and carefully choosing the 
preamps and the rooms. Each microphone should 
provide a different sound and you have to make 
sure that different phases don’t cancel each other 
out.   ➤

together (points at the recording room), with drums, 
a bass, a piano, some brass, something kind of funky, 
I am the happiest man on earth.
I love testing and choosing amplifiers, pickups, 
guitars, preamps and microphones… and creating 
sound alongside the musicians. Otherwise it’s just a 
case of mixing: you receive a “ready-made” project 
that you only need to put it in the “oven” (points at 
the SSL). For me, the mixing and the sound start 
at recording. I enjoy recording music, recording in-
struments.

A compulsory question: How did It feel to  
find out that you had won a Latin Grammy? 
Talk us through those first five minutes.

I could not believe it. In the beginning I was shocked. 
I never thought I was going to win a Grammy and 
all of a sudden, I did.

Did you at any point think that this album 
could be special?

It was a very special project from the beginning for 
many reasons. First of all, the presence of Chucho 
Valdés who in my opinion is the best of the best in 
the world of Latin jazz. It’s truly amazing to have 
Chucho Valdés’s piano tracks on the mixing desk. 
The album was recorded in Cuba with all the musi-
cians playing at the same time. They were all very 
good, the arrangements were spectacular and when 
I brought up the faders I was faced with an excel-
lent base to work from.   ➤

Tracking Room: 110 squared meters. 

Caco Refojo (left) and Abdón Hervás (right).

Javier Limón was the producer and we were look-
ing for a very natural sound. For example, at the 
mastering stage I said to Javier that we could put 
it through an analogue tape and I prepared two 
separate masters, one using the analogue tape, and 
the other without. He listened to both and, without 
knowing which was which; he chose the one that 
had been put through tape. The tape highlighted 
everything, it made Buika’s accent even softer, the 
double bass gets to each note. The tape provided 
texture and “noise”… well, it’s not actually noise, 
just that as it goes through the analogue tape, the 
silence is “audible”. And it worked!

What has changed for Caco since he won  
the Grammy?

For me, nothing has changed. You don’t work to 
win prizes. I think what changes is other people’s 
perception of you, they see you differently. I’m 
still working the same way but I have a lot more 
friends on Facebook (laughs).

It is surprising that you take on both the  
recording and the mixing, as well as the  
mastering in many of your projects. What  
is your opinion on a single person taking on 
the mixing and mastering processes? 

It depends. Sometimes it can be very positive if 
you have a specific sound in mind and know exact-
ly what you want, you just have to render it. Other 
times you have a mix and you want someone else 
to give it a different approach, a different vision 
and to improve it. Maybe after a different engineer 

works on it, it will have what you were looking 
for!

A couple of months ago you taught a class to 
a group of SAE Institute Madrid students at 
PKO’s Studio 1. What was the experience like?

The guys were really interested and I think they 
liked it a lot. It was a very practical class about a 
live recording that we did here. We started to look 
at signal flow step by step and test different kinds 
of equipment. We used different tracks to test how 
a Manley or a Pultec work… I tried to teach them 
that there are a lot of different ways to work and 
that they are all fine, it’s just a matter of taste. We 
also made different mixes and did some tests with 
the console. They were all super engaged and could 
follow the class no problem, they came with a good 

base. They didn’t want to leave and we almost had 
to kick them out (laughs). But you know, you go 
into the studio and time flies, I get that too. I really 
enjoyed sharing my experience with them and I 
will be available if you ever want me to teach any 
other classes.

There was also a SAE Institute Madrid  
student, Taki Tekyurt, who came here to do  
a traineeship. What did you think about  
his work?

He was here to do a traineeship and I am sure as 
soon as a vacancy opens up, he will be the one to 
get the job. He knows everything about the studio, 
the equipment, where everything is. He is a really 
cool guy and gets along with everybody.   ➤ 

Just to give you an idea, he was the one who record-
ed Carlos Marín from Il Divo. Carlos Marín came 
to PKO twice, and the second time he called before-
hand to explicitly ask for Taki to be there. He is  
part of the family.

Some students told me: “PKO is flooded with 
Manley equipment”. What is the story behind 
this collection?

That is a story you should hear from José Ramón 
(laughs). He knows the people at Manley very well 
and whenever they have met he has bought loads 
of equipment, some of the pieces were never even 
mass-produced. We have some equipment that nev-
er went beyond the prototype stage and therefore 
were never sold. There is a bit of everything: equal-
izers, preamps, compressors, microphones, a Man-
ley Gold, a Manley Baby, a Manley Slam… each 
studio has some of the Manley equipment and there 
some more in the storeroom.  

What do you think of the new generation? 
Do you think audio training has improved in 
Spain?

I see many of them are very worried about know-
ing how to use Pro Tools. And I think to myself, Pro 
Tools is fine, but who is going to position the micro-
phones? Using preamps properly, knowing how to 
position panels, having true music knowledge… that 
is where sound is. Being a sound engineer doesn’t 
mean knowing how to use Pro Tools. On the other 
hand, there are a lot of young people who are really 
interested in this profession, in true audio work.

And this is the Hammond B3 organ owned by PKO,  
it is also in excellent condition.

Training in Spain has improved over the last few 
years. Schools like SAE Institute, with good equip-
ment and big analogue consoles provide students 
with a key base to tackle the professional world, 
even if you don’t have a lot of experience. Having 
a good base will always make everything so much 
easier. That was Taki’s case: when he got here, he 
already knew what a Solid State was. He knew eve-
rything – he was really well prepared. 

In your opinion, what fundamental qualities 
are required to start in the world of audio or in 
the music industry?

First of all, you need to be really passionate about 
music and audio, and listen to music all day. You 
need to like the profession, be very consistent and 
always be open to learning new things. There is 
no fixed schedule here. If I have some spare time I  
always spend it testing things, working in the work-
shop, testing equipment or, like I said before, mix-
ing on different desks, etc. It’s vital to keep doing 
new things so that you don’t get stuck in a rut. 

We are in a studio with state of the art tech-
nology and every piece of equipment required 
to carry out a big production but, if you were 
to set up a home studio with a limited budget, 
what elements would be indispensable?

A microphone, a preamp and a converter. With noth-
ing but these elements you can start doing decent 
work and achieve good sound. But it has to be good 
quality equipment. For me, those are the essentials.

Caco, thank you very much for having us and 
if it’s ok with you our next meeting will take 
place at SAE Institute.

Thank you, it will be a pleasure to be there.   n

Abdón Hervás (left) and Caco Refojo (right) talking in front of the Neve VR console in Studio 2.

The ICON D-Control ES & the awesome Legendary Neve 8014 based in the Studio 3.

 For me, mixing always starts  
at recording.

PKO Studios

PKO offers recording, mixing, and master-
ing services. It has a mastering room, 3 mix-
ing rooms and 3 independent racking rooms 
of different sizes. From orchestras to singers, 
all artists will find what they are looking for 
according to their needs.

Website: http://www.pko.es
General info: pko@pko.es
Phone: (+34) 91 633 2604
Fax: (+34) 91 632 4044
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“If I have the choice, I always work with analogue”
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Caco explained the analogue console features and his workflow 
during the process of recording and mixing.

http://www.pko.es
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World Renowned

Multitalent
Blacksoul

SAE student made it  
to the top.

SAE student now is a  
world renowned multitalent

Tomislav, your artistic name is Blacksoul. 
What is the background behind the name? 
How did everything start? 

Well, put it this way, “Black” and “Soul” aren’t  
really musically inspired references – more of a 
nickname from my misspent youth in Kutina & 
Zagreb! As for how it all started, well, just as with 
most things, I was inspired by the Chicago sound 
and many other styles of house and started to buy 
and play music. Then I started DJing and  running 
parties at clubs such as Aquarius, OTV, The Best 
in Zagreb and many more, which culminated into 
what we now know as the label and production 
house “Blacksoul Music”.

You have been running a label with the same 
name with great success for six years now? 

Indeed. I have to say that I am very pleased with 
the journey of BSM. Even during these troubled 
times in the music business, the label continues to 
grow globally (a good example is our recent part-
nership with Disko Zoo, while more partnerships 
are to come in the near future). Also, I am very 
happy that our reach seems to extend far and wide, 
with artists from all over the world now signing 
and collaborating with BSM. That’s what it’s all 
about really – finding great artists from all over, 
releasing quality music and spreading the love.

Grammy award winner Maurice Joshua, a 
producer who worked with the biggest names 
on the pop & R&B scenes showed interest in 
your production, which led to collaboration?

Yes, Maurice and I have become quite good friends. 
I have to say that there is nothing more flattering 
than when an artist who was an inspiration to you 
wants to collaborate. As for what led to it, I im-
agine that over the period that I’ve been running 
BSM I must have been doing something right. All 
you can do is do what you do and  if you’re on the 
right track, the rest will follow.

Your talent also made a breakthrough in  
Hollywood. Producers of the popular American 
TV series “Shameless” licensed your single for 
the soundtrack?

Yes, they licensed my release from last year “Can’t 
Help Myself”. Considering the antics of the lead 
character from both the UK and US versions (Frank 
Gallagher), I guess it was pretty appropriate! Jokes 
aside, I guess it was a question of having the right 
contacts and doing the right thing at the right time. 
But unless you’re actively throwing it out there and 
pushing, these things won’t happen.

Can you share some impressions from  
Winter Music Conference, the world’s biggest 
electronic music event with us?

The WMC was a blast! And aside from all the fun, we 
had some pretty successful gigs and parties, which 
led to some really great deals being done,   ➤ 

i.e., the partnership with Disko Zoo. Plus the  
support we had from some of our known friends 
such as Gramophonedzie helped raise our profile 
at the conference, which certainly didn’t do us any 
harm. Since the label has been growing at a rapid 
rate following this event, I can’t wait for the next 
ADE and WMC to push things and make them  
bigger and better.

From all your records and collaborations up 
until now, which ones have you enjoyed the 
most?

I must admit that my single with famous Chica-
go singer Andrea Love “All We Need” was at the 
same time the most exciting and toughest project 
I’ve ever done. For the first time ever I had re-
corded a whole house song with real musicians. I 
have always wanted to do live house music and I 
must admit without help of my great friend Damjan 
Pirovic it wouldn’t be possible. We spent a couple 
of months on the track. First I did an electronic 
version and later we got musicians in to replace 
everything with instruments. I think that the result 
is amazing and I am very proud of it. The track 
has received huge success among DJs and people 
from the scene and in addition it was among the 
Top10 in sales at the famous download store Trax-
source.com. Afterwards, the track ended up on a 
famous Beach House CD from a well-known world 
brand Hed Kandi. So it was definitely worth every  
second and cent we spent on it. At the same time 
I’ve learnt many new tricks in live recording.   ➤

Every musician has something that inspires 
him, what inspires you when you create new 
music?

I always and instantly get inspired by a beautiful 
day, sun, sea, nature. I can also find inspiration in 
positive people, artists, beautiful woman, enemies 
and jealous people. My wife also inspires me, ei-
ther when we have fun and are joking around or 
when we fight about stupid things in the kitchen 
for example. Overall it’s safe to say that the joy of 
life gives me inspiration.

As a student at SAE Institute Ljubljana,  
how does the knowledge you gain affect your 
musical development?

Well the reason I decided to enrol into SAE was 
very simple. I live music, all my life is about mu-
sic and I love constantly developing my skills in 
creation and productions. SAE helped me to learn 
how to deal with and record live musicians, which 
besides recording vocals, I’ve never done. No mat-
ter how long you are in the music making business, 
you can always learn new things and tricks and I 
am really happy that I decided to invest in the SAE 
degree. My plan is also to complete the Bachelor of 
Arts Degree at SAE. Besides that I’ve meet a few 
nice artists over there and already signed some to 
my label. It is a pretty much natural environment 
for me.

Any future projects we should keep an eye on?

Most definitely! As mentioned before, we are 
making deals and signing artists from all over the 
world, which can only help us spread the music 
and grow. With Johnny Primed now taking care of 
the London/UK end this is certain to continue. So 
rather than just certain projects, I think that Black-
soul Music Records will be overall interesting 
to watch. Regarding my own productions, at the  
moment I am working on a couple of compilations 
for other labels and have temporarily decided to 
pause remixing and focus on my own material.  
I have so many ideas and not that much time to  
handle it all so it’s time for Blacksoul original work.

Any advice for new aspiring DJs and  
producers?

Be yourself, follow your heart and create music 
that makes you happy, screw the trends. Success 
doesn’t come overnight because there is a certain 
path you have to pass on the way to it. Be a good 
person and respect others. Production-wise, master 
one DAW instead of trying to learn too many  
different ones, use what suits you best because at 
the end the result matters, not how it was done.   n

Blacksoul also plays across the US and  
Europe at the finest nightclubs alongside 
the likes of Derrick Carter, Farley “Jack-

master” Funk, Gramophonedzie, Doc Martin, AT-
FC, Shapeshifters, Freemasons, Frankie Knuckles, 
Yolanda Be Cool and many, many more. With an 
ever burning passion for fresh electronic sounds, 
Blacksoul is sure to keep on pushing into 2013 and 
well beyond.

Blacksoul online:
For more info about Blacksoul feel free  
to visit http://www.blacksoulmusic.com  
and you can join Blacksoul on Facebook @ 
http://www.facebook.com/blacksoulmusic

Infobox

Producer, record label owner, DJ, radio star 
and just about everything else! Multitalented 
Tomislav Pasanec, better known as Blacksoul, 
has been part of the clubbing scene for over 
20 years. Having produced over 100 records 
on a wide array of quality underground house 
labels, Blacksoul was the first Croatian to play 
the Amsterdam Dance Event & Miami’s Winter 
Music Conference.
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An interview with Claudio Sulser from Kamerawerk GmbH   by Samuel Radvila

Imaging in 3D Switzerland

Claudio, when did you first come  
into contact with the technology?
 
The first contact I had with 3D imaging was as a 
child in Europa Park, Germany. With an innocent 
child’s eyes, I admired what I saw without ques-
tioning how the whole thing was created. After 
that, a lot of time passed until Avatar was showing 
in the cinemas and I became captivated by 3D im-
aging. This time I wanted to know how it worked, 
by then I had already been working as an editor for 
some years.

When did you decide to specialise in this area?

I made the decision in April 2010. At this time I 
was already working at Kamerawerk and our cam-
eraman Christian Witschi suggested that the com-
pany could specialise in 3D imaging. We agreed, 
and that was that.

How long have you been working with  
the technology?

After the decision in April 2010 to produce 3D im-
aging, I began to equip the editing suite accord-
ingly. Since then, quite a lot has happened in terms 
of codecs and tools and Kamerawerk is now one  
of the companies which is actively working on  
further developments.

How do you define 3D imaging?

I define 3D imaging not just as 2D with depth, but 
as a new art form. It demands a lot from the tech-
nical processes and creative preparation of the ma-
terials. Technology and design, the two building 
blocks of my profession, have always fascinated 
me. These are both strong factors in 3D imaging.

What makes up 3D imaging as a  
cinematic technique?

3D imaging hugely increases the palette of crea-
tive options and the storytelling. Much more in-
tense emotions can be awakened in the viewer; the 
feeling of being alone in a large space, a couple 
nearing each other or a threat to a protagonist can 
be rendered very obviously but also very subtly 
through 3D imaging.

What kind of effect does the technology  
have on the workflow in production?

If you want to make a 3D film, you must be pre-
pared to apply this to every step of the production. 
A 2D story with 3D technology doesn’t make a 
good 3D film and 3D material cut like 2D mate-
rial will overwhelm the viewer. In my opinion, if 
you were to watch a good 3D film with just one 
eye open, the resulting 2D film would probably be 
boring. For this reason, Kamerawerk works close-
ly with stereoscopic supervisor Nicolas H. Sieber, 
who sees the projects through from pre to post-
production. 

An interview with Claudio Sulser 
from Kamerawerk GmbH

Kamerawerk GmbH 
Claudio Sulser, Senior Editor
Kamerawerk GmbH develops, realises and 
optimises photography and film projects in the 
second and third dimensions. The company is 
one of the first to create professional 3D films 
in Switzerland – from the concept, to filming, 
until final editing.
The team is made up of three professionals 
from the fields of directing, digital cinema, 
photography and post-production. Their years 
of experience allow them to quickly master the 
challenges of 3D production and to bring the 
new medium to the highest level, both  
technically and creatively. 

In the past decade, Claudio Sulser has edited 
everything that there was to edit. Adverts, do-
cumentaries, soaps, sport, news and corporate 
– it’s all been on his desk. Certified by Apple, 
in the past 7 years he has trained a small army 
of editors and also completed a degree in Me-
dia Technology (at a vocational college). He 
sees himself as a follower of three-times Oscar 
winner Walter Murch, but in the meantime has 
also developed his own editing style.  
He was quick to master the technical chal-
lenges of stereoscopic 3D post-production and 
equipped Kamerawerk’s editing suites accord-
ingly. He has been Senior Editor at Kamer-
awerk since 2009 and has also successfully 
produced various projects as a director in the 
meantime.

As well as having its own studio and equip-
ment, the company is also closely connected  
to the international specialists of the 3D imag-
ing world, and can therefore implement client 
wishes professionally and flexibly.  
Cross-media campaigns with 2D and 3D  
content for broadcasting, web and print are  
no problem for the Kamerawerk team, nor  
are complete DCPs for digital projection in 
cinemas. 

Infobox

When editing, I have to watch the spatial layout, 
avoid plunges and aim to steer the viewer’s vision 
precisely. In order to achieve this optimally, the 
stereoscopic supervisor has detailed knowledge of 
post-production, which he already puts to use in 
pre-production. But even when editing with 3D im-
aging offers me many new possibilities, there are 
still errors which I can’t correct in post-production, 
or can only do with difficulty, without disturbing 
the smooth viewing experience.

How does the technology affect  
production costs?

The equipment has to be very precise, and there-
fore costs more. But despite the two cameras and 
the double set of lenses, production costs aren’t 
doubled. We expect a 3D imaging production to be 
25%-40% more expensive than a 2D production. 
But if you do it right, a 2D version can be extracted 
from the material. For this, some takes have to be 
filmed for the 2D version, and the editing adapted 
accordingly.

Is this technology changing cinematic  
language?

Yes, very much so! Unlike, 2D films, we still have 
relatively little experience in watching 3D films. 
Viewers need longer to perceive a three-dimension-
al image, which has to be taken into account, for 
example, in the editing rhythm. Off screen effects 
are another cinematic tool in 3D imaging produc-
tions, but these must be prepared well and create 
an emotional climax in a scene.  ➤

However, the most important thing is that 3D im-
aging should be used to awaken emotions. A single 
adjustment can increase or reduce the space and 
bring the protagonist literally closer to the viewer. 
This is the strength of 3D imaging.

The use of 3D imaging in animation and  
action films is common. What about auteur 
cinema (e.g. Wim Wenders’ “Pina”)  
and documentaries (e.g. Werner Herzog’s  
“Cave of Forgotten Dreams”)?

These works, which use 3D imaging extensively, 
are rightly known as masterpieces. You are not 
looking at a screen, but through a window into a 
life or into a new environment. 

In your opinion, which uses are particularly 
suited to 3D imaging?

I think documentaries and music films (concerts) 
are suitable, but a drama can also be intensified 
with 3D imaging. 
We’ve also worked on 3D projects in a scientific 
context, analysing and segmenting sign language, 
which we filmed in stereoscopic 3D with high-
speed cameras. 3D imaging can also be used in the 
analytical and medical sectors.

Which of Kamerawerk’s projects involve  
3D imaging?

Dualphasenstahl [Dual Phase Steel], a music  
video in a machining company

Trinsectum, an abstract interpretation of an Edgar 
Allen Poe poem with insects
Ein Tag im Circus [A Day at the Circus], a test 
production for a documentary film
RISE, our own high-speed 3D production
BMW Equilibrium, an advertisement with Kam-
erawerk providing the 3D imaging
Sign language, as well as recording the analysis, 
we also creatively interpreted the sign language
Architecture time lapse
Freeskiing in the Kaunertal, short documentary 
about the construction of the Kesselhaus in Win-
terthur
A pilot recording of a show about a magician and 
his tricks

What would be your personal dream usage, 
which you have yet to realise?

A metafilm which can only convey its subject 
through 3D imaging, which will in turn become 
the subject itself. We’re currently in pre-production 
for a film like this with a working title of “Planet 
Eye”, which deals with human perception on dif-
ferent levels. 

What is specific to the Swiss market  
in terms of 3D imaging?

In terms of 3D imaging, the Swiss market is still 
hesitant. Unfortunately, there are few distribution 
channels available in comparison to our neighbour-
ing countries. Budgets are also smaller.
 

Which chances and risks do you see  
for the technology in Switzerland?

In Switzerland we have many high-profile compa-
nies, products and landscapes. This offers a chance 
for 3D imaging to demonstrate innovation and high 
quality. The risks lie in believing misconceptions 
about extremely high production costs and long 
production times.
 
Are there any sectors where you can see  
particularly big creative and economic  
potential?

Until consumer electronics for 3D imaging be-
comes more widespread, the biggest potential is in 
corporate and image films, as these can also cover 
distribution with their own showrooms. Further-
more, natural 3D imaging can also be directly use-
ful within a scientific framework.  ➤

Which customers want the technology?

Those who wish to present themselves as early adopters, and 
present themselves innovatively with innovative technology.

How do things look in terms of budgets?
Budgets will increase as 3D imaging becomes more widespread.

3D imaging in cinemas and living rooms. 
More and more relatively affordable TVs are 3D-ready. 
Will the technology become established in living rooms too 
or stay limited to mainly cinemas?

The glasses are always mentioned as a hurdle or an impediment 
to widespread distribution in private living rooms. As long as 
these glasses remain necessary, the content of what’s on offer in 
3D will have to be even more convincing. Watching a 3D film 
at home has to be an event, offering the viewers added value.
There should still be something happening in the cinema too 
though. I’d like to see the adverts in 3D during a 3D cinema 
presentation too, there’s still potential there.

Which projection technology do you prefer and why?  
Polarised or shutter?

I personally prefer polarised. Although the full HD resolution 
can be achieved with shutter technology, I find the passive sys-
tems less tiring. With polarised glasses I can also leave the  
surrounding lights on without being disturbed by flickers.

What are your predictions for the further development of 
3D imaging?

TVs will be become better, the glasses will disappear and many 
consumer goods like games consoles, handycams and mobile  ➤ 

phones will be released. The number of 3D imag-
ing providers like 3Dee Central, will also increase. 
The more people who produce 3D themselves, the 
bigger the demand for 3D content will be.
The producers will become aware of additional 
mediums through 3D imaging and will use them 
for their productions. 

What does development in Switzerland  
look like?

I think development in Switzerland will follow  
international development, just a bit later.
We are using workshops to play our part in the 
“democratisation of 3D imaging” and want to  
encourage film producers to look into the topic. 

What do you think international development 
will look like?

It gives me great confidence that various large 
broadcasters offer 3D and several important com-
panies are also intensively looking into stereos-
copy. This will drive the development of produc-
tion equipment and end user devices and take the 
“fear” out of 3D imaging.

Many thanks for the interview and we wish 
you further success in the future. 
 
Interview with Claudio Sulser by Sam Radvila, 
Campus Academic Coordinator at SAE Zurich.  n

3D imaging in cinemas and  
living rooms

Claudio Sulser / Senior Editor at Kamerawerk

Kamerawerk’s Nicola Sieber on set in Turin

Claudio Sulser and his Kamerawerk team on a 3D imaging set

Claudio Sulser and Kamerawerk GmbH are amongst the pioneers  
of  professional 3D imaging in Switzerland. The Swiss 3D imaging 
guru gave us an insight into his practice, the specific aspects of this 
relatively new technology and their creative effects on filmmaking.
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Meet James …

James Eaton, Natasha Millist, Joel Plunket
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Find James a Date 

by Michael Zelvis

Can’t find a date?  
Try going viral – James Eaton,  

Natasha Millist and Joel Plunket

To  the surprise of the group, the campaign to 
“Find James a Date” ended up going viral 
across the Internet. A simple Google search 

found some interesting results.

“Towards the end of the project, we googled ‘Find 
James a Date’ and there were these websites I had 
never even heard of with our posters on their walls,” 
James recalls. “A person in America even emailed 
me and said ‘Hey, I’ll go on a date with you!’ “

While this was a great outcome for his project, the 
weeks leading to the finished product didn’t come 
without consequence. James had some researching 
to do. This resulted in having his body hair waxed 
from his chest live on camera, dancing around Syd-
ney’s Pitt Street Mall (someone even threw money 
at him whilst doing this) and wearing billboards 
with slogans such as “Low standards, DATE ME!” 
He even ventured into a Sydney university and 
asked the girls around campus for their number. 
He wound up with 10 by the end of the day!

James, Natasha and Joel’s hard work had certainly 
paid off in a big way. James landed himself a date! 
An awkward date to say the least, but it was a date 

“Hey, I’ll go on a date with you!”

nonetheless. When confronted with some of his  
actions during the date in our interview, he had 
this to say. “I just kept pushing the boundaries on 
how far I could take it. I would have been slapped 
in the face if it were a real date. I’m never showing 
this to my parents!”

Congratulations team, what you have produced has 
made us all laugh immensely and wince uncontrol-
lably. We are looking forward to more of what you 
have to offer us!

Find James a Date

http://findjamesadate.tumblr.com
http://facebook.com/findjamesadate   n

It all started with a big idea. The idea was to find someone, 
sign them up to a bunch of dating sites and film it for  
their Documentary subject as part of the Bachelor of Film 
Production course. Unfortunately for James Eaton, this 
was to be him. Fortunately for us, the end result ended up 
being witty, hilarious and at times, cringe worthy!

PEoPlE & BUsInEss  //  GoInG VIral
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http://findjamesadate.tumblr.com
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by Emma Hughes

Following the power of the indie game and its creator

The crowd funded project paints vivid and 
intense pictures that expose the audience to 
the passion that lies within the art of mak-

ing games, and fundamentally, providing a deeper 
understanding and greater appreciation for what it 
means to be an indie games designer or developer.

In June 2012, the Sydney Premier of Indie Game 
– The Movie was held at Qantm College, spon-
sored by Adobe. According to Campus Manager, 
Jens Schroeder “the movie is about the passion of 
making games, a passion we would like to instill 
in our students”.
Indie Game itself proves that it is indeed a passion 
that embraces personal flaws and vulnerabilities, 
as the creators clearly extend their personalities 
into their games, confirming their ultimate goal – 
to express oneself through a video game.

Special thanks go to Soap Agency, a Sydney-based 
digital agency which made the special screening 
possible. It was a fantastic event enjoyed by all 
who attended.  

Watch Indie Game: The Movie now
http://indiegamethemovie.com  n

“The movie is about the passion  
of making games”

At the Sydney Premier of Indie Game: The Movie 

Lisanne Pajot and James Swirsky

As the twenty first century redefines the creative arts,  
a new breed of artists is born: the indie game designer.  
Indie Game – The Movie, a feature documentary by 
Blinkworks, clearly articulates the triumphs and struggles 
of such artists as it examines three video games, four 
creators and the intricacies of their craft.

PeoPle & BusIness  //  IndIe GAMe: The MovIe
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by Patricia Leal

Pablo  
Ángeles

An interview with  
Mexican digital artist 

Pablo Ángeles

Born in Mexico, Ángeles decided one day 
to contact Guillermo del Toro’s team. He 
knew that to do this he had to gather an 

impressive portfolio, so he did, he sent it off, and 
now he can brag about being part of major produc-
tions such as Hellboy II: The Golden Army, Tin 
Tin, Avatar and more.

Pablo has become part of SAE Institute Mexico’s 
family. He is now a lecturer on the Digital Anima-
tion Programme, passing on his knowledge to fu-
ture generations of digital artists. 

Tell us a little bit about your experience on 
working in major international productions?

It was incredible because I learned a lot from eve-
rybody. It’s like going to school, you learn from 
your teachers, but you learn the most from your 
teammates since you are all equal, obviously there 
are some that are more capable or talented but we 
are all seen as equals at the end of the day. Every-
one shares info and just has fun. You get along with 
the best from each country, for example, the dis-
cipline from the Germans, they are like machines, 
they won’t stop working until everything’s done; or 
the Ukrainians, they are excellent sculptors. Every 
country has very specific characteristics for work-
ing. It is finally a job and it’s good for your resume, 
but what you really take from it is the experience 
of learning to solve problems in other ways.

What do you think of Mexico’s future in  
Digital Animation?

It has grown a lot. Mexico is an open territory for 
this kind of industries: animation and video games. 
Each time, I see more and more productions of 
many types, especially short animated films, main-
ly in stop motion, they’re just mind blowing. It is 
like some kind of renaissance, a lot more people 
are getting involved, there are more artists, qual-
ity works in 2D, 3D, graphics, etc. I also see more 
professionals doing video games in Mexico, more 
platforms like the Square Enix contest for video 
game developers. I know that as a country it’s 
gonna take us a lot more time to create our dream  
animation and video games industry, but there are 

“I learned a lot from sharing  
information with my friends”

Animating  
success

more opportunities and awareness. Still, there’s 
people ignoring all the things involved in anima-
tion films, all the handwork and technology; our 
jobs are underestimated sometimes. I know that to 
get to something you have to take the first step and 
we already have.

Now, as a lecturer at SAE Institute Mexico, 
what would you like to pass on to your  
students?

That they should not be envious and to forget the 
idea that if you share your knowledge your job will 
be lost. I think that’s an idea that has stopped Mex-
ico from moving forward. Internet communities 
have proved that all knowledge can be shared and  
extended, I learned a lot from sharing information 
with my friends, sharing is what lets us move faster.

Thanks a lot, Pablo, it’s always great to meet  
people with great ideas. Will see you around the 
Institute.
Pablo Ángeles’ award winning animated short 
film “Berlitad”: http://youtu.be/Dp-Cv65h-Uc  
n

Pablo Ángeles

Animation by Ángeles, also known as Hombre Zoo

The name Pablo Ángeles 
may not ring a bell, but  
he has become a true  
story of hard work and  
the pursuit of dreams.
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check out www.iosono-sound.com

visit us in
Suite H for

an additional
discount 
of 10%

• up to 8.1 surround mix from any format

• ambience, divergence, delay and more

• highly user configurable and automatible

Surround Mixing Like The Pros.

http://www.iosono-sound.com/anymix-plug-ins.html


Cuauhtémoc Sentíes, coordinator of the 
Animation & Videogames Department 
at SAE Institute Mexico, interviewed  

Brian Provinciano and Leonard J. Paul during a 
series of conferences given in Mexico City as part 
of “Devhour”, an event created by The Mexican 
Forum of Videogame Developers. 

Brian Provinciano has been developing games for 
about 15 years, he began as a hobby at home and 
then he started working in the industry. He has 
worked on every platform, with every console, 
from PlayStation, Xbox, Game Boy to the Wii, but 
two years ago he went independent. This summer, 
his long awaited “Retro City Rampage” will be 
out with the help of Leonard J. Paul with the audio  
design.

Brian, tell us a little bit about  
“Retro City Rampage”?

Retro City Rampage is kind of like Grand Theft 
Auto meets Super Mario, meets Metal Gear, meets 
everything in a big comedy mash up and it’s multi 
award winning. There’s been worldwide recogni-
tion and it will be coming on Xbox live arcade, 
WiiWare and on a few unannounced platforms  
later. 
It will appeal to everyone who’s a fan of Grand 
Theft Auto, a fan of classic games and a fan of 
comedies and it’s a nostalgic stand up, a parody 
of the whole culture of the videogame era from 
the 80’s and 90’s and you can think of it like, if 
you were going back in time and you were play-
ing those old games but you have the freedom this 
time to go back to the Mario Bros universe and 
steal cars and use shotguns and things like that, 
that’s what happens in the game so it’s really funny. 
People will be able to download it and it’s going 
to be available worldwide in all languages so eve-
ryone can play it. It’s been a huge labour of love, 
I’ve developed almost the entire game myself with 
the exception of some additional help with the art,  

When you’re working for another company you go 
in, you do your job and you can go home. Some-
times you have to stay late occasionally. When 
you’re working by yourself as an independent you 
have to work around the clock, seven days a week 
and there’s always stuff to do so you are maybe 
programming one day, doing business another day, 
marketing another day and it can be exciting but 
also very stressful and very draining. I recommend 
that most people who want to develop independent-
ly should do it on evenings and weekends in their 
spare time and work on smaller games, because 
if you work on a small game that you can finish 
it on a reasonable time; if you release it on PC or 
iPhone you can make a good amount of money if 
you work hard, put a lot of care into it to make sure 
it’s polished, and market it very well.
There are a lot of pros to working for a studio and I 
do recommend that if people can find a studio that’s 
hiring, to apply for a job because even if you do 
want to go independent, learning from a studio is 
the best way to learn far more stuff than you’ll ever 
learn if you start independently from the outset.

Which is the first step to becoming indie?

It depends, I recommend that all people who want 
to go indie start by working in a studio, some people 
work at a studio and they enjoy it, and they will have 
long careers in the studio; but other people are more 
focused on their own idea, whether you’re working 
for a studio, if you’re a programmer you may be 
programming other people’s designs, if you’re a de-
signer you may be designing the publisher’s charac-
ters so being independent gives you creative control. 

Minimum staff a production requires

Well, you can develop an entire videogame by your-
self; I recommend that people get a the crew with 
at least one programmer or one artist and poten-
tially one designer. Game design is a big talent, a 
big skill that is underestimated and a lot of people 
who play games think that they play games a lot 
so they can design well, but learning to be a good 
game designer is just as much work as learning to 
become a good programmer or a good artist, and 
as a programmer or artist you can put in the work, 
teach yourself or go to school and become a good 
game designer but it is a lot of work and it some-
times may be a good idea to bring a game designer 
on to your team to help out. 

Should the designer take part in the  
whole process, or just pre-production?

The game designer should be involved in the whole 
process because designing a good video game, a 
large portion of the design is actually not the ini-
tial idea, the initial concept, most of it is actually 
adjusting, tuning, playing through the game. For 
example if you are programming a Super Mario 
Brothers’ game the designer might think “ok jump-
ing would work approximately like this”, but then 
as they play it they may find it may work a little 
bit more like that or so forth and so as the design-
er you’re constantly playing your game, testing it, 
adjusting things and the hours and hours and   ➤

hours you spend adjusting is what makes your game 
great. No game can be amazing just from paper to 
programming.

A message for the developing community

Always remember that there’s always stuff to learn 
and focus on being passionate and putting care and 
love into your game because if you care about your 
game and you want it to be as good as possible it 
will show through and the player will feel that. If 
you go into the game industry and you’re not pas-
sionate about the game and just think of it like a 
job your end result is gonna look like it came off 
an assembly line and it’s not gonna be reviewed 
well. So just always take care with your game and 
if you enjoy your game then others will enjoy it as 
well. 

Now is the turn for Leonard J. Paul, a Com-
puter Science graduate with an Extended 
Minor in Music and Electroacoustics. For 

the last 15 years he’s been focused on composing, 
sound design, and has worked in multiple titles 
for Sega Genesis, Super Nintendo Entertainment 
System, Electronic Arts, Backbone Entertainment, 
Radical Entertainment, Moderngroove Entertain-
ment, Rockstar Vancouver and Black Box Games. 
Nowadays, he is an independent contractor and re-
ally interested on working more on independent 
games.

How did you become an audio engineer  
for games?

When I started in games I actually did program-
ming, so I went to the university for programming 
but I also did a minor in music as well, so what 
I found is that doing programming was fun but I 
also enjoyed my music classes a lot. What I did is 
trying to figure out a way of combining the two, so 

I first started out doing regular graphics program-
ming, which I like doing, but then I began to work 
at a different company and they put me in audio 
because of my skills. It was an interesting thing to 
try figuring out how to make the improvements in 
the audio for a game and make it so that it would 
really have a good impact on the person that is play-
ing the game. Then I decided to continue with that. 
It’s an area that I find constantly interesting to me.

Which are the crucial areas in audio  
for games?

Well, what I really like to do is to fit it in to the de-
sign of the game, so I’m really having a fun time 
working with the game and working with the visu-
al design, the interaction design and the audio de-
sign, so to bring those elements together it’s really 
exciting. If you just create your whole game and 
then you put music or a sound at the end of it, it 
comes through like that, it seems like it’s an ad on, 
it doesn’t seem like it’s integrated into the rest of 
the experience. If you have an audio designer or 
a composer starting early on in the project they 
can add a lot of things that another game designers 
wouldn’t think of, it’s just another layer that really 
requires having an expert or somebody that’s really 
sensitive to sound and working on it. I think that’s 
like the kind of thing that I really like lending to a 
project: coming in early, seeing what kind of expe-
rience you want the gamer to have and making it 
so that the audio supports that vision and   ➤ 
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by Cuauhtémoc Sentíes and Patricia Leal

can‘tWho said
video game?

you create
a

An interview with video game creators Brian Provinciano 
                                    and Leonard J. Paul

“You can develop an entire  
videogame by yourself”

Retro City Rampage Screen Shot

although I did a lot of the art myself as well and an 
additional help with the audio. So it’s been a long 
process and it’s possible to create your own game 
by yourself but I definitely recommend people to 
work in a team and my future games will be in  
bigger teams as well.

What about your work experience  
on the leading platforms in the market?

I’ve worked on all sorts of games, from small games 
to medium sized and triple A games. The triple A 
games have a 30 million dollar budget and the ex-
perience is very different, depending on what your 
passion is you may be driven to one or the other, I 
personally prefer working on smaller games which 
is very good today because the market for smaller 
games is bigger and bigger and bigger. 
With triple A games the difference is that you are 
working on a smaller part of the game, so if you 
are a programmer you might just be working on 
the artificial intelligence. If you’re working on a 
smaller game you could do the whole game, you 
could potentially programme and design, maybe 
do a little bit of the art and all of that. To me that’s 
a lot more fun. 

Advantages and disadvantages  
of working on your own projects.

Going indie is definitely a risk thing and it is a lot 
of work. As an indie developer you will be work-
ing far more hours than you would if you were 
working for another company.   ➤ 

increases your level of engagement in the story 
line, the interactivity, the visuals, how the game 
works, the fun, the pacing, etc.

What’s the importance of audio?

It’s not important at all… audio and games…not 
that important, nah I’m joking. Of course for me 
audio in games is very important because if you 
turn it off you don’t understand all the stuff that is 
happening outside the picture frame so you don’t 
know where you’re at, for example, if you’re driv-
ing a car in the game and you get hit, without sound 
you don’t get that feeling of being in your body, you 
don’t get the sense of engagement of putting your-
self into an imagined space, it would be like just 
walking around and being deaf, which can work 
but you wouldn’t get the experience that you could 
have with having really good audio. Unfortunately, 
audio is an after thought, a lot of people think that 
they could just add audio at the end of the whole 
thing and it will be okay, but then the game doesn’t 
have the depth.
 
Could the creation of a game become boring?

No! I don’t use the same process with every video 
game because it would be the same as if you’re 
doing the same audio design for film vs. a televi-
sion show vs. a commercial, those things are com-
pletely different experiences. Working with a large 
team on a big game, like I’ve worked on Need for 

Speed or NHL, a lot more content is put into it, 
a lot more speech, like 50,000 lines of dialogue; 
on independent games there could be no dialogue, 
maybe there’s just music playing and the sounds 
that fit the game. So it’s the sense of scale what’s 
different in every game. Also, it’s very different to 
work on a puzzle game, like Vessel that I’m work-
ing on, vs. Retro City Rampage which is more ar-
cade style, so I used a totally different tool set. On 
Retro City Rampage all the sounds are synthesised 
and on Vessel I recorded all the sounds using a 
personal recorder.

How can you become an audio designer  
for games?

The easiest way is to go to my website because it’s 
free…ha ha… http://www.videogameaudio.com, 
I archive all the presentations I give. But then, once 
you really want to get into it then you’ll have to 
start making it, even if it’s a game that doesn’t get 
released or it’s a demo, you need to get your hands 
dirty. Do research online and if you’re really inter-
ested you should start looking for schools to go to, 
either a university, private school or taking classes 
online. I’m launching a game audio school “School 
of Game Audio” (http://School.VideoGameAu-
dio.com)

The award winning “Retro City Rampage” will be 
out this summer.  n
  

Visit:
http://www.retrocityrampage.com
http://www.videogameaudio.com

Infobox

Brian and Paul talk 
about their experience 
with independent video 
game development.
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What did you do after graduating  
from SAE Institute?

After I had successfully finished studying for a 
Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in Recording Arts at 
SAE Vienna in 2006, even though my business 
studies degree was only half completed, I began 
a third degree. I chose the postgraduate Master’s 
degree in Music Management at the Danube Uni-
versity Krems, which was new at the time. I could 
therefore further supplement my business degree 
with a degree focussing on music. In addition, I 
spent one or two days a week working at a small 
company in the marketing and communications 
sector. This meant I was able to gain valuable ex-
perience for my business degree, as well as earn 
money to support myself.

Did you manage to complete all of the  
degrees you started?

(Laughs) Of course. Things must be concluded. My 
studies at SAE Vienna (3 years) and at the Dan-
ube University Krems (2 years) were completed 
successfully in the minimum amount of time. My 
degree in Business Administration at the Vienna 
University of Economics and Business, however, 
was started first and completed last as it required 
by far the most time and effort. So, for example, 
I took my final exams during my semester abroad 
at the Melbourne Business School in Australia as 
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Sensory Branding textbook

One man – four degrees
… an interview with economist and author Paul Steiner.

It has been a few years now since you studied at Institute SAE.
Why did you choose an SAE education?

It’s been about 6 years since I successfully completed my research degree, 
a Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in Recording Arts at SAE Vienna. However, 
before the start of the Audio Engineering Diploma in 2003, I had already 

begun a degree in business administration at the Vienna University of Econom-
ics and Business. I realised relatively quickly that just completing the business 
administration diploma programme alone would not meet my demand for a 
unique education that would differentiate me from my fellow students. There-
fore, I began to look out for a practical addition to my theoretical business 
studies, which I found in SAE Vienna’s Audio Engineering course.

How were you able to combine your two simultaneous degrees  
in terms of both time and content?

It’s true that seriously taking on two degrees at the same time is a challenge. 
Although some time conflicts and certain hardships are unavoidable, com-
pleting both studies successfully is far from impossible. In my case, the 
combination of the very theoretical studies at the Vienna University of Eco-
nomics and Business and the very hands-on training at SAE Vienna was a 
great help. My passion for music was especially important. I had back then 
worked as a DJ in Vienna and Lower Austria for several years, and also 
regularly recorded bands in the recording studio over the course of my 
SAE training. To me, my studies felt less like a burden and more like they 
perfectly complemented each other. In any case, a degree should be seen 
as a worthwhile long-term investment in your future.  ➤

… an interview with economist and author Paul Steiner.

well as doing an internship at the Austrian Foreign 
Trade Office in Tokyo, Japan. There I also obtained 
the international experience which was important 
to me and is often required in the workplace to-
day. Of course there were always brief periods of 
doubt, but I always stuck to my goal of completing 
all of my degrees successfully. The journey is the 
reward.

What do you work as today?

In October 2010 I started my fourth and probably 
final degree (laughs). I’m doing a PhD in Sound 
Branding at a prestigious German automotive cor-
poration. As part of this industry-sponsored doc-
torate, which I am completing as a three-year doc-
toral programme in Social and Economic Sciences   
at the Vienna University of Economics and Busi-
ness, I can not only continue to be scientifically in-
volved in this exciting and increasingly important 
research field, but, most of all, I can put my previ-
ously acquired knowledge in the field of acoustic 
brand management to work for the company. For 
me it’s an ideal situation, which will continue until 
the end of next year. By then I would like to have 
finished my thesis on “Acoustic Brand Design” at 
the Vienna University of Economics and Business, 
and to have set myself new challenges.  ➤

What do you count as your  
greatest successes during your studies?

One of my biggest successes must be winning the 
2011 Rudolf Sallinger Award for my dissertation, 
“Sensory Branding – the basics of multi-sensual 
brand management”, which I had submitted a year 
before at the Institute of Management Information 
Systems at the Vienna University of Economics 
and Business. This prestigious award for Austrian 

economists is awarded every year for outstanding 
scientific publications. I am also very proud that 
both my dissertations and my thesis which I wrote 
for my degrees have been published. My Master’s 
dissertation “Sound Branding”, which I submit-
ted in 2008 at the Danube University Krems and 
which has been published by leading international 
academic publisher Springer Gabler, will even be 
re-published early next year, in a second, expand-
ed edition.  ➤

The journey is the
reward.

What advice would you give to  
our SAE Institute students?

I can only advise SAE students to take their stud-
ies seriously. The job market changes quickly and 
often unpredictably. Many employers already de-
mand flexibility and additional generally applica-

ble professional qualifications. Studying abroad, 
internships, language courses etc. are also differ-
entiating factors that students need to take into 
account during their studies. In general, students 
should learn about the job market at an early stage, 
and as broadly as possible. The successful comple-
tion of one of SAE’s many courses can serve as in-
spiration for starting a carreer or futher studies.  n

SAE Vienna graduate Paul Steiner wins the Rudolf Sallinger Prize:
Paul Steiner has been awarded the 2011 Rudolf Sallinger Prize for his dissertation  
“Sensory Branding – the basics of multi-sensual brand management”, completed at the Institute  
of Management Information Systems at the Vienna University of Economics and Business  
(supervisor: Prof. Roman Brandtweiner). The awards ceremony was held on 16 March 2012  
at the “Mozartplatz Forum” in Vienna. Dr Alexander Biach, Vienna Economic Alliance  
Director and CEO of the Rudolf Sallinger Fund honoured this year’s nine winners in the  
presence of the Chairman of the Fund, former Federal Chancellor Dr Wolfgang Schüssel.

The Rudolf Sallinger Award is one of the most important awards for Austrian economic  
scientists. It is awarded annually in memory of the former president of the Federal Economic 
Chamber for outstanding scientific publications which are likely to lead to a better understand-
ing of the problems of SMEs and which promote independence and co-operative partnerships 
amongst people. In the 33 years since it was founded, the Rudolf Sallinger Fund has honoured 
over 400 young academics for their outstanding scientific work.

Paul Steiner, M.A., B.A. (Hons.) studied at the Vienna University of Economics and  
Business, at the Melbourne Business School in Australia, at the Danube University Krems  
and at SAE Technology Institute in Vienna. He is the author of several textbooks,  
“Sensory Branding” (2011) “Sound Branding” (2009) and “Indie Podcast” (2007) and is  
currently researching for his PhD at a prestigious German automotive corporation in the  
field of sound branding.  n

Steiner-paul@gmx.at

Infobox

L-r: Michael Mendel, Ernst R. Rosi, Paul Steiner, M.A. (prize winner), former Federal Chancellor Dr Wolfgang Schüssel, Prof. Erich W. Streißler, Dr Alexander Biach.  

Paul Steiner is one of the most distinguished marketing 
researchers in the country. He was recently awarded the 
Rudolf Sallinger Prize, one of the most important awards 
for Austrian economists. 
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Online videos can do more 
than just entertain. They are 
a tool for advertising and a 
source of information and their 
potential in German-speaking 
regions is far from exhausted. 
What are the trends?  
Where are the online pictures 
running to? And how can  
media professionals get  
involved?

by Sabine Braubach

learn to 
online

Pictures
run
The proper application of videos on the Internet

Companies can use videos in many ways.  
Options include the classic advertising vid-
eo, a promotional video, company portrait 

or product video. The format strongly depends on 
the sector and marketing goals. Length is also a 
criterion which depends on the format and envi-
sioned goals. Many companies, and unfortunate-
ly, many video providers, see a video as a prod-
uct, traded like minced meat at a 
butchers, as though it were sold 
by the pound.

The value and price of a market-
ing video have little to do with 
its length. A complex and therefore expensively 
produced 30 second video can be very expensive, 
but equally useless to a company which wants to 
inform its customers about a product which re-
quires explanation. On the other hand, a simply 
produced, and therefore more cost-effective video 
which communicates the information clearly, can 
be very useful.
The possibilities for releasing company videos are 
constantly increasing. Publication on the compa-
ny’s own website is often the original idea. The 
site is thereby emotionalised and text can be re-
placed by short explanatory videos, allowing con-
tent to be brought to clients quickly and directly. 
However, the clients first have to come to the site, 
meaning that it must be able to be found. This is 
where placing videos on search portals, sector por-
tals or city portals comes in.

Video platforms like YouTube are also much more 
than just springboards for musicians and self-pro-
moters or a place to find the funniest home video. 
YouTube’s link with Google’s Universal Search 
means that YouTube videos have become more 
significant to companies. The integration of vid-
eos is the most important Universal Search inte-
gration by far. The companies which already have 

a video online have a consider-
able competitive advantage over 
other companies which are still 
reluctant. YouTube’s number of 
visitors continues to grow and in 
2010 it registered a record 2 bil-

lion video hits per day, up from 8 million in 2005, 
when YouTube went online. In 2011 this had grown 
to 3 billion. Video uploading grew from 13 hours of 
content per minute in 2008 to 24 hours per minute 
in 2009 and by a further 100% increase to 48 hours 
per minute in May 2011.

In the US alone, YouTube processed 2.6 billion 
searches per month in 2008. In the meantime, al-
most 50% of all search results are connected to 
a video (as of Feb 2011). Google also advertises 
YouTube videos, which appear next to the search 
results as small pictures with a caption. The adver-
tiser only pays for this if the user clicks on it, pro-
viding Google with a way to make money through 
YouTube.   ➤

The possibilities for  
releasing company videos 
are constantly increasing.

The value and price of a marketing  
video have little to do with its 

length.

The figures are clear and show 
that there is considerable potential 

here.

Concept means more than just  
developing the outline and the  

storyline.

From a marketing point of view, 
prices must drop considerably

The positive side effect of this for the online vid-
eo sector is that the adverts motivate companies 
to place their videos on YouTube in order to be 
ranked at the top next to the search results, on the 
side. In this way, the trend is moving clearly away 
from UGC (User Generated Content) towards pur-
poseful, professionally produced videos. This is 
good for companies who had previously held back 
from releasing their videos on UGC dominated 
platforms as they didn’t want to be placed next to 
shaky videos of cats. Of course this particularly 
applies to pre- or post-roll ads and In-Stream vid-
eo ads, which were launched on YouTube in 2008 
and 2009. Newer search engines like Carbon Vir-
gin automatically show a list of videos relating to 
the search term as a band on the left-hand side of 
the results page.

A study of production videos in online business di-
rectories, private advertisements and the classified 
ads market by production company infotainweb in 
March 2011 gives a good insight into the German 
market. It shows that a potential advertising budg-
et of an estimated 300 million euros is waiting to 
be tapped into.

In Germany there are around 3.5 million SMEs 
(small- and medium-sized enterprises), of which, 
according to a survey by GfK market research in 
October 2010, 20 percent were planning to pro-
duce a video. This equates to a potential demand 
for 700,000 videos. Even if only half of these com-
panies carry out their plans, and an average price 
of 1000 euros per video is assumed, this means a 
revenue of 350 million euros.

German online digital marketing association On-
line-Vermarkterkreis im Bundesverband Digitale 
Wirtschaft e.V.’s half-yearly report confirms this 
positive trend. According to this, spending for on-
line video advertising in 2010 totalled 85.7 million 
euros, an increase of 160% on the previous year. 
The total forecast for 2011 was 184.2 million eu-
ros, representing growth of 115% (as of July 2011).

The figures are clear and show that there is consid-
erable potential here. The conditions for publishing 
videos online have been fulfilled and are expected 
to continue improving. In the above-mentioned 
study by infotainweb, 57 platforms were examined 
to see if video integration was possible, taking into 
account online sector directories, official city por-
tals, websites for regional newspapers and lead-
ing trade press. 32 of them of, 56%, already offer 
video integration. If the results are sorted by type 
of platform, they are even more positive – 78% of 
the sector directories and 50% of the trade press 
sites already offer videos.   ➤
However, transparency is still lacking amongst 

the offers. Infotainweb’s study criticised the fact 
that 23 of the 32 providers refer to information in 
the media kit, but this is often not detailed enough 
to provide an overview of quotes or prices. The 
remaining nine mediums either didn’t offer a con-
crete insight into options including prices, or on-
ly through a second supplier or a parent company. 
The search for a suitable provider independent of 
a sector portal was also very difficult.

Often, services are not explained clearly. The op-
tions range from marketing agencies who offer 
concepts, through small and medium-sized film 
and video producers to all-round service providers 
who also offer releases on various portals and IT 
solutions for integration into websites. Inconsist-
ent product descriptions also cause further confu-
sion.

Many smaller providers can only offer production 
and filming regionally and are more expensive, due 
to their individual approaches, than international 
companies, who rely on mass production and low 
prices.

Those wanting to join the Internet video business 
need comprehensive knowledge. Even if you can’t 
offer the full package, you should have genuine 
expertise in at least one of the following areas.

Concept means more than just developing the out-
line and the storyline. For an online video, this re-
quires marketing knowledge. Goals must be clearly 
defined and the client will need advice on choosing 
the platform and format.

Production and post-production should be carried 
out with professional equipment and tools which 
will help to achieve the project’s objectives, knowl-
edge which the SAE’s Digital Filmmaking courses 
are perfectly suited to provide. In order to be able 
to advise clients with online publishing and dis-
tribution, knowledge of web design and IT is also 
useful alongside basic marketing.

The final area is of particular importance as an on-
line video is of little use if its benefits are not eval-
uated through impact analyses. It is recommended 
that this is outsourced to a specialised agency, as 
an analysis of views of an online video, as opposed 
to a standard analysis of film or TV advertising, is 
an ongoing process rather than a one-off activity 
carried out at a certain time after release.

But the key point for clients deciding to buy is 
without doubt the price. To keep the price low, there 
are various options for mass production, meaning 
that the product or the format must be suitable for 
serial production. This is most likely to succeed 
with formats that do not require filming on loca-
tion, such as animated series of photographs or 
clips cut from archive material, in the best case, 
created with templates. But even with individual-
ly filmed formats, mass production is possible.  ➤ 

Quellen:
BVDW e.V. (publ.), Bewegtbild im Web 
Kompass 2010/2011, [Moving Images on  
the Web Policy 2010/2011] 1st Edition,  
Düsseldorf
1st Edition, Düsseldorf
• http://www.infotainweb.com
• http://www.bvdw.org 
•  http://www.waz-mediengruppe.de/

Online.5.0.html?&L=?ziel=_self&L= 
&link=Online.5.0.html%3F%26L%3D

•  http://www.onlinemarketing-heringer.de/
video-werkzeug-geschaeft.php

•  Video interview with Dr Andreas Albath:  
http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=skoaT7OGn3c

•  Video interview with Charles Schmidt:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch? 
v=xcmRdonAbrQ

•  http://www.turnhere.com/press/release/
turn-here-celebrates-its-20000th-video-
with-fall-in-love-with-video-sweepsta/

➤
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Important prerequisites for this are effective man-
agement structures in customer management and 
standardised workflows in production and post-
production. Many providers specify from the out-
set, for example, how many scenes a fixed length 
video will have, or whether there will be a profes-
sional voiceover.

As, from a marketing point of view, prices must 
drop considerably in the future, automatised tools 
such as animoto or magisto are predicted to have 
great potential in the online video market. The de-
velopment of these tools for the various needs of 
online video providers is expected to be an impor-
tant factor for the market in the coming years. 

On its website, provider sightseekermedien com-
pares digital video production with the revolution 
in car manufacturing during the industrial boom 
of the 1920s. The car was transformed from an ex-
pensive status symbol which only the top 1% of 
the population could afford to an affordable com-
modity. An interesting aspect, but it remains to be 
seen how far mass production can be adapted to 
videos.

A look at the US offers a glimpse of where this 
could lead. In 1,5 years (2008-2009), leading US 
online video producer TurnHere has produced 
20,000 videos in various formats. Those interested 
in this boom can sign up as a video journalist at 
http://www.turnhere.com

Mobile is the future
Eight percent of online video views are on mobile 
devices. For 2013, this is predicted to increase by 
a quarter. 

Carbon Virgin works with two search engines on 
one interface and always offers video results.  ■

➤

•  http://blog.searchmetrics.com 
/de/2011/04/07/video-opti-mierung-you-
tube-und- universal-search/

•  http://youtube-global.blogspot.
com/2011/05/thanks-youtube-communi-
ty-for-two-big.html

• http://www.ovk.de
• http://www.sightseekermedien.de
• http://www.astramedia.de
• http://www.animoto.com
• http://www.magisto.com
•  http://www.internetworld.de/ 

Heftarchiv/2009/Ausgabe-25 
-2009/Wie-die-Bilder-laufen-lernen

•  http://www.goldmedia.com/aktuelles/
trendmonitor-2012/mobile-video.html

Online sector directories, newspapers, trade 
media, city portals

Infobox

Imagevideos on different types of platforms

© infotainweb, March 2011 / Basic: 57 Websites / Enquiry: October 2010

Online classified  
directories

Daily  
newspapers

Professional  
publications

City 
platforms
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SAE Hamburg has acquired an  
outstanding new tutor, producer  
Tom Ammermann, who is currently 
causing a sensation on the surround 
sound scene with his Spatial Audio  
Designer. We asked him to introduce 
himself and the subject for SAE  
magazine.

by Björn Mohr 

2.0 + 5.1  
+ 3D = SAE? 

Tom Ammermann and 
his route into the third  

dimension

For the past 12 years, I’ve focussed on the 
subject of surround production because I 
couldn’t help myself! The acoustic possi-

bilities I imagined had such an effect on me that 
I immediately converted our studio, with the kind 
agreement of my colleague Ivo Vossen. Having said 
that, ‘extended’ would be a better description in or-
der to be prepared for what might have happened 
and what seemed possible. Some key technical da-
ta: five Genelec 1032a plus subwoofers, Pyramix 
DAW by Merging, two M6000 by TC, complete 
plug-in package by Vincent Burel and we were 
set… This doesn’t have much to do with SAE yet, 
but the references and experiences I gathered and 
the new paths I followed on this route certainly do, 
as, after all, this knowledge is the reason why I’m 
now a guest tutor at SAE.

It’s been a long time since I worked as a typical 
music producer, but exactly this was the reason 
why I recently had a meeting with Björn Mohr and 
Hannes Kruse at SAE Hamburg, one which turned 
out to have far-reaching consequences. By this I 
mean not just my leaving the room as a brand new 
guest tutor in surround production for film, music 
and games, which I’m very happy about, but also 

as I fulfilled a very old dream of mine. I had dem-
onstrated a new software program to Björn and 
Hannes which I had just developed and it wasn’t 
long before the room fell silent. This software al-
lows you to not only mix surround, but also 3D au-
dio and to position sound sources not only below but 
also above the listener. The best thing about this is 
that the DAW structure isn’t important. Even Stu-
dio One, which is known for being a purely stereo 
production environment, can create surround and 

Having this possibility and being able  
to share this vision was an old dream  

of mine.

SPATIAL AUDIO DESIGNER (SAD):
SPATIAL AUDIO DESIGNER TM (SAD) 
is a professional audio plug-in which will be 
available in RTAS, VST and AU versions from 
summer 2012. Independent of the host DAW’s 
bus structures, which are usually limited to 
eight channels, it allows all current and future 
audio formats to be mixed. Mixes such as ste-
reo, 5.1, 7.1, 11.1, and 13.1. are only a mouse 
click away from each other. In case the cor-
responding loudspeakers systems are unavail-
able, SAD also offers high-quality individual 
HEADPHONE SURROUND 3D TM loud-
speaker virtualisation for standard headphones.

SAD can also import surround pan and 
volume data (currently by Pro Tools). 
In minutes, an older multi-channel 5.1 
session can be converted to a discrete 
7.1 mix and, a day later, into an 13.1 
Auro-3D® version for cinema, home or 
mobile entertainment. 

For special uses at trade fairs and 
events, SAD can also be individually 
configured to mix on open format loud-
speaker systems.

SAD’s HEADPHONE SURROUND 3D TM 
technology also opens the door to a complete-
ly new dimension in audio production. Open 
format audio productions can be created in 
parallel or in a mix with multiple loudspeaker 
systems in all three dimensions, at various dis-
tances in different locations. Music, film, radio 
play and game mixes like never heard before 
are now possible. And they can immediately 
be accessed with any headphones on any audio 
device worldwide, as, technically speaking, a 
two channel stereo format is used.

http://www.spatialaudiodesigner.com

Infobox

3D mixes without any restrictions with the plug-
in! Having this possibility and being able to share 
this vision was an old dream of mine. And that was 
exactly what happened that evening as the three 
of us sat together and I presented my software to 
Björn and Hannes, a vision become reality.

I’ve never been too interested in what others think 
of my ideas and visions. So in early 2000, I sat 
in my newly equipped surround studio and started 
tinkering. Of course I also read a few things but 
mainly I just randomly produced stuff.  Of course 
this didn’t always go smoothly. The knowledge 
I’ve gathered today from experience could certain-
ly have saved my nerves, time and money too. But 
back then everything, if it was at all documented, 
and not just shrouded in myth, was difficult to find 
and often seen more from a film or scientific point 
of view. Surround mixing was really something that 
was just done live. Having said that, there were a 
couple of cool 5.1 mixes by Ronald Prent at the 
time.  ➤

To spare our young colleagues some time here and 
save them the need to re-invent the wheel, I like to 
talk about these things in my role as a guest tutor as 
well as a speaker at the AES Convention and Ton-
meistertagung [recording engineers convention], 
for example. New formats like surround and 3D 
can’t be conceived alone. The wave must be cul-
tivated together, but everyone can then surf it, at 
their own discretion and in accordance with their 
own assets. This ‘mission’ needs believers, and of 
course an industry which believes there is profit to 
be made here. Otherwise it will remain something 
which is just for fun and personal pleasure. Not a 
bad thing, in no way do I wish to devalue projects 
powered solely by enthusiasm, but I can tell you 
from my own experience that your own work will 
reach a new level of personal satisfaction if it al-
lows you to pay for your rent, food and holidays. 
It’s a great feeling to not need to have a second job 
anymore and be able to concentrate completely on 
the task! So, by sharing my knowledge, I’m also 
trying to win allies and share the standards and pos-
sibilities for individual fulfilment offered by audio 
mixing beyond the two channel stereo horizon with 
young producers as quickly as possible.  ➤

This sector is almost infinite, something I was al-
ready able to see at the beginning of my career as a 
sound producer. Now with my plug-in, it is within 
reach and thanks to the work of many, it can now 
become a new reality. The SPATIAL AUDIO DE-
SIGNER TM (SAD) is the door to this new audio 
dimension. However at present, this is just a small 
door, behind which lies a whole country which must 
first be discovered. We must also first adjust many 
elements to make access uniform, simple and of a 

better quality. But for me, this recognition of won-
derful new possibilities is a kind of unavoidable 
call to march forward and try it out; I hope it’s the 
same for others too!

But how can I conquer this new land when no one 
at home wants to help? Sure, in the studio you can 
throw something together for your own pleasure but 
at home that definitely won’t work for any length 
of time. So the challenge is to share the enjoyment 

with others and create a business model from it 
which will make a living. In my opinion, there are 
three options: events, such as in theme parks or at 
functions, the cinema and headphones. These last 
two lead to the end user and therefore form the basis 
of a business plan. In the cinema, this has already 
begun. Since 2005, Wilfried van Baelen, successor 
of Werner Dabringhaus (2+2+2), amongst others, 
has been involved in 3D matters and has taken the 
necessary steps in technology and communication. 
The format is known as Auro-3D® and over 50 cin-
emas worldwide are currently equipped with their 
sound systems. The format involves things like ar-
ray specification and an lossless encoding process 
which ‘packages’ multi-channel PCM stems e.g. 
9.1 into lower layouts e.g. 5.1, keeping PCM. 
A domain, where previously only a few companies 
like Dolby were present. Dolby also recently re-
leased a 3D audio cinema format called Dolby At-
mos. Recently Dolby bought IMM sound from Bar-
celona which has an similar layout as Atmos which 
is installed in round about 40 Cinemas worldwide. 
In Germany we are currently lucky enough be-
cause we have two of such, one in the UCI cinema 
in Dusseldorf and one in the UCI Hamburg Oth-
marschen. This, now ‘Dolby Atmos ready’ sound 
systems,  are a part of UCI’s ‘iSens’ systems.  ➤

This is how things can turn out, but it certainly 
does not help sound producers to run free, conquer 
things or make new discoveries as individuals. But 
creating this content here is certainly only possible 
for larger film mix stages which can currently af-
ford the necessary renovations. Furthermore, for 
the end user, the fun ends when they exit the cine-
ma, right? No, and this is where headphones come 
in. In any case, 70% of all people who listen to 
music use headphones. On the go, in the evenings, 
or in the afternoon on the sofa, there’s no time or 
place they don’t suit and the ‘equipment’ fits in 
your pocket and can, depending on the size of the 
investment, provide considerable enjoyment at a 
comparatively low cost.

LAN parties are also unimaginable without head-
phones. Almost everyone in the first and second 
world has a pair and, unless we grow a third ear, 
nothing about their use will change. So why not 
use the opportunity whilst the listener is also still 
sitting in the acoustic sweet spot?

I could write pages on this topic, having started 
to create ‘virtual’ sound mixing for headphones as 
early as 2000, but I’ll keep it short here. The first 
questions which come up are ‘how will this work?’ 

and ‘what should it sound like?’ In response, it 
should sound like hearing your MP3s in stereo or 
DVDs in 5.1 through a speaker system. So not like 
the usual headphone reproduction in your head but 
as though the mix is being played through a loud-
speaker system near the listener. That this must 
work, and is not a mess of echoes, delay and phas-
es, becomes clear when you consider the facts. No 
matter how many loudspeakers are set up around 
a listener, no matter how many noises like cars, 
airplanes, birds and people are in one’s natural en-
vironment, our brain ALWAYS uses two signals 
to localise the surrounding sounds and identify 
the current dimensions of our location, two ‘sig-
nal mixtures’, which both of our ears capture. So 
somehow it must work, and that’s that! The roots 
of the idea come from Artificial Head Technology 
and have already been used by many manufactur-
ers, but when developing my process, I still found 
several areas which no one had explored yet. One 
was that I was able to build the panner into SAD, 
which I had wished for twelve years ago and for 
which I once bought two M6000 systems. Apart 
from headphones, this is the basis of 3D cinema 
mixes like for Red Tails, which Lucas Film pro-
duced in Auro-3D®. Sadly, the film’s release at the 
start of this year missed Germany. Furthermore, 
and this is what Björn and Hannes immediately 
grasped in our meeting, and what restored the calm; 
there are some real limitations with headphones 
which we no longer have, which paradoxically al-
low realistic-sounding mixes, which don’t exist 
in ‘real’ life! That’s something which needs some 

time to process…. Working virtually with SAD, 
on and for headphones, there’s nothing and no one, 
except perhaps the CPU catching fire, which can 
prevent you from mixing various loudspeakers at 
various distances and in different locations at the 
same time! This sounds crazy at first, but the game 
and radio play producers are the first whose hairs 
will stand on end at this thought. As always, I have 
to say that the musicians are sadly the last ones to 
get it but anyway, that’s something I’m working 
on now and it seems like I’m now preaching to 
the converted! DVDs had what it takes to succeed 
CDs anyway.

I hope I’ve whetted your appetite for what might 
be in the pipeline and will of course provide more 
information in my classes, online on my website 
and of course on Facebook too. SAE Hamburg is 
also planning a workshop on the SAD plug-in soon, 
which will be released on to the market in August.   
➤

Brief CV for Tom Ammermann:
1980 – 95 Music lessons at private schools  
and from private tutors
Co-founder and band leader of various bands  
in different genres 
1990 Founded MO’VISION
1990 – 93 Working as an event technician
1995 Co-founder and architect, LUNA STUDIO 
HAMBURG
1992 – 2008 Producer of various music produc-
tions for film, TV, advertising and radio
2000 – 2008 Specialisation in audio surround  
productions, development of headphone-surround 
mixing technology
2008 – 2009 Development and production of  
3D mixing process and projects
2009 – 2011 Development of HEADPHONE  
SURROUND 3D TM process with the aid of  
the Pro-Ideenfonds [German and EU fund for  
supporting new developments]

References at http://www.mo-vision.de
Reports and detailed CV at  
http://www.tom-ammermann.de  n

Infobox

In any case, 70% of all people who 
listen to music use headphones.

Luna Studio Hamburg – 2D

Tom Ammermann @ Luna Studio, Hamburg

Luna Studio Hamburg – 3D

Tom Ammermann @ Luna Studio, Hamburg

Spatial Audio Designer (SAD) – GUI

New formats like surround and 3D 
can’t be conceived alone. 

The knowledge I’ve gathered today  
from experience could certainly have 

saved my nerves, time and money too.
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By the time you press record, 70% of  
your production should be finished!

Too many songs enter production before 
they are complete because in reality music 
is an assortment of ideas and not a coherent 

composition. With the ease and accessibility of the 
DAW workflow, the music industry is inundated 
with material (songs) that are a series of loops and 
grooves that do not have carefully crafted melo-
dies and meticulously planned arrangements. 

The result is a “good idea” that does not have lon-
gevity because after 20 bars of music the song has 
nothing left to say. While we’re on the subject, the 
DAW with virtual instruments and samples has 
spawned a generation where everyone, including 
their families and pets, is a producer. In reality, 
most folk who are referring to themselves as pro-
ducers are in fact a composer with a computer and 
the appropriate software? There is also a substan-
tial difference between creating sick beatz and a 
composition. More beatz are not needed folks, but 
carefully crafted compositions that have something 
to say will never go out of style. Miles Davis used 
to tell his musicians with regard to taking solos 
when performing live “if you don’t have anything 
to say, shut up”. As with everything, our quality 
control and being informed are minimum require-
ments for us to be competitive, because the artists, 
producers and engineers whose productions we as-
pire to compete with, have these qualities locked 
down.
So, what has any of this got to do with the 70% phi-
losophy? The short answer is, everything! Many 
audio engineers and production teams spend rela-

tively little time with the composition and record-
ing of the material and rely, in certain instances 
almost completely, on the mixing to achieve bal-
ance, coherence and musicality. When you press 
record, you have already determined about 70% of 
what the record will sound like, regardless of what 
automation and clever trickery you have planned 
for the mixing. The recording engineer’s responsi-
bility is not simply to capture a signal and watch 
the levels; it is to ensure that a performance is cap-
tured that is already balanced! This principle ap-
plies to our workflow whether we are using MIDI 
or microphones, or both.

The principle of the 70% philosophy is to achieve 
a balance of tones, levels and musicality before we 
press record. With this approach, more than ¾ of 
the production is completed during the recording 
phase, which makes mixing and mastering a cinch 
in time and effort and bypasses the need for dam-
age control to produce a stellar result.

Another Holy Grail for achieving balance during 
recording in the digital domain is to stop pinning 
the recording levels! In the days of analogue tape 
and noisier electronics, it was vital that engineers 
set the recording levels to tape as close to maxi-
mum without clipping, to ensure the best possible 
signal-to-noise character of the recording. Most 
engineers in the digital domain still use this ap-
proach and it is not necessary because of the in-
credible signal-to-noise integrity of modern digital 
audio electronics (negligible noise with spectacu-
lar transparency). Even entry-level digital audio 

gear can handle resolutions of 24 bit/96kHz easily 
so there is no excuse for us not to be using this in 
our productions – the benchmark recordings are. 
Yes we need to deliver a 16/44.1 final product but 
more on than that in a future article. Right now, 
we’re concentrating on the 70% philosophy!

When your DAW session is prepped, routed and 
ready to go, let the music’s dynamics determine 
the recording levels, it is that simple! The bench-
mark that we should be striving for is to present 
the mix engineer with recordings where they can 
bring all the faders up to unity gain on their con-
sole (virtual or hardware) and already have a won-
derfully balanced mix. This is only be possible if 
we use our 70% philosophy and it isn’t rocket sci-
ence to achieve if we allow the recording levels to 
mirror reality – i.e. optimising your gain structure 
to receive the signal and then let the music dictate 
the levels-to-tape itself. It sounds simple, because 
it is! 

Mix engineers often need to ride faders and use 
complex automation because the recording engineer 
(often the same person) has been level- watching 
and ignoring what the music is actually delivering. 
A soft sound or passage of music will have a low/
softer recording level and vice versa – leave it that 
way! Let the recording levels mirror the dynamics 
of the performance and don’t kill yourself trying to 
get hot levels - it is counter-productive. Many engi-
neers believe they cannot achieve a LOUD produc-
tion if they don’t have high recording levels?  ➤ 

Rubbish! If you record a soft sound loud, you will 
simply have to pull its fader down in the mix. The 
best sounding productions (regardless of genre) 
have dynamics, period.
In summary, the 70% philosophy will support us 
to produce superb productions that are engaging, 
powerful and exciting by being sure, before we 
press record, that the performance and tones are 

balanced. Once we’ve achieved the 70% philoso-
phy we can sit back, relax and enjoy the music and 
the production process with the peace of mind of 
knowing that we have captured something special 
and don’t have to rely on the mixing and master-
ing. Our love of music is what brought us into this 
crazy business in the first place, so, let’s enjoy our-
selves and stop hoping we will receive a great pro-

duction back from the mastering engineer because 
we ensured that by the time our finger hit the re-
cord button, we had nailed it already! 

Until next time, have fun, don’t monitor too loud-
ly and let your love of music dictate how you work 
and don’t obsess that you have to have X preamp 
or Y speakers. The listener doesn’t care!  n

70% PhilosophyThe

Students striving for perfection in our Neve Genesys studio

Our love of music is what brought 
us into this crazy business 

Make sure your composition is strong and well rehearsed before you press record.

Regardless of your workflow  
or genre of music, it is a given 
that to give your production  
the greatest chance of being 
competitive in the open market 
it will need to be recorded, then 
mixed and mastered.  
This approach is nothing new 
but how we start the production 
has a dramatic influence on  
the quality of the final product 
and speed at which we can  
work – what you put in is what 
you get out.

by David Maclean
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Motorbike Stunts
Rolling Cars

by Guy Richards

Behind the lines with a Stunt Specialist

Stunts are one of the most exciting parts of 
the film business. But how do you get to do 
these things safely and on a no budget pro-

duction? Sometimes it’s a synergy between experts 
in their field, such as stunt coordinator Chris An-
derson from Ozstunts Pty Ltd and Morgan Evans 
stunt man and their co-director. This article pro-
vides a description of a recent music video shoot 
involving some of SAE Melbourne’s film students. 
These students got to experience and witness the 
exhilaration and creativity of shooting car and mo-
torbike stunts, along with learning the importance 
of on-location management and safety.

As an old film school friend, Evans asked me if I 
would be interested in co-directing a music video 
for the band “Welcome To The Numb”. I jumped at 
the chance to be involved and thought it would be 
a brilliant opportunity for a small number of pas-
sionate students to come along and help shoot the 
footage, which included car and motorbike stunts. 

“It was great being part of a professional produc-
tion. Seeing how Chris Anderson and his Ozstunts 
crew planned out and executed such a violent car 
roll and bike crash without any hitches was remark-
able.” (Ben Horton, Melbourne SAE student)

Over a seven-week period Anderson, Evans and I 
planned and devised what was needed in regards 
to organising the stunt, beginning with breaking 
down the action into smaller components. This in-
cluded running through potential scenarios with 
toy Matchbox cars, so here is a reason to keep a 
hold of or buy some toys! Even though this seemed 
like kid’s play, it was a great tool to visualise the 
action. Finally, we locked down the story:

On the set

A car on a country road blows a tire and becomes 
out of control going into a roll. Another car fol-
lows close behind. The driver of the pursuing ve-
hicle gets out to assist the trapped driver while the 
car’s passenger runs back up the road to warn on 
coming traffic of the accident up ahead…but it is 
to late. A motorbike comes around the blind cor-
ner and locks up. The bike skids on the gravel road 
and doesn’t have enough time to get out the way, 
smashing into the back of the second car. The mo-
torcyclist is thrown into the air and smashes down 
hard on the upside down rolled car.

Anderson and I worked through the insurance is-
sues regarding safety checks. This is obviously a 
very important step in any film production, but es-
pecially integral when dealing with stunts. It cer-
tainly needs more space for attention than what I 
can give in this instance, as it lies outside the scope 
of this particular article, however I cannot stress its 
importance enough. As a part of the pre-production 
phase, we also found a country farm location that 
was suitable for the crew to have control over the 
traffic on the road that ran beside it.  ➤

“It was good to see the stunt guys go through the 
motions time and time again and discuss what was 
going to happen to everyone. The communication 
was great and not only helped make the shoot safe 
but it also created cohesion between everyone. On 
a shoot where you are rolling a car safety is the 
most important thing and the crew were right on 
top of it at all times.” (Adam Dyson, Melbourne 
SAE student) 

On the stunt day, we needed a number of cameras 
to best capture the action from numerous angles. 
The music video was shot on a mixture of Sony 
FS100 and Canon 7d and 550d. You only have one 
chance at rolling a car, so it was best to have as 
many cameras as possible to make sure something 
is recorded. Anderson and his stunt crew modified 
a four-wheel drive with roll cage and a compressed 
air canon. The canon was welded into the floor of 
the back passenger side. When required, the driv-
er pressed a control button and fired a steel bar 
through the canon and onto the ground below. As 
the car goes into a turn, the canon was fired caus-
ing the car to go into a roll.

When the time came to shoot the car roll, Anderson 
pinpointed for cast and crew where the cameras 
needed to be placed to ensure a safe distance and 
what exactly to expect. Everyone was extremely 
excited, took their positions and all five cameras 
were given the instruction to roll. The driver (War-
wick Sadler) put on his crash helmet and took off 
down the road at 60km per hour. The car swerved 
marking the point where the stunt driver launched 
the steel bar, and with an ear-breaking explosion, 
the car was thrown into a tumble. The car turned 
over and over again, smashing onto the roof, then 
onto its side with bits of glass and metal flying 
through the air. Finally, it ended upside down with 
the driver held in by his seat harness. The stunt 
team, who were standing by with fire extinguish-
ers, rushed in to see if the stunt driver was is in any 
trouble. Warwick Sadler popped his hand out the 
window and gave the thumbs up that he is ok. A 
spontaneous, ecstatic cheer called out amongst the 
crew.  ➤

“You only have one chance  
at rolling a car”.

“The level of professionalism on  
the set was amazing”.

It was then time to prepare for the motorbike smash. 
There was two parts to the motorcycle crash. First, 
the bike smashed into the back of the car. Before 
the bike impacts, the stuntman hopped up and stood 
on the seat. When the bike hit the back of the car, 
Robbie Clissold the stuntman jumped off the seat 
and, with the forward momentum, he is propelled 
over the car for six metres before landing on safety 
mats. The second part of the accident was his land-
ing. The stuntman, who is trained to roll properly 
and safely, was padded up and took a running jump 
on to a mini trampoline. Robbie Clissold twisted 
in the air so his shoulder impacted with the wheel 
of the upside down car. It looked painful but he 
assured us that it didn’t hurt. Considering Robbie 
then repeated the fall up to seven times, he either 
had a high pain threshold or was telling us the truth.

“The shoot was an amazing experience. The level 
of professionalism on the set was amazing – from 
the directors, the stunt crew - everyone was super 
professional. Compared to most of the crew, I was 
relatively inexperienced, however I never felt like 
I was treated any less. It was a privilege to be a part 
of such a tight crew.” (Adam Connolly, Melbourne 
SAE student)

The students learned a lot from being on-set dur-
ing the production of this video. It not only showed 
some of the ins and outs of shooting stunts, but 
also how to behave in a professional film environ-
ment. The shooting of stunts can be daunting task, 
especially for the inexperienced. However, it can 
also be incredibly rewarding. If you can, have a 
look for opportunities with local stunt specialists 
to help make the job a less formidable one. Some 
stunts can be easily achieved for the student film-
maker with the right knowledge, precautions and 
guidance.  n

Rolling a car and smashing a motorbike into another 
vehicle sounds dangerous – and it is! 
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Screen Acting
Secrets

The Do‘s and Don‘t of  
Auditions and Screentests

The Do‘s and Don‘t of  
Auditions and Screentests

How do I get an audition or screentest? Usu-
ally a casting director (who works on be-
half of a production company, director or 

advertising agency) will either a) request to audi-
tion you or b) will notify your agent of the project 
to be cast and your agent will suggest you for the 
role and set-up an audition time. Freelance actors 
are also able to get auditions or screentests but they 
have to do more leg-work to become known to the 
casting directors in their city and/or hear about au-
ditions coming up. These casting directors/consult-
ants are listed in the phone book and you can call 
to ask for a “Go See” appointment where you meet 
and give them your photo and CV for them to keep 
on file. (Australian industry standard for photos is: 
Actors: one 8 x 10 black and white professionally 
taken photo. Models / extras: colour photo(s) pro-
fessionally taken, models usually have a portfolio 
of photos to show.) Theatre companies can’t usual-
ly afford to use a casting director so the artistic di-
rector or the director of a particular play will liaise 
with an agent. Some theatre companies hold gen-
eral auditions once a year where the actor performs 
their own prepared monologues.

Once you have a screentest: prepare, prepare, 
prepare. You can never over prepare for an au-
dition or screentest. If you know the dialogue in-
side out, have researched the character and thought 
about what clothes or props will help you look the 

part you can avoid the dreaded “S.S.” – self sabo-
tage. Give yourself the opportunity to do your best 
audition possible. Always know your lines, inside 
out and back to front. It will reflect badly on your 
professionalism if you don’t. N.B. If you are given 
a script “on the spot” you would not be expected to 
commit it to memory, but remember the first ques-
tion to ask your agent once you hear you have a 
screentest or audition is: “When can I have a copy of 
the scene(s) to learn?” (The second could be “What 
kind of wine do you drink?”, it never hurts to show 
your agent appreciation.)

Once you have the scene(s), what kinds of prep-
aration can you do? 

• For a feature film, ask if you can get hold of a 
copy of the complete film script to read. Your agent 
will usually be provided with one or more copies 
which you can go in and read. More common now 
is for you to be emailed a copy. Also ask if there are 
any director’s notes.

• For a TV series or telemovie – ask if there is 
a series “bible”, (the name for the document that 
outlines what the series will be about and includes 
character breakdowns, etc).

• For a role in an ongoing TV serial (e.g., Neigh-
bours, Home & Away) ask if there is a character 
breakdown for your character. There may not be 
one if the role is only a guest role in one episode. 
In this case you should be able to obtain a copy of 
the script for that episode.

When? When is the film or TV series set? If it isn’t 
contemporary you will ideally need to research the 
period it is set in. The Internet is invaluable here. 
Libraries, video stores, etc can all assist.

Where? Familiarise yourself with the location e.g., 
the city or town where the project is set. If you are 
auditioning for a role in a futuristic sci fi film like 
“The Matrix”’ your character will walk, talk and 
think slightly differently than if you are auditioning 
for a role in “McLeod’s’ Daughters”. Think about 
the way your character might walk around, harness 
a horse, hold a gun, etc.
Relationships: What is your character’s relation-
ship to other characters in the scene? What history 
do they share? Be detailed, not vague. If you don’t 
have this information, make intelligent choices. Al-
so be careful not to just play an attitude throughout 
the scene but allow the relationships to help define 
who your character is and what you expect from 
another character in the scene. The essence of dra-
ma as we all know from high school is “conflict”. 
That conflict can come from the other character in 
a scene and what they want or your character’s in-
ternal thoughts or struggle. 

Find the Journey: the most skilled screen actors 
I’ve worked with always look for a journey with-
in a scene. That is, they try to have their character 
start the scene in one frame of mind and end up in 
another. This allows you to reveal to an audience 
a little about what it might be like to be someone 
in this character’s situation. To do this you need to 
look for the moment in the scene when your char-
acter has to change their approach. (This is called 

a moment of “action change”, but refers to the psy-
chological action not necessarily a physical action.) 
Human beings are at their most vulnerable and re-
vealing when they are faced with some form of cri-
sis or there are choices to be considered. These are 
golden moments to use in a screentest where the 
camera can really “get into your head” and see your 
character’s thoughts.

Don’t always go for the obvious: remember that 
the director and casting director will probably be 
seeing more than just you for the role so make sure 
you bring your own freshness of interpretation to a 
scene. Bring the scene to life and infuse it with your 
own intelligence and understanding of the charac-
ter.

I believe THE SECRET OF SCREEN ACTING 
IS TO THINK THE THOUGHTS THAT YOUR 
CHARACTER WOULD BE THINKING. This 
way you block out the actor’s worrying, nervous 
thoughts, e.g., whether your nose will look too big 
on camera, whether you’ll forget your lines, etc and 
you can focus totally on bringing to life the reality 
of the scene and living it moment by moment. 
 
Where has your character come from? Remem-
ber to be clear about what has just happened for 
your character, where they have come from when 
they enter the scene and where they are going to at 
the end. Also be aware of the character’s surround-
ings in the scene. If it’s supposed to be in a restau-
rant, make sure you keep that in mind even though 
you are performing it in a casting studio.

Keeping it fresh. If the casting director or director 
asks you to do the scene several times be assured 
they are asking because they are interested in you for 
this or another role. Keep your performance fresh 
by “living” the scene moment by moment and real-
ly listening to the reader or other actor who is play-
ing opposite you. Don’t try to repeat what you did 
last night in front of your bedroom mirror. Stay “in 
the moment”. Allow the “stretched rubber-band”-
like tension to keep your focus and attention from 
wavering through several takes. Allow the scene to 
vary slightly each time.

THE DAY OF THE AUDITION OR 
SCREENTEST
View this as an opportunity to do what you enjoy 
today and focus on doing your most accomplished 
audition ever just for the practical joy of it. Don’t 
get hung up on whether you’ll get the part. A di-
rector can smell “desperation” and it doesn’t make 
them feel comfortable either. Everyone knows that 
auditions and screentests are unnatural and uncom-
fortable and a necessary evil. So try to be as relaxed 
and “real” as you possibly can be. Be well rested 
and arrive a little early for your audition (avoid self 
sabotage remember). Dress appropriate to the role 
– it doesn’t hurt to help those who are making deci-
sions see how suitable you would look for the part. 
Important: Avoid clothing that’s all black, all white 
(unless asked for specifically) and fine stripes. Even 
though you dress for the part, don’t come “in char-
acter” to the audition. That can tend to verge on the 
creepy and put a director off. Save the performance 
for when you are asked to act the scene.   ➤

(Even though your agent will probably have for-
warded your photo and CV to the casting director 
before the audition it doesn’t hurt to take a spare 
with you in case the director asks for another.)

• Stay focussed and positive – Help yourself to 
do this in the waiting area by bringing a book with 
you or iPod/ MD to listen to so you don’t become 
distracted or self-doubting. It can undermine your 
confidence if, while chatting to other actors, you 
hear about who got the role you went for last week, 
especially if it was one of them.

• Tell yourself: – “Someone thinks I am right for 
this part, otherwise I wouldn’t be here.” Even if the 
character breakdown describes a character short 
and blonde and you are 6ft 2 and dark haired trust 
that those you are auditioning for may have either 
a) changed their thinking on the character or b) 
want to see you audition with this scene but may be 
considering you for another role. Either way, never 
miss your chance to impress them with your skill. 
“Whether you think you can or you think you can’t, 
you’re right.”

• There is only one you – what will set you apart 
from every other actor they have seen and are con-
sidering for the role is YOU. Trust that your unique 
quality and special skills will be what gets you a 
part in the end.

• Your sense of humour – Don’t leave home with-
out it. Sometimes the tension of the situation can 
cause you to have an “irony deficiency”. Relax – it 
isn’t brain surgery and no-one is going to die as a 

result of your audition. Try to relate to your audi-
tioners as people. They won’t feel comfortable if 
you are gushing or sycophantic. Be yourself and 
don’t lie if they ask you about skills that you pos-
sess, e.g., If they ask can you ride a horse? and you 
can’t, say “No, but I’m happy to learn.” rather than 
deceive them and then arrive on set and delay film-
ing.

• The first run through: many directors nowa-
days are keen to see what choices you have made 
in interpreting the character before they offer you 
direction. This is where you can really draw on the 
homework you’ve done. This first run through is 
often filmed too.

• LISTEN – as obvious advice as this seems many 
actors develop temporary deafness due to the stress 
of a screentest. You will glean vital information 
from the director or casting director about the way 
they want you to interpret the role or the scene, if 
you listen.

• Don’t stop the performance until you hear 
“cut”: Often wonderful non-verbal moments hap-
pen at the end of a take and so a director may delay 
calling “cut”. Stay in the moment, don’t freeze, but 
keep it going. Even throw in an ad-libbed line if it 
feels appropriate.

• There is no right way of doing it. Get over try-
ing to get it “right”. There is no “right way” when 
it comes to compelling screen drama and memo-
rable auditions. It’s your audition. Live the scene 
and be truthful to the moment. Remember also that 

the director and casting director are not your dis-
approving parent, or the headmaster you had con-
flict with at school. Don’t carry baggage like this 
with you into a screentest. Those auditioning you 
aren’t questioning your existence or right to act, 
don’t view them as such. If you make a mistake or 
forget a line, forge on and don’t worry about it. It 
won’t bother the director, believe me. Avoid look-
ing straight into the camera unless you are asked to. 
In TVC castings it is more common to look “down 
the barrel” straight into the camera lens. If you’re 
unsure ask where they would like you to look. Have 
fun and enjoy it!

WHAT IS A DIRECTOR LOOKING FOR  
IN AN AUDITION?
In my experience there are three main things that a di-
rector or casting director looks for when screentest-
ing or auditioning actors. They are:

1. Photogenicity: What is the quality this particu-
lar actor brings to the screen and will it enhance 
this role and complement the other actors we are 
considering for the other roles? I sometimes call 
this the actor’s photogenicity and it is intrinsic to 
that actor. 

2. Adaptability: How adaptable is the actor in be-
ing able to listen to direction and vary their perfor-
mance? If an actor, in the tension of a screentest, 
is able to make interesting choices and incorporate 
different direction it’s likely they will be able to do 
this when on set when time is running out and the 
light is fading for example.   ➤ 

3. Likeability: If an actor appears during a screentest 
to be a “neurotic mess” constantly needing re-as-
surance or unable to relax it’s likely they’ll be a 
challenge for a director to have to work with day in, 
day out 12 hours a day, for up to 3 months on a fea-
ture film set or for months or years on a TV series. 
Directors and crew are human too. This is another 
reason why it’s wise to relax and show your sense 
of humour when chatting with the director or cast-
ing director. When casting children (juveniles are 
classified as anyone under 16) how easy the parents 
are to get along with is often a factor in the cast-
ing decisions for this same reason. “Stage parents” 
can cause real headaches. Sometimes you may be 
asked a general “get to-know-you type question” at 
an audition just to see what kind of person you are. 
Remember don’t agonise over these, just say the 
first thing that comes into your head, as you would 
at a party if someone asked you this. (In some TVC 
casting sessions they may ask you to tell a joke. It’s 
worth having one up your sleeve in case you ever 
need it.)

AFTER THE SCREENTEST –  
MOST IMPORTANT OF ALL. 
As soon as the audition or screentest is over the 
golden rule is FORGET ABOUT IT. Walk away 
confident that you did your best. Don’t “beat your-
self up” if you think you didn’t and don’t agonise 
about whether you’ll get the job. More often than 
not casting these days is “by committee” and so 
never ask the director at the time of the audition if 
you have the role. This will only embarrass them 
and they won’t know yet anyway. Forget about it 

as soon as you leave the building and that way, if 
you get offered the part it’s a pleasant surprise and 
if you don’t, you won’t turn yourself into an emo-
tional mess. Be glad that you’re one of the lucky 
ones getting to audition for roles. Keep your screen 
skills up by regularly getting in front of a camera. 
No-one is comfortable in front of a camera if they 
haven’t been filmed in the past six months. You can 
volunteer for student short films or Tropfest films 
or get together with colleagues to video each other. 
Alternatively, enrol in screen acting classes to keep 
improving your skills in this area.

P.S. A note about terminology: the term “talent” 
used to be only used by advertising agencies when 
referring to actors, models or extras auditioned or 
hired for a TVC shoot. It’s a term that has crept in 
elsewhere in the industry but most trained actors dis-
like being referred to as “talent”. It’s the equivalent 
to calling a director “genius”. Also the American 
term “casting agent” has crept into usage, however 
it is inaccurate in describing a casting consultant or 
casting director in Australia, as an agent takes com-
mission from an actor or model’s fee and the only 
person who does that is your actor’s agent or mod-
elling agent. Casting directors are paid a consulting 
fee by the production company.

A warning: Use your common sense when attend-
ing screentests. No reputable director would ask 
you to remove your clothing in a screentest without 
notifying your agent beforehand. If this is to hap-
pen you have every right to take a friend along with 
you to the screentest. Don’t do anything you feel 
uncomfortable about doing. Also don’t be duped 

by “shonky” operators offering you jobs on short 
notice acting in “B” grade films overseas and want-
ing you to make decisions quickly (a recent scam). 
If you are freelance and ever unsure about some-
one’s integrity phone Actors Equity/MEAA and 
seek their advice.

About the Author: Annie Murtagh-Monks orig-
inally trained and worked as an actor graduating 
from NIDA and completing post-grad study at RA-
DA. Since a career change however, she has been 
a casting director & lecturer in Perth over the past 
19 years, and has been involved in the casting of 
most screen drama shot in WA in that time includ-
ing: “Rabbit Proof Fence”, “Japanese Story”, “The 
Shark Net” and “Last Train to Freo”, and the soon 
to be released feature “Drift” starring Sam Wor-
thington. Annie was sessional lecturer at WAAPA 
over 16 years, been acting coach on 16 TV or film 
projects and founded PAC Screen Workshops (ad-
vanced courses for actors, directors & writers), PAC 
Script Lab and has helped to found the non profit 
Association of Screen Professionals Inc.   ■

• For a TV commercial (TVC): ask for the script(s) 
of the commercials and if there are any directors 
notes/casting brief. Make sure you know what  
wardrobe they are expecting you to wear for the 
casting, e.g., if it is for a Philadelphia Angel TVC 
they may want you to wear a white flowing dress 
to the casting. 

•  For a theatre audition: borrow a copy of the script 
from a library if it‘s readily available or ask to read 
a copy from the theatre company via your agent.

It is very useful to familiarise yourself with the pro-
ject you are auditioning for. If it’s a feature film, try 
to find out what other productions the director has 
directed, if any, and make an effort to view them be-
fore your audition. Any director will be impressed 
if you are familiar with her or his work. If it’s for a 
TV show that is on air, make sure you watch some 
episodes before the audition so you’re familiar with 
the style of the acting in it.

Script Analysis:
Ask yourself questions about the script and the char-
acter you are to portray. For example:

Who? What is my character’s socio /economic back-
ground? Where did she or he grow up, go to school? 
What does he/she want most in life, in the film, in 
the scene? What might stop them getting it?

What? What is really happening in each of the 
scenes? Sum it up in one sentence so you are clear 
e.g., My character wants to borrow money from her 
boyfriend, but discovers he’s broke.   ➤ 

Auditions, screentest  
and castings
An audition is where you try out for a  
role but you are not filmed or videoed,  
a screentest is where you are filmed.  
Screentests are sometimes called “castings” 
though this term has come from the  
advertising industry and relates primarily  
to TV commercials (TVCs).  ■

Infobox

Whether you are a newcomer to the industry or a 
seasoned professional, here are some simple hints 
to assist you when attending auditions, screentests 
or castings.
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“Bound by Blue”
How to make a movie 
with no money

David Hawkins making movies

Well one such individual decided to do just that! 
David Hawkins, SAE London's very own Head of 
Film started his career as an award-winning Cin-
ematographer in Australia, most notably as Direc-
tor of Photography on the Academy Award (Oscar) 
nominated short film 'The Saviour'. With a unique 
ability to interpret visually, David focuses his skills 
on directing films that play with genre and conven-
tion. Alongside producer Kate Talbot, he brings a 
fresh voice and innovative approach to storytelling 
and now his first major film "Bound by Blue".

Why would an individual even attempt such task 
without funding? Well, if you aren’t among the big 
award winners or making millions in the industry, 
nor do you have family connections or mountains 
of experience in your prospective role, then just like 
David and his producer, Kate Talbot, they just want-
ed to make a feature film. 
So making a feature film without funding? The easy 
answer would be arrogance maybe. David has de-
scribed himself as an over-educated corporate cam-
eraman with dreams of directing feature films, so 
then why not? In 2010, after attending the opening 
night film screening of one of Australia’s foremost 
festivals, David began ranting again (which may 
seem to be a recurring issue with him). He told ev-
eryone who asked exactly what he thought of the 
film, and very quickly people stopped asking. "If 
that film had been dragged to life by the sheer deter-
mination of the filmmakers then I would give them 
a standing ovation, but to create such an uninspired 
and poorly produced piece of crap when you have 
money and support being handed to you is a joke!" 
David’s wife also got a little sick of hearing it over 

and over again I was told, particularly when he 
began to add "I could make a better film than that 
with my eyes shut." So like any sane person would 
Mrs Hawkins told David to "Do it. Stop complain-
ing about it and do it."

"A challenge!" However after speaking with Mrs 
Hawkins it seems she may be regretting her ear-
lier encouragement as it has become an epic battle 
against the overwhelming forces of money, logis-
tics and encroaching insanity to make a big little 
film called "Bound by Blue".

So who thinks that making a 70-minute film with 
no money isn’t challenging enough? As David 
takes me on his epic journey, he decides to make 
it even more complicated. Wanting to be different 
and not do the cliché film with a guy in a box bur-
ied somewhere in the desert where he spends the 
entire movie on the phone (sorry Rodrigo Cortés 
but "Buried?" not your finest) but...how about lots 
of actors? And loads of locations? What about big, 
fancy and expensive locations? And cameras? Lots 
of cameras! And a bespoke score? 

So laying the groundwork David decides if the 
team is going to make a film that nobody is going 
to watch then he needs to ensure the steepest learn-
ing curve possible. The biggest fear is actors, and 
crossing the chasm of knowledge that he knows 
lies between a DOP and a Director. So instead of 

a script a one-paragraph action plan is used to get 
the actors to improvise. But not in rehearsal oh no, 
they do improv on set!

In addition, as a cinematographer David has often 
been on the receiving end of ridiculous requests 
from wannabe feature directors, "Yeah, so the shoot 
will be 6 days a week for 6 weeks. But you’ll get a 
DVD at the end. Maybe your landlord will take it 
in lieu of rent?" There seems to be a ludicrous ex-
pectancy that others should suffer so that one per-
son can get their break. Not us. We will organise 
the schedule completely around the availability of 
the cast and crew, even it takes us 2 whole months.

Lastly not having the money, he needs and is deter-
mined that he will not fester away, waiting years to 
source the financing. So he decides not to pay any-
body (have to be fair across the board really) and 
to work with anything and everything that is given 
to them. Beggars can’t be choosers (love that old 
cliché!).

It was one thing to set these 'rules' for making 
Bound by Blue; it was another to actually live by 
them. Guaranteeing that the experience would not 
have been nearly as interesting or overwhelming if 
they had followed a more traditional route – in fact 
it’s a certainty that they made Kate’s (producer) 
job about a million times more difficult than it al-
ready was. A disaster waiting to happen you ask? 
Perhaps not as it seems he may actually know what 
he is doing.  ➤ 

However if you are wondering like me; what about 
the script, surely you can’t do the whole film by 
improvising? And what about the sets, props, and 
the most important question of all how far can you 
expect to get without the money? 

He wouldn’t recommend anyone to leap into a 
project so epic but if you have sheer determination 
and are wonderfully pig-headed then it is possi-
ble. The filming took place over six months; a few 
hours here, a day or two there. Whenever an actor 
or a location was available they would pull togeth-
er a small team and film! There were times where 
working around people's availability became dif-
ficult and resulted in long days, lack of sleep or a 
complete change to the story.

One of the best rules that were enforced was to use 
anything that became available. Doing so meant 
being very flexible, but that is one of the bonuses 
of working without a locked-off script and rehears-
als; they could do anything. For example, if a great 
location was offered then it had to be exploited, 
and doing so meant that this little film became a 
big film visually. 

There were unprecedented hiccups throughout the 
whole process; an actor who had to grow a beard 
for a TV role, equipment failing and even one key 
cast member putting themselves in hospital. But 
these were all just obstacles to be navigated and the 
non-standard approach allowed the team to keep 
moving forward when a budgeted film may have 
faltered. Every backwards step just needed some 

rethinking and a sideward shift gave the project 
new life, and sometimes, an entirely new film.

Post-production has not been easy and is still go-
ing, almost two years on. Asking crew to work for 
free means that you become the 'hobby' project that 
fits in around the paid jobs, and that tends to lead 
to severe delays. The edit has been locked, titles 
created, ADR recorded, score finalised and sound 
design begun. The end is in sight.

So too is the next no budget feature film! It's an ad-
dictive process with its high, lows and crazy cre-
ative freedom!

If you have ever considered doing something equal-
ly as ambitious then the best advice is to just jump 
in. If you approach it with enthusiastic positivity 
others will be caught up in your energy and the 
project will gain a life of its own. Be prepared for 
the lowest of lows when you don't think you can 
go on, and know that you will have to pick your-
self up so that the wonderful people who have in-
vested so much never get let down. And get ready 
for more fun than you can remember as everyone 
goes above and beyond to support you.

To find out the bigger story, and to learn from Da-
vid’s mistakes, check out the continuing blog at: 
http://whatculture.com/film/how-to-make-a-
feature-film-with-no-money-part  n

Have you ever thought,  
“I reckon I could make a  
movie better than that?  
How hard can it be?”  
Would you do it? Go out 
there, suck up your pride  
and make a movie of  
your own?

“Do it.  
Stop complaining about it and do it.”
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by Steffen RingkampCapturing
Motion

Innovations in the area of motion detection

With classical motion capturing (“mo-
cap”) the actor or performer wears a suit 
with markers and sensors and is filmed 

by multiple special cameras. The movements of 
the performer and with this the markers’ changes 
in location in reference to position and orientation 
are recorded and imported into a 3D programme. 
Here the data is transferred onto a type of skeleton 
and this is combined with the object to be animat-
ed. In contrast to the technology previously used 
in animation studios the interpolation between key 
frames makes the animation a lot more flowing and 
natural.

In the early days only the body of the performer 
could be recorded but the MoCap technicians have 
now extended this to the so-called performance 
capture. The sensors are also placed on the face in 
order to achieve realistic facial expressions for the 
character to be animated. The most famous example 
of this procedure is Gollum from “The Lord of the 
Rings” films. The gestures and facial expressions 
of Andy Serkis were transferred so perfectly that 
a credible character was created in the film from 
completely computer animated means.

The video games developer Rockstar Games took 
things a step further with their game “L.A. Noire” 
which was released in 2011. This detective game 
utilised the so-called MotionScan method where 
the actor’s face was recorded with a total of 32 vid-
eo cameras covering every angle around the actor 
and were also installed above and below the actor’s 
field of vision. The vast amount of data captured 
was then transferred and displayed on a 3D model 

in real time. This set-up enabled incredibly realistic 
facial features so that later in the game the facial 
gestures of the characters could be used to tell who 
was lying and who was telling the truth.

In the meantime motion capturing can be found 
in all areas, however classical MoCap with sen-
sor suits comes with a big catch: the cost. Acquisi-
tion of hardware, meaning specialist cameras and 
sensor suits but also renting premises in one of the 
countless MoCap studios is expensive and cannot 
currently be afforded by small companies with lim-
ited budgets. The introduction of Microsoft’s mo-
tion sensing input device “Kinect” was therefore 
an interesting development.

The name Kinect comes from the terms “kinetic” 
and “connect”. The flat black housing has space for 
two infra-red sensors, a 640 x480 pixel camera and 
calculates approx. 30 images per second. Released 
in November 2010, approx. 2.5 million units were 
sold worldwide in the first month. The camera should 
have solely been used as a new input medium for 
Xbox games but shortly after being introduced the 
first driver hacks appeared which extended the use 
of the Kinect to include some interesting possibili-
ties. Microsoft did initially threaten not to tolerate 
such modifications but now the software giant has 
come to see these hacks as inspiring. So now the 
imaginations of programmers know no bounds. A 
team of Chinese students caused a sensation when 
they used the Kinect’s camera for motion capturing 
and came up with some interesting results.

The beginning of 
motion capturing:
“Mike the talking head” was a breakthrough 
in the field of facial motion capture in 1988. 
The head of Mike Gribble was scanned  
and digitised and could be used to visualise  
spoken words.  n

Infobox

“The moves of the  
actor are be trans-
ferred to a skeleton  

by the parameters  
of depth…”

The Russian company iPiSoft brought out the first 
useful programme which allows movements to be 
captured and transferred using the Kinect. With the 
assistance of both infra-red sensors depth images 
can be generated which can then used as a template 
to transfer movements onto a virtual skeleton. The 
results of this marker-less MoCap are astoundingly 
good and can be easily transferred to today’s popu-
lar 3D programme s such as 3Ds Max and Maya. As 
such a set-up of two Kinect cameras is really flex-
ible in terms of room size and structure, this form 
of MoCap is now used in virtually all German SAE 
Institutes and is a fixed part of teaching in the new 
curriculum. This gives students the opportunity to 
imbed intricate animations in their final projects.

A breakthrough in the area of gesture recognition is 
expected at the end of 2012/beginning of 2013: Leap 
(http://www.leapmotion.com), a start-up compa-
ny from San Francisco plans to introduce their 3D 
gesture controller Leap Motion onto the market. 
This is small box which is connected to a PC by USB 
or Bluetooth and recognises movements exactly  ➤ 

up to 1/100 mm. This makes Leap Motion some 
100 times more accurate than motion capture de-
vices used up until now. From a MoCap techni-
cal point of view this could represent a real revo-

lution. It is initially, however, only planned to be 
able to operate software and programs with this 
box, but this is similar to the initial plans for Mi-
crosoft’s Kinect and the inventiveness of capable 

programmes quickly showed other possibilities for 
its use which had previously not been thought of.  n

“... and then can be 
transferred to any 

given characterics in 
3ds Max or Maya.”

Motion capturing is an  
indispensible technique in  
today’s film and video game 
productions. In this process, 
movements of a real object, 
be it a person, animal or  
machine, are captured in  
real time and saved on a 
computer as a three dimen-
sional motion sequence.
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If you are still relatively inexperi-
enced with modelling it could be 
the case that you will encoun-

ter your first obstacle, UVs, be-
tween the work steps of model-

ling and texturing. UVs are these 
two dimensional representations 
which no-one who has just start-
ed dealing with 3D material com-
pletely understands but however 
should and may not be ignored.

by Luc Kaelin

♥
First steps with Autodesk 

Maya UV Editor

Two dimensional and incomprehensible 
If you have already taken the first steps with Au-
todesk Maya then you are already aware of the 
main working steps which are required to produce 
animations: modelling, texturing, lightning, ani-
mation and rendering.
In all likelihood you will have many failed attempts 
before you correctly understand how to quickly 
and optimally create UVs. When you are however 
in the happy position that you no longer need to 
have any unnecessary worries about this topic you 
will have reached an important milestone for your 
future 3D masterpieces.

Polygons, NURBS and  
subdivision objects

Primitives

Primitives are any objects which can be created in 
Maya as output objects. Sphere, cube, plane, cyl-
inder, cone and torus are the basic forms which are 
good starting points.
Regardless of what end form is required you must 
also decide which object type will be used to con-
struct this with: Maya gives you the choice of poly-
gon, subdivision and NURBS objects. For all of 
these three types of objects the representation may 
either be edged or rounded. This is called the vari-
ous SubdivDisplaySmoothness states. In order to 
change back and forth between these display types 
in Maya use the numbers “1” to “3” on your key-
board.

Figure 1_ NURBS, polygon and subdivision spheres (L to R)  
at smoothness level 1

The higher the number (max 3), the smoother the 
form of the object. In the two illustrations both ex-
tremes are shown with smoothness level 1 (Figure 
1) and 3 (Figure 2).

Figure 2_ NURBS, polygon and subdivision spheres (L to R)  
at smoothness level 3

Polygon objects

Polygons are made out of faces. Each face is a flat 
surface which is in turn bordered by vertices (poly-
gon points). If three vertices are combined a three-
sided face is made, if four vertices are combined, 
a four-sided face is made. Three-sided faces are 
called triangles, four-sided ones quads. Each line 
formed between two vertices which at the same 
time forms the edge of a face is called an edge. If a 
vertex is moved in a particular direction the edges 
and the corresponding face will adapt.

Maya
UV

NURBS objects

Non-uniform rational basic splines (NURBS) are 
made up of Bézier curves which can be used to en-
hance round forms. The surfaces with NURBS are 
called patches, the control points control vertices 
(also called CVs) and the edges isoparms. As op-
posed to polygon objects, round NURBS objects 
do not have the CVs on the ends of the isoparms 
because these are comprised of mathematical av-
erages. This has the advantage that the flat forms 
are relatively easy to create. A similar round poly 
object would have many more faces - and more 
faces means much more work.
A NURBS standard object is always comprised of 
one (e.g. NURBS plane, sphere, torus) or multi-
ple objects (e.g. NURBS cube, square). Therefore 
when creating a NURBS cube an automatic group 
with the name of the object is created in which 
the required indivi dual objects can be found. Our 
NURBS cube will be made up of six NURBS planes 
which can be found in the group “nurbsCube01”.

Subdivision objects

The combination is called subdivision (also subDs). 
Subdivisions combine the advantages of polygon 
and NURBS objects: they can be quickly mod-
elled with edges and then in two steps can be made 
flat or even round. The key to this lies in the level 
of detail. These produce a division of the existing 
faces which can in turn be used to be able to model 
in more detail.  ➤

Subdivision objects

The combination is called subdivision (also subDs). 
Subdivisions combine the advantages of polygon 
and NURBS objects: they can be quickly modelled 
with edges and then in two steps can be made flat or 
even round. The key to this lies in the level of de-
tail. These produce a division of the existing faces 
which can in turn be used to be able to model in 
more detail.

UVs and UV mapping

UV texture coordinates (UVs) are two dimension-
al coordinates which contain the alignment infor-
mation (u and v) of the vertices of a 3D object. As 
vertices allocate a particular position when model-
ling an object they exist in a specific relationship 
to their neighbouring vertices. These relationships 
of distance and angle are saved in the correspond-
ing UVs (always in reference to their pivot).
Using this position information a UV is then need-
ed to be able perfectly cover a modelled 3D object 
with a texture. The UV coordinates therefore al-
ways proportionally control the pixel positions of 
a two dimensional texture. If a UV is laid out cor-
rectly then the texture will be correctly positioned 
on the 3D object; this procedure - aligning a UV 
so that the texture is correctly positioned on the 
object - is called UV mapping.

UV example: polygon cube

When creating a polygon cube (Polygons menu // Create // Polygon Primitives // Cube) an appropriate 
UV will be by default provided which can be seen in the UV Texture Editor (Windows // UV Texture 
Editor). This UV corresponds to the form of a T (Figure 3). If you then apply a new lambert shader to the 
object it is recommended that the 2D texture checker in color attribute is selected in order to control or 
adapt the UV (Figure 4). This is the easiest way of checking whether the UV fits correctly over an object. 
In addition in UV Texture Editor activate the tick box under (Image // Shade UVs) to show the faces with 
a colour.  ➤

Figure 3_ Polygon cube UV 

Figure 4_ 2D texture “checker”

The relationship between the texture of the cube 
in the perspective (Figure 5a) and the correspond-
ing UV of the cube can be imagined as follows: 
the texture “mantel” of the 3D cube is cut on 7 
edges (5b), releasing the individual mantel pieces 
so that the actual cube form - the so-called shape 
- becomes visible (5c). If all mantel pieces are flat-
tened (5d), the texture shows the width and length 
of three cube sides. You can therefore say that the 
texture mantel is still two dimensional.
And this two dimensional form corresponds exact-
ly to the UV form of the cube which can be seen in 
UV Texture Editor (5e). In reverse it can be said (5e 
to 5a), that the UV of the cube with the “checker” 
texture is seen in such a way that the texture of the 
cube is undistorted in the perspective.

Types of UV mapping 

What if, however, a primitive object is changed? For 
example, a cube is further modelled into a brick? 
In order to be able to create a UV from scratch true 
to the object you need to know what UV mapping 
types available in Maya (Figure 6). These are: pla-
nar mapping, cylindrical mapping, spherical map-
ping and automatic mapping.

Planar mapping

With planar mapping the UV is created from the 
view point of the perspective view or a camera. 
The UV will then have flat, overlaying UV faces.
  ➤

Cylindrical mapping

With this type of mapping the 3D object is directed 
onto a cylinder projection wall. The UV is spread 
out on top accordingly. This mapping variant is 
suitable for barrels, glasses, tubes etc.

Spherical mapping

This mapping is designed for round and oval ob-
jects. The spherical mapping creates as polar a 
UV as possible (as you know from posters of the 
world).  ➤

Automatic mapping

Automatic mapping is the last variant where all 
the faces are separated and therefore can be placed 
next to each other as optimally as possible.  

Figure 8_ Cylindrical mapping

Figure 9_ Spherical mapping

Figure 10_ Automatic mapping

Figure 6_ Mapping menu

Figure 7_ Planar mapping

Milestone
A UV is a two dimensional representation  
of a certain object mesh which needs to have 
a texture placed on a 3D surface. As the axes 
labels “x” and “y” are currently used for three 
dimensional space the coordinates required to 
determine the position of a texture are called 
“U” and “V”. 
If a UV cannot be layouted correctly this has 
an effect on the whole object texture which  
is then shown by uneven distortion or over-
lapping. Even though the UV does not require 
a lot of effort in the course of a project, it is 
sensible to map in this working step as a  
milestone when planning your project.

Infobox

UVs and NURBS

The coordinate information which is required to 
create a UV for polygon and subdivision objects 
is integrated directly into the CV for NURBS ob-
jects. What does this mean exactly?

NURBS objects don’t have UVs like polygons do. 
In order to visualise this matter imagine that the 
pseudo NURBS UV is three dimensional. This 
means that the fictional UV always has the same 

format as the NURBS object itself. Therefore a 
(“doubled”) UV is also not necessary. If you want 
to texture a NURBS object you will have to adapt 
the texture to the object - so exactly the opposite 
of what is understood by UV mapping.
For this reason NURBS objects are only then used 
when really necessary e.g. when creating industri-
al prototypes or other technical equipment where 
the virtual 3D object must exactly correspond op-

Figure 5_ Texture and UV of 
a polygon cube with checker 
texture

tically to the real object. Often these 3D objects 
are created using CAD drawings. There is, how-
ever, the possibility of subsequently converting a 
NURBS object into a polygon object which allows 
the created model form to then appear relatively 
close to reality. The texturing – with polygon UV 
– first takes place after the conversion.  ➤

➤  Read more in “Maya ♥ UV” Part 2…  ➤
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Figure 11_ Crystal with lambert shader: standard and checker shader (right)

Figure 12_ Standard UV

UV example: crystal

So, you have just finished modelling a crystal 
shaped object and want to correctly create the cor-
responding the UV for the object. To do so use the 
following method:
Apply a lambert material to the crystal and select 
the 2D texture checker in color-attribute (Figure 
4). As you will then see the checker is still wildly 
distorted over the object (Figure 11) and is unus-
able.

When you open the UV Texture Editor (Windows 
// UV Texture Editor) you will find a fairly simple 
representation of the UV (Figure 12). As this ob-
ject was developed from three cylinders the UV 
nearly corresponds to a standard cylinder. Now 
various mapping types will be used make this situ-
ation work for us.  ➤

Open the planar mapping options box. Select “cam-
era” under project from. This means that the planar 
mapping will not be orthogonal from one side, but 
rather from the perspective. Tick the “Keep image 
width/height ratio” box (Figure 13). This means 
that the UV is not distorted (otherwise the entire 
UV space is used – without observing the aspect 
ratio).

What happened here? Maya has created a UV for 
us which is perspectively correct (Figure 14). As 
you can see the UV is filled in with various col-
oured areas. The areas appear blue when the UV is 
laterally correct and red when the areas are incor-
rectly laid out. Because we have also mapped the 
rear areas of the object with the perspective map-
ping, the UV appears with red-blue mixed faces as 
these have been overlaid but are also perspectively 
correct.  ➤

Round up the Projection Width and Projection 
Height values. I have altered the previous value of 
“141.265” to 150 (Figure 15). As we still have to 
carry out additional mappings and the proportions 
must always be right it makes sense to enter values 
that are easy to remember.

If you look at the object from more than one side 
you will determine that the checker is only opti-
mally laid out from the mapping perspective. Se-
lect all faces that you can find in the perspective 
view. As you can see, the corresponding faces are 
also selected in UV Texture Editor. By pushing the 
separate button in the UV Texture Editor we sep-
arate the selected faces from the rest of the UV 
(Figure 16). Then adjust the detached faces (blue) 
in the desired direction.  ➤

Figure 13_ Planar mapping option box

Figure 14_ The result of the camera based planar mapping

Figure 16_ Separated UV faces

Figure 17_ Second planar mapping

Figure 18_ The final planar mapping

Figure 20_ Joined UV pieces

Figure 19_ Paired UV faces and joined UV points (r)

Figure 21_ The final UV with and without checker texture

Figure 22a_ Final UV: left view Figure 22b_ Final UV: bottom view

Figure 22c_ Final UV: right view Figure 22d_ Final UV: top view

Figure 15_ polyPlanarProj1: Adjustments

Now we will create a further planar projection. To 
do so observe the object from another perspective 
and again select the appropriate faces, separate 
them and then adjust them again. Use the value 
“150” again for Projection Width and Projection 
Height (Figure 17) so that the ratio of the respec-
tive projections is retained.

Depending on how complex your object is, create 
further planar mappings from those adjusted faces 
which are visible in the corresponding perspective 
view, separate these and put them in a selected free 
space in UV Texture Editor. Your aim is to create 
a UV which no longer has any more red faces. For 
my object I created nine (Figure 18) different pla-
nar mappings.  ➤

The individual UV pieces are then joined together 
so that there are no individual UV pieces remain-
ing. Select the edge of a UV piece in UV Texture 
Editor. As you will see, not just the selected edge, 
but also that of an additional UV piece is selected 
(Figure 19). This means that both pieces meet at 
these edges. Then move the smaller UV piece as 
precisely as possible along side the larger UV piece 
by moving and rotating it so that they can then be 
joined together. To do so push the individual UV 
points as close as possible on top of each other. 
Then select the respective two overlaid UV points 
and join these together using the Sew button (Fig-
ure 19).

In order to check whether you have correctly joined 
the UV points you can select a UV point, press the 
Ctrl button and at the same time select “to shell” 
with the right mouse button. If all the UV points 
selected then appear together all the UV points 
are correctly joined together. Otherwise look for 
neighbouring UV points which are not yet com-
bined together. Like you can see in the perspective 
view you can alter the UV points by also moving 
and rotating the direction of the checker on the ob-
ject. Try moving the respective UV points so that 
the example does not appear distorted (Figure 20).  
➤

Then select the edge of the now combined UV piece, 
find the edge of the corresponding neighbouring 
UV piece and push this in the direction of the al-
ready combined UV part, overlay the UV points 
and join them using the Sew command. Continue 
until you have joined as many UV pieces as pos-
sible. Depending on how complex the mesh of an 
object is, it might not be possible to create just one 
UV piece (in particular with 3D characters). The 
final UV of the crystal object is comprised of two 
separate, blue coloured (= correctly positioned) 
UV pieces (Figure 21). When you have connected 
as many pieces as possible you can mark all the 
UV points and scale them proportionately so that 
the UV sits on every section of the UV Texture 
Editor where the checker texture is. The texture 
can be toggled on and off using the marked button 
(Figure 21, right).  ➤

In the perspective view the object can be seen as 
follows: all faces have the checker texture, which 
does not appear to be distorted (Figure 22a – d).

In conclusion it can be said that the UV of this ob-
ject is correct and the texturing of this object can 
now commence.  n

➤  …“Maya ♥ UV” Part 2  ➤
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by Eloise Bates Brennan

The things you
on set
learn

My internship at  
16th Street Actors Studio

CAMERA

When I first started at 16th Street my job was to 
work as a camera operator and help film their re-
hearsals. The company’s camera was set up on a 
fluid head tripod and I was to film the actors so that 
in their own time they were able to watch their per-
formance and study themselves for improvements. 
From this I learnt more about over shoulder shots 
and eye lines, where best a camera’s position could 
be and the height. When first a camera is held, it 
seems most would position it at eye level, how-
ever just below it between the cheek and above the 
shoulder presented a much more cinematic style 
of shooting, where eye level seemed too high. An 
inch or two difference in height however the shot 
differs greatly in making it seem nicer. I had learnt 
about how tight or loose a shot should be before 
coming into another, and finding the beat or tim-
ing that was appropriate with the scene. This is 
something you would find an editor would do in 
regards to cutting, however I believe as someone 
who wants to become a director, that knowing that 
beat for shots is just as important - knowing what 
part of the scene a certain frame or shot would best 
benefit the storyline. Since these scenes weren’t 
to be edited, the one shot would push from a wide 
into a close, out to a two shot and so on, and the 
beat was learnt.

LIGHTING
As we drew closer to the production week, I was 
helping out the shots by setting up lighting, tak-
ing on more of a D.O.P role. The sets were dressed 
by the actors and the shots set up by myself, the 
others from SAE who’d come on board and the 
director - which on one day might have been Kim 
and on another Kerry. The dynamics of lighting a 
set can be told as key light, fill and back lights or 
kicks, however once you’re on a set, many things 
can change the way in which you may use or po-
sition a light, and which equipment you may use. 
I learnt that with light, you can do a lot more to 
make a shot stand out then simple 3 point lighting. 
There were scenes where a couch could be used to 
bounce the light back onto a person who’s face was 
otherwise too dark, instead of grabbing a reflector. 
I learnt basically how to use the props and set to 
play with light, the physics of it and how it can 
relate to the scene. I understood that Red Heads 
are best used high up as their light spill is wide 
and on a down angle can avoid the hazard of shad-
ows being cast on walls by pushing the shadows 
down. To do the same with more of a wide defused 
spread to aim it at the ceiling to bounce down and 
around. If positioned right, one behind one actor 
and another behind the other, one can create a nice 
halo light, and have lightning  both actors - if the 
scene requires an even coverage. From the use of 
diffusions and gels I gained a stronger knowledge 
of colour temperatures and how to achieve certain 
looks and feels.

I had taken up the offer to do an internship with 
16th Street Actors Studio. For a month before 
and during the production week, I was able to 
get involved in many roles, from 1st A.D call 
sheets and scheduling, to D.O.P and camera 
operator, working with well known Australian 
actress Kerry Armstrong (Lantana, Dynasty, 
Seachange) and assisting director Kim Farrant 
(Rush, Strangerland) in blocking scenes for the 
production, where actors had to prepare and 
perform their scenes for their show reels.

PRODUCTION

Production week consisted of 4 scenes per day run-
ning at 2 hours per scene. On set at 6:30am and 
ready to shoot the first scene generally at 8am or 
9am. During the production I was working as the 
director’s (Kim Farrant) assistant. My role here was 
to show the actors where they would be perform-
ing, get them familiar with the sets and how they 
could use their props in the scene and then to have 
them run through a blocking. As they blocked their 
scenes, I would draw up a birds eye view of the set, 
and for every position they had, draw where they 
went in the room and when. Then I would draw 
where we could possibly have the cameras set up, 
what they could get with the shots, and where - with 
two cameras - they could be positioned to shoot 
both at one time without seeing the other camera 
in shot. First and foremost however, my job was to 
see if there would be any problems in their blocking 
that may cause problems for the shot, where best 
they could be positioned on set to ensure the shot 
had depth and to help the actors find themselves 
in this set, push the boundaries of their comfort 
zone and know what they would be doing come the 
time Kim was ready to see it. Some of the scenes 
were more complicated then others, and this pre-
blocking helped move the shoot along. There were 
problems with the blocking of some of the scenes, 
such as a scene where a girl with a gun needed to 
convince a man to get up on a chair. As there was 
a staircase they’d have to walk down to get to the 
chair they felt that the stairs diminished the alpha’s 
status in a scene. Through blocking it they found 

a break in the sentence where she could gain the 
control again by making him walk down the stairs 
first, it changed the script from him walking to-
wards her, to him being lead by her, however the 
dynamics of the characters got to remain the same 
and the intention of the characters remained clear. 
As the production progressed into its final days, I 
helped with the lighting, set dressing and watched 
everyone else, taking in what they were doing and 
how their roles impacted the final product. In mo-
ments where I was free, I watched Kim as she di-
rected the actors, what techniques she used, and 
how she shot certain scenes. Whether it was a time 
saving technique or a filming technique, she loved 
the hand held style, and panning between two char-
acters C.Uʼs as they had dialogue while the other 
captured the wide or tight two.

KEY PERSONNEL
KIM FARRANT

Kim has this ability to make the actors feel com-
pletely supported and cared for during their scenes 
and the rehearsals leading up to them. She uses many 
techniques with the actors to get to the raw source of 
human emotion, need, want, and goal. Kim works 
with a lot of method acting techniques, where by 
one of her techniques - if it is an angered scene - is 
to have the two actors stand in front of each other 
and yell at their substitutes using the other actors 
face to transfer or aim the anger at. Another one is 
to use this same technique but to have them yell at 
the character, what their character hates about the 
other, instead of the actor to the actor.

In a loving scene, Kim may have them say 10 things 
they like about the other person. Then there is a 
repeat technique, where they find a sentence that 
hurts them to say, and then repeat it out loud. For 
example “I tried my best” or “Please come back to 
me”. In becoming friends with some of the actors 
during my time there, I asked them what is was 
they liked or learnt from working with Kim. Their 
response was that Kim understood that it was scary 
for them to venture into some of the emotions that 
most people keep locked away, and that in mak-
ing them feel like they weren’t walking alone, she 
could comfort them, make them feel safe, and let 
them know that they could explore without criti-
cism or judgement to find the source, the raw emo-
tion, the feelings that most of society do their best 
to hide, cover or destroy. In a sense, she allowed 
them to feel safe, naked.

KERRY ARMSTRONG

Kerry had gotten into directing as something she 
wanted to explore and in doing so had found it 
compelling. Having been an actor for many years, 
Kerry’s techniques were more in the way of ex-
pressing such passion herself for the role, that it 
was almost natural to feel it yourself. She would 
talk to an actor about what was happening in the 
scene, what the actor might be feeling, but in do-
ing so would feel it too. If she was explaining how 
a character’s anger was overwhelming she would 
embody it as she spoke, and channel anger herself, 
and then have the actor feel passionately angered 
in watching.   ➤

She would have them yell out words until fired up 
and then give them a boost like “Tell him!” re-
ferring to the other actor’s character and say ac-
tion whilst they were in that moment. Kerry has an 
amazing bright presence on set, her ability to make 
those who are working with her feel accepted and 
comfortable to try new things lead a lot of people 
to feel confident. I showed her one shot idea and 
she believed her and I were on the same path and 
made me feel as though I were able to suggest ide-
as again. It was very much a group effort situation 
and felt open to opinions, which lead to a great 
team work environment.

16TH STREET TEAM

The team at 16th Street are a hard working and 
dedicated crew. I learned from their production 
meetings what the different departments needed 
to know, how they entwined with the department 
next to them and how if one detail is missed it can 
lead to a whole team not knowing what happened 
there. I learnt that good communication between 
all department heads needs to be kept in order for 
a successful shoot. The team there is like a family 
and extremely welcoming and patient with every-
one who was involved.

CONCLUSION

As a person who wants to be a director, I learnt 
that to do so it is best to know everything you can 
about everyone’s role, not just your own. There is a 
language on set and every department speaks their 
own. As a director, it’s much like being a travel-
ler, you can get more out of your trip if you know 
how to talk the islanders. Working at 16th Street 
allowed me to gain more hands on knowledge of 
each department, how they work and how to com-
municate your ideas to them. From talking to ac-
tors in a form they understand, to throwing ideas 
around with the D.O.P and the set designer, to un-
derstanding how to schedule, apply call sheets and 
time management. I learnt how to be a part of a 
team and how each role in that team is just as vital 
and equal to the next and how to respect the work 
and effort of those around you as they help bring 
the story to life.   n

CALL SHEETS
In the first production meeting I was asked to come 
up with a spreadsheet which the actors could ac-
cess electronically via the web to fill out the de-
tails of their shoot for production. I found a site 
that allowed you to make a spreadsheet, and then 
simply set up an account in the company’s name 
with a password. The link and instructions on how 
to use it were sent out to all the actors. Things like 
“Int/Ext”, “Location”, “Characters” etc. were set 
to fill out and once all the actors had done so I 
was asked to start constructing call sheets based 
on that information. Before we started shooting, 
alterations were made by the cast, and I learnt how 
best to rewrite the schedules and casting calls to 
benefit everyone. Once we went into production, 
aside from blocking, it was my job to call actors 
if the schedule had changed, been delayed, or re-
quired an earlier call and also to call crew and cast 
if required by Kim Farrant. The significance of not 
only call sheets, but contact lists was shown dur-
ing production.   ➤
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All of us have looked for pictures on Google,  
to spruce up an invitation, to lend graphical support 
to a presentation or simply to achieve a visual  
impression.

by Thomas Hofer-Zeni

Google images
Uploading images to the Internet  
is virtually the same as allowing them  
to be displayed by Google.

The procedure is sufficiently well-known:

 

You enter a search word into Google, click 
on “Images” on the top left and a whole  
selection of drawings, graphics, photos 

etc. are displayed often which have little to do with 
the search word.
 
This content offered by Google comes in the form 
of so-called “preview images” i.e. images which 
are generally copied in a data-
compressed format from the 
website they were found and if 
you click on them you are taken 
to the website.
 
It is almost invariably assumed that Google has not 
obtained permission to publish a thumbnail from 
all these people who have created these works or 
taken these photographs. In reality it has taken a 
long time until a photographer or artist dared to 
go up against the Internet giant and take Google to 
court to request that they stop publishing these im-
ages without permission from the creators.
 
Whether Google is allowed to do this or not is a sim-
ple question with serious consequences. If a court 
was to affirm the right of creators and producers to 
prohibit this then the search engine’s scope of ap-
plication would be severely curtailed right from the 
outset. The Bundesgerichtshof [Federal Supreme 
Court] actually determined that this type of pre-

view images did not form an exception in any way. 
The thumbnails which appear on Google are, in the 
opinion of the Bundesgerichtshof, clearly subject 
to copyright. The overall verdict of the BGH made 
users happy but was an unhappy result for artists. 
The BGH decided that placing works/images on the 
Internet includes permission for these images to be 
used by image search engines. In addition author-

ising the use of such an image 
on the Internet by third parties 
also includes this permission.
 
 
If the copyright holder or pho-

tographer does not want this, they must either take 
technical steps to prevent the copying of an image 
or if rights are granted to third parties they must be 
obligated to likewise protect these images.
 
A victory for the giant, Google and a (small) defeat 
for copyright holders and photographers.
 
What this solution will mean for users in the long 
term remains to be seen. It can anyhow be expect-
ed that images on the Internet will become more 
protected and contractual licensing for this type of 
use will become more complicated. A step towards 
a copy-protected Internet.  n

Whether Google is allowed  
to do this or not …
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Liam Christenson – At the mic and in training to host SAE Top 20
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by Emma Hughes

it onLock
& Turn it On! 

One massive combination:  
SAE Institute &  

Energy Groove Radio

Broadcasting live from SAE 
Institute Sydney, Energy 
Groove will shortly ex-

pand its local and international pro-
gramme to include rising stars and 
students to bring you the best mix 
of new music, celebrity interviews, 
industry insights, and entertainment 
reviews – and that’s just the start!  n

Visit http://www.energy-groove.
com.au and take a listen, lock it 
on and turn it up!

SAE Institute is proud to announce the beginning of  
an action packed collaboration with music radio station, 
Energy Groove Radio.

EvEntS & ActIvItIES IndEx

http://www.energy-groove.com.au
http://www.energy-groove.com.au
http://www.energy-groove.com.au
http://www.energy-groove.com.au


Flinders Station in Melbourne, Australia

Spending some time in another 
country is the right thing for you

Bastian Müller at work
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Wanderlust &  
Thirst for Knowledge?  

– Study Abroad!
Everybody knows what homesickness is. But there are also people 

who have wanderlust also known as itchy feet.

Furthermore, various Master programmes of 
all disciplines have sprouted, both in Ger-
many and further afield. 

With its Online Masters Programme 
(http://online.sae.edu/school/
courses/masters) validated by  
Middlesex University, UK” , SAE 

also offers an opportunity to gain a Masters quali-
fication from anywhere in the world as it is offered 
as a distance learning programme.

 Pre Production

I don’t know how you find out if spending some 
time in another country is the right thing for you. I 
guess you just have to do it. Personally, I was bitten 
by the bug and still get nervous when cheap flights 
to Australia are advertised. However, before leav-
ing some things should be taken into consideration.

One of the main aspects is probably the language 
spoken at your desired destination. If you don´t 
speak Spanish at all, there might be no point in 
going to South America. However language alone 

should not hold anyone back from going to un-
known territories. Last but not least, improving 
your language skills is one of the main reasons to 
go and study abroad.

TOEFL (http://www.de.toefl.eu) or IELTS (http://
www.ielts.org) are probably the most common cer-
tificates desired when a non-native speaker has to 
prove their English skills. For example in Australia 
proving a certain level of competence in English is 
one of the conditions required to be eligible for a 
student visa. This can be done online and is part of 
what is called e-government and shows  ➤ 

once again that Australia is leading in educational 
services. And I haven’t even mentioned the weath-
er yet! In turn no visa is usually required for EU 
citizens when studying in Europe, as EU citizens 
have freedom of movement within EU countries. 

If the destination is determined by language or the 
field of study, you also have to look at the opportu-
nities. Not everything is offered by every univer-
sity but the possibilities are diverse. For Europe 
only there are portals such as studyineurope.eu 
(http://www.studyineurope.eu) or Mastersportal 
(http://www.mastersportal.eu), which give sev-
eral options to narrow down the search. If you are 
interested in going further away there are plenty 
of other websites hosted by the universities them-
selves. DAAD (http://www.daad.de), the German 
Academic Exchange Service provides informa-
tion about countries, study options, financing and 
scholarships for Germans going abroad or foreign-
ers coming to study in Germany.

If you know where you are going, you need to think 
about accommodation, visas, costs, study fees, trav-
elling and maybe opportunities to have your accom-
plishments achieved at the foreign university rec-
ognised. Many universities offer information about 
accommodation and on-campus housing with own 
apartments or shared rooms. Sometimes there are 
even accommodation scholarships (http://byron-
bay.sae.edu/en-gb/content/8068/Byron_Bay_
Accommodation_Scholarships) such as currently 
offered to all SAE Diploma graduates who are con-
tinuing to the Bachelor phase starting this year in 
Byron Bay, Australia. “Study in  ➤ 

the sun and get a full Bachelor’s degree”, is how 
this was advertised and this is what we did. I had 
an unforgettable time, improved my English skills 
enormously and got the chance to get to know in-
teresting people from all continents and travelled a 
gorgeous country. Last but not least I left Australia 
with a Bachelor’s degree, I fell in love with Down 
Under and came back another time.

If you need information about student visas, Ger-
mans for example can visit the website of the Fed-
eral Foreign Office (http://www.auswaertiges-
amt.de) or the consulate of the country you want 
to visit. Most universities will assist you in find-
ing the necessary information and permanent rep-
resentatives of the countries will tell you which 
visa you need if you need one to required. This 
is something that should be handled with care be-

cause most countries have several different options 
purely for student visas depending on the nature 
and length of study, and even the qualification that 
you are aiming for. Also the birthplace of the stu-
dent is taken into account. Luckily Germans are 
welcome in most countries and visa conditions are 
fairly easy to meet.  ➤

You also might consider if you want to stay in the 
country after completing your studies in order to 
travel or even stay there and find a job. This is not 
always possible but sometimes there are so called 
bridging visas which allow you to stay for a cer-
tain period in which you can find a job. Some of 
my fellow students stayed in Australia for a while, 
others are still there, continued studying, found a 
job or even got married. I also had the intention 
to come back and arranged a semester abroad at 
Swinburne University of Technology, Melbourne 
as part of my Masters. Another great experience 
which gave me the chance to see a different part of 
Australia and offered me the opportunity to travel 
through the Outback and take a trip to see New 
Zealand’s beautiful nature.

If your visa is granted you can start thinking about 
making arrangements for the trip. There are plen-
ty of web portals where you can compare flight 
prices. You should also consider going to a local 
travel agency or one that specialises in the region 
where you are headed. STA Travel (http://www.
statravel.de) often offers discounted airfares for 
students of several ages. Most of the time you can 
only book one year in advance. If you want to stay 
longer than you need to think about this and book 
an open ticket or just a one way ticket. However, if 
you want to go to New Zealand for example, you 
need to show a return ticket to enter the country. 
If you have ever been to Israel in your life, your 
chances of entering Syria or Lebanon are virtually 
zero. So always check the requirements which are 
often stated as visa conditions before booking a 
flight and trying to enter another country.  ➤

by Bastian Müller

Highway Number One through the Australian Outback

One of the biggest barriers to overcome is often 
cost. Therefore careful planning is helpful although 
it is nearly impossible to foresee all the costs of 
your stay. You should calculate your costs as ac-
curately as possible and always plan in a buffer for 
unexpected costs that arise. Don’t forget you want 
to have fun as well and not always have to say 
“no”, when there is an organised trip to some great 
sights or you are planning to travel.

Working in addition to being a student might not 
always be allowed or limited to a certain amount 
of hours. Studying in a foreign language also re-
quires some extra effort, so you need to think about 

the option of working while being a student and 
whether you can meet the expectations.

There are several platforms online that provide in-
formation about scholarships, educational funds 
and subsidised studies, which can vary depending 
on the area of study, the study phase, the origin 
of the student and the destination you are going 
to. Germans can check out http://www.e-fellows.
net/STUDIUM/Finanzen/Kredite/Bildungs-
fonds for information about scholarships and edu-
cational funds, the KfW (German student loans) 
(http://kfw.de), Career Concept (student finance 
information) (http://www.career-concept.de) and 

Stipendienlotse (scholarship database) (http://sti-
pendienlotse.de). Further information about Ger-
man student loans can also be found on the web 
at http://www.che.de/downloads/CHE_AP135_
Studienkredit_Test_2010.pdf. For security rea-
sons health insurance is necessary and often man-
datory for overseas students. You need to get in-
formation about this and also include these costs 
in your cost calculations. All in all, you will need 
to add costs for travelling, health insurance, ac-
commodation, study fees, visa fees, extra costs for 
unexpected things, travel costs while being away, 
phone and Internet costs. Also you might think of 
buying a (new) digital camera, an MP3 Player or 
other useful tools, such as a good backpack, some 
power adaptors or a travel guide. If everything is 
packed you are ready to go. Check with your air-
line how much baggage you are allowed to take.

Production

While being away from your home country, you 
usually will go through three phases. First you will 
be excited because everything is new. The environ-
ment, the people, maybe the language, the weath-
er, the culture and the food. Since you are curious 
enough to make the step outside of your country you 
will be thrilled and filled with adrenalin and can’t 
wait to see everywhere, meet all kinds of people 
and probably will be excited about your studies. 
Unfortunately this excitement will not stay perma-
nently at the same high level.  ➤ 

You will then start to miss your friends and family, 
ask yourself why so many things are different than in 
your home country and might even become angry or 
upset about some practices, cultural aspects or you 
simply miss your local home cooking and speciali-
ties. Maybe your girlfriend or boyfriend breaks up 
with you, the subjects you are studying are not ex-
actly what you expected or money is running short, 
so the great trip that you planned seems to be not 
happening. Most students abroad will probably go 
through this phase with the same or similar prob-
lems. Living thousands of  kilometres away, hours 
before or behind your family at home just seems 
to make it harder and might even push you to the 
point where you just feel like going home.

Now, the good thing is, this will change again and 
you will start to appreciate the little things around 
you. You get to know new people again. You will 
attend some great parties. Maybe you will com-
plete a good project for university or finally find a 
job although you never expected to do so. You will 
celebrate Christmas in shorts on the beach. You will 
see kangaroos, alligators, emus, koalas and cam-
els running through the Outback. You will climb a 
glacier in New Zealand and experience things you 
never knew existed.

Maybe you will learn something completely new, 
meet the love of your life, learn to surf, become 
a diving teacher or watch whales jumping out of 

the water at the most Eastern point of the Austral-
ian mainland while seeing dolphins swimming the 
other way.

I could go on for hours and advertise the advan-
tages of studying in a foreign country. For me the 
essence is that it changes you and opens your eyes. 
You will learn about other people and countries 
and more importantly you will learn about your-
self and your home country. You will learn how to 
organise yourself and manage being independent, 
because friends and family are not there to assist 
you. All this will strengthen your personality and 
it might also make you more relaxed, since you 
have proved to yourself that you are able to face 
this challenge. 

With regards to your studies you will learn new ap-
proaches and get to know different lecturers, pro-
fessors and students from different countries. You 
will be able to study subjects that you were nev-
er able to study in your home country or at your 
home university. You will take tests, create pro-
jects or even write your thesis in another language, 
which will improve your chances of working in 
an international environment. You will enhance 
your capabilities to express yourself, even in your 
native language. Maybe you will create contacts 
with amazing professors or have the opportunity 
to be engaged in interesting research. Basically it 
is what you make of it. I can only recommend it to 
everybody.  ➤ 

Saying Farewell

Sooner or later you will have to leave, pack your 
stuff, say goodbye to your new friends you just 
made and go back home. It will hurt and you prob-
ably don’t want to leave but in most cases there is 
no other option. Before leaving make sure every-
thing is set. Did you cancel your accommodation? 
Did you resign from your job? Did you pay your 
landlord or roommates? Are you going to keep 
your bank account? Is it possible to reclaim the 
social security or taxes you paid? Are you leaving 
before your visa expires? Is there any stuff you 
need to send home or you want or have to sell? 
Did you complete your assignments? Will you get 
confirmation of what you achieved at your part-
ner university? Will the credits you gained count 
towards your home degree? Are you planning to 
take a break, look for a job or is the deadline for 
the next Masters application just a few days ahead?

There are a lot of things that need to be done and 
planned for accordingly. However, don’t freak out 
and don’t forget to party and say goodbye proper-
ly. Share the pictures and videos with your friends, 
plan a nice road trip and buy some souvenirs for 
your family. In any case, you will take home much 
more than a bag full of clothes. You will be full of 
memories from a time that nobody can take away 
from you. Exchange contact details, addresses and 
phone numbers but don’t count too much on the ex-
cited plans made by everybody to meet again and see 
each other. In some cases this might really happen. 
But probably most of you will go separate ways.  ➤  

Because it is not so likely that your work will take 
you to Nigeria, your desired Masters programme 
is in Bogota, or your next holiday will take you to 
Minsk. Nevertheless, keep these people in mind, 
cherish the good memories and if you really want 
to see your friends again, just do it! Take the initia-
tive yourself and board a plane. In the last years I 
have spent a week in Malaysia on my trip to Mel-
bourne, met friends in Belgium, visited friends in 
Stockholm, accidentally ran into students from 
Melbourne, invited friends from Finland, showed 
some Americans the Kölner Karneval and followed 
what everybody is doing on social networks. Next 
year is the 10th anniversary of our intake and some 
guys and girls are seriously thinking of meeting up 
again Down Under.

I met some of my previous fellow students again in 
Amman, Jordan where I worked as an Audio Lec-
turer at SAE. Others, I met again in Berlin at the 
SAE Convention or elsewhere. You will talk about 
the old times, laugh about the fun you had and for 
a short moment, bring alive the spirit of being in 
a different country. And you will think that it was 
just the right thing to do.   n

Bachelor Students at Byron Bay Beach, Australia

Melbourne City Center

International Christmas dinner at SAE Byron Bay Campus

Ansons Bay, Tasmania

Climbing Fox Glacier in New Zealand

Byron Bay Lighthouse

SAE Byron Bay –  
Accommodation Scholarship 2012:
SAE Institute is thrilled to announce that 
throughout Twenty Twelve we will be offer-
ing a range of Accommodation Scholarships 
exclusive to overseas SAE diploma gradu-
ates looking to continue their studies and 
complete an Audio or Film degree at our  
Byron Bay campus. 

These unique scholarships will enable in-
ternational students who have graduated 
with an SAE diploma at any non-Australian 
campus, to enroll into the second year of our 
accredited degree courses at Byron Bay and 
receive accommodation without charge for 
one year (valued at AUD$8000). 

http://www.sae.edu/en-gb/news/8267/Ac-
commodation_Scholarships_Now_Avail-
able_at_SAE_Byron_Bay   n

Infobox

So why not combine something useful with 
something nice. Studying in a foreign country  
is nothing special nowadays. At least, statistically 
more students go for an Erasmus semester or 
even complete a whole degree in another coun-
try. While Switzerland is famous for watches, 
Australia’s biggest export is education. 
Therefore it is not surprising that SAE spread 
around the world from there. Today there are  
54 schools in 26 countries. This provides plenty 
of options for students to go and study abroad. 
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SAE Online –  
MA/MSc Professional Practice Graduates

n  In January 2011, SAE Online started to offer a 
newly validated postgraduate work-based learning 
programme – the MA/MSc Professional Practice 
(Creative Media Industries). The programme is ad-
ministered and delivered by SAE Online and con-
ferred by Middlesex University, UK. 

Our first students graduated from the new programme 
in spring and summer 2012 and we would like to 
take the opportunity to congratulate them. Working 
full-time while studying at postgraduate level can be 
very demanding. All the graduates put a lot of effort 
and hard work into their studies and truly deserve 
their Master’s degrees. 

The MA/MSc Professional Practice (Creative Media 
Industries) is offered three times a year – in January, 
May and September. Why don’t you become one of 
our successful graduates? 

Check out SAE Online’s website for details about 
the course: http://online.sae.edu/school/cours-
es/masters  n

Successful graduate of the SAE Online Masters Programme

SAE Online – Mobile Application Development Diploma (blended)
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n SAE Online has teamed up with SAE Institute  
Vienna to develop a brand new programme: the Mo-
bile Application Development Diploma (blended). This 
course will be offered in a blended learning mode. All 
theoretical lectures, e.g. video tutorials and learning 
material will be available on SAE Online’s learning 
portal. Students can access the material whenever 
their schedule allows it and as often as they need to. 
The learning portal offers forums as well as a chat 
application so that students and teachers can stay in 
regular contact. Support will also be available at the 
local campus where exams and tests will take place. 
The Mobile Application Development Diploma (blend-
ed) curriculum covers an introduction to program-
ming, basics in iOS & Android, interface design, man-
agement & business issues and many other topics.

Over the coming months, SAE Online will start col-
laboration with other SAE Institutes, so that the  
Mobile Application Development Diploma (blended) 
can be taken from as many places in the world as 
possible.  n

SAE Online – New Course Fees

n  SAE Online recently lowered the fees for all on-
line short courses for a limited time. All regular 4 
week online courses are now available at €69 and 
our special VIP courses are offered for only €199.

With these unbeatable course fees, SAE Online 
wants to open the door to creative media education 
to as many students around the globe as possible. 
From beginners courses in audio, web, 3D animation 
and business to the VIP courses with well-known pro-
ducers like Dario Dendi (Coldplay, Stereophonics, 
Killers, Sugababes, Placebo) and David Hentschel 
(Grammy Award winner), it is possible to learn ex-
actly what you want.
Since all courses at SAE Online are offered online, 
it’s possible to take them from anywhere in the world. 
An overview of the courses offered by SAE Online 
can be found here: http://online.sae.edu  n

SAE Online –  
Enrol Now!
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Dario Dendi

Visual Effects seminar with Thomas Mulack
 
n  Thomas Mulack came to SAE Institute Berlin to 
hold an exciting seminar for our students on VFX 
supervising.
Thomas is a specialist in the areas of planning, cal-
culation and implementation of visual effects. He has 
worked on numerous national and international pro-
ductions such as “The Piano Tuner of Earthquakes”, 
“Edel & Starck”, “Der Tunnel”, “Deeply”, “Hostile Wa-
ters”, “Lexx – The Dark Zone” as well as “Taking 
Sides” with Moritz Bleibtreu and Harvey Keitel, to 
name just a few full stop after few .
In addition, together with Rolf Giesen he published 
the text book “Special Visual Effects: Planung und 
Produktion” (Special Visual Effects: Planning and 
Production) in 2002, published by Bleicher Verlag. 
This has since become virtually the standard work 

Thomas Mulack

IED 911 sculpting seminar

n  During a sculpting seminar the students on 
game course IED 911 were able to prove their 
craftsmanship skills. Under the guidance of lec-
turer Uwe Heinelt heads were modelled out of 
clay. This seminar enabled the budding 3D art-
ists to expand their skills manipulating malleable 
objects and could sculpt the models more inten-
sively by hand than would be possible in their 
usual 3D computer environment. In addition they 
were able to put their anatomical knowledge to 
use.  n

Dario Dendi guest at  
SAE Institute Berlin

n  On the last days of the harsh winter SAE Ber-
lin had the pleasure to welcome the successful 
producer and engineer Dario Dendi.
Big names such as The Killers, Franz Ferdi-
nand, Placebo and many more adorn his path. 
He works with experts in the music industry like 
Alan Moulder and Flood to name just a few.
Dario gave the students tips, showed them mu-
sic production tricks and provided valuable infor-
mation for their journey in the music business.  n

The result of the sculpting seminar

Special camera techniques at  
SAE Institute Berlin

n  Over the previous year the students of SAE Berlin 
have enjoyed some exciting and informative semi-
nars.
It kicked off in February when Christian Klimke was 
a guest of SAE and gave an exciting DIT seminar to 
the film students. In addition to introducing the new 
profession of DIT (Digital Imaging Technician), he 
also gave the students the knowledge to optimise 
images in cameras in order to achieve more free-
dom in post-production. This was conducted in the 
lowest submenus of the camera’s settings and gam-
ma curves, knee points and other parameters were 
discussed at great length. Christian also answered 
a lot of questions from the students at the end of the 
session.

The next highlight for the film students came only 
three weeks later in their programme. In mid-March 
SAE lecturer Ehsan Haghighat who is Final Cut Pro 
and Avid Media Composer Editor certified gave an 
exciting seminar with the 4K Red One. Red cameras 
have been used in varied productions in film (District 
9, The Hobbit, Pirates of the Caribbean 4 and many 
more) since their introduction in 2007.
SAE lecturer Ehsan Haghighat explained the small 
differences between convention video cameras to 
the students and went into the specialist workflows 
required to deal with the enormous amounts of data 
involved in post-production. The workshop was so in 
demand that Ehsan had to hold it again right away so 
that all interested students were able to gain practi-
cal insights into the possibilities of the camera.  

SAE guest at Deutsche Gamestage

n  The Deutsche Gamestage took place in Berlin in 
April. A large number of developers meet at this an-
nual event to compare notes in the areas of games, 
game developing and the future of the German 
games industry. During the event numerous confer-
ences, awards and networking events took place.
Our students were able to showcase their games 
at the developer conference Quo Vadis on the SAE 
stand where they were constantly pumped for infor-
mation about their games by interested professionals. 

Berlin game student Miles Tost presenting games developed by  
himself and his fellow students to trade fair visitors

n  Tassilo Ippenberger and Thomas Benedix, two SAE Berlin au-
dio graduates, have become one of the most successful electro 
acts in Germany and the world within a short time. In 2011 the pair 
gave many performances around the world and filled the largest 
and hottest venues on every continent.
Their celestial assent has now been captured in a documentary. 
The premiere held in February in the completely sold out Baby-
lon cinema in Berlin was a party for the whole Berlin electro com-
munity. International and national giants of the scene celebrated 
the duo in the cinema and afterwards at a glittering party until 
the early hours.
The film was produced by a graduate of the Audio Engineer-
ing programme. Sebastian Radlmeier, who has also worked for 
MTV, and is now working for the renowned Berlin label Mobi-
lee. He accompanied the pair for a year and produced this film 
which is well worth seeing.
We wish continued success to all the participants as it doesn’t 
get any better than this!

http://vimeo.com/mobilee/ 
pan-pot-the-documentary-trailer
http://www.pan-pot.net  n

in the German-speaking world for producers, line 
producers, production managers, editors, directors, 
authors, set designers, members and staff of fund-
ing bodies, as well as newcomers to the industry 
dealing with visual effects.
Further information can be found at:  
www.tomfilm.de  n

Ehsan Haghighat

The conclusion to this series came in May, again 
with Christian Klimke, who showed the students 
how to deal with a high speed camera. He brought 
with him an Olympus iSpeed PL, which can shoot 
2,000 frames per second in HD. On standard res-
olution the frame rate can even be doubled.
FADF 911 and FADP 910 students had a lot of fun 
and a lot of things were tried out. The results (http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=18MfyC6ufD0) 
were exciting and impressive.  n

Apart from GDC Europe this is the most important 
developer conference for the gaming sector in Ger-
many. The SAE stand was visited by Michal Nowa-
kowski (CD Projekt Red and similar, The Witcher), 
amongst others, who took the time to take a closer 
look at the projects.

A MAZE also took place in Berlin. This included a 
trade fair with presentations about indie game de-
velopment and an exhibition where games could be 
tested in a pleasant club atmosphere that also in-
cluded an awards ceremony.

The German computer game prize and the LARA 
award were conferred followed by an after show 
party to round off the evening.

SAE students had the chance to find out about the 
latest jobs available and make contact with prospec-
tive employers at Making Games Talents. This in-
cluded the larger developer studios and publishers 
such as Bigpoint, Wooga and Daedelic.  n

Film premiere poster

SAE Graduates make it to the top
Pan-Pot
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 The various functions in studio 1 are explained to Bochum Lord 
Mayor Dr Ottilie Scholz

Visit to Heyday Studio in Wuppertal

n  In May Bochum Audio Engineering pathway  
AEDF 1111 students were able to get a closer look 
at things during a visit to the Heyday sound studio 
in Wuppertal.
After a tour of the facilities the students were treat-
ed to a demonstration of their technology and vari-
ous recording and microphone techniques and were 
able to gain valuable insight into the studio’s daily 
routine.

In addition to an SSL 4000E console, the Heyday 
sound studio in Wuppertal possesses a wide range 
of analogue equipment like, for example, a 24 chan-
nel Studer tape recorder. A further feature of the stu-
dio is a guitar wall with microphone set-up which al-
lows the artists to always find the correct sound for 
their recordings.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank  
Andreas Herr and Marc Sokal for this great experi-
ence. n

Visit to Heyday Studio in Wuppertal

Excursion to Institute for  
Computer Music and  

Electronic Media 
(ICEM)
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Visit from Bochum Lord Mayor

n  Bochum Lord Mayor Dr Ottilie Scholz was  
welcomed as a guest of SAE Institute.

Dr Scholz toured the facilities and gained an 
insight into daily life together with the architect 
Thomas Stark, owner of the “Zentralmassiv” bun-
ker Friedrich Schmidt, SAE Project Manager Ul-
rich Schiller and Head of Bochum, Daniel Cross.
During the tour of the studios, teaching and prac-
tice rooms, which lasted nearly two hours, Dr 
Scholz was impressed by the structural transfor-
mation of the bunker and the technical opportu-
nities available to the students.  n

Prof. Dirk Reith explains the Synlab to the students
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n SAE Institute Bochum: our audio students,  
together with their lecturer Florian Hartlieb, had 
the opportunity to visit ICEM (Institute for Com-
puter Music and Electronic Media) at Folkwang 
University of the Arts in Essen. During the three 
hour visit Prof. Dirk Reith and Prof. Thomas Neu-
haus presented the Synlab, a unique modular 
synthesizer. As part of the question and answer 
session the students had the opportunity to try 
out some applications and were fascinated by 
the analogue world of sound.
Synlab was developed in 1978 for ICEM by  
Prof. Reith in collaboration with the company 
Hofschneider. n
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New audio equipment

n  Recently, we have acquired many modern, tech-
nologically advanced microphones from Sennheiser 
and Neumann. Thanks to our good relationship with 
Sennheiser, we also received an e-series drum and 
live sound microphone package, including the leg-
endary e 902 bass drum microphone and the e 906 
guitar microphone. From the condenser microphone 
range, we obtained the MK 4 large-diaphragm mi-
crophone and an MKH 800 Twin dual-capsule mi-
crophone. To prepare our students for the arrival of 
the AES42 digital microphone standard in the broad-
casting and studio area, we also equipped ourselves 

with numerous modern microphones and interfac-
es from Neumann, all from the Solution-D product 
range. These included the DMI-2 interfaces, a TLM 
103 D, a KMS 104 D, a KMR 81 D and a KM D 
with two capsules (cardioid and figure-8 directivity). 
The monitors in Studio 1 were also enhanced with 
two active Neumann KH 120 A loudspeakers. But 
we haven’t just gained microphones and monitors; 
Studio 3 has also undergone a couple of massive 
changes this year. Our students have been able to 
benefit from a 56 channel TL Audio VTC console 
and an Elysia Xpressor. We wish them all lots of fun 
with the new equipment!  n

Neumann Solution-D
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Study Week for the  
Game Art & 3D Animation course

n  Our new Game Art & 3D Animation students 
have been stepping on the gas! In mid-July, the 
course which started in April, finished its first study 
week, and a fun multi-player tank shooter devel-
oped from the initial idea of creating a smaller 
game prototype. The terrain and all of the assets 
were created by students of the course and in-
tegrated into the engine within a week, with the 
guidance of supervisors. At the end of the first 
study week, the game, with the working title “Lord 
of the Tanks” already had a destructible environ-
ment, various types of tank and elaborately cre-
ated particle effects. A small sample is available 
here: http://youtu.be/fLW1Cm0Stk8  n

1Live editor Oliver Hinz

Lord of the Tanks

Meet the Professionals  
– Oliver Hinz
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n Editor Oliver Hinz led a two-hour workshop providing an 
insight into his career and daily working life.

As an editor for WDR [West German Broadcasting], and cur-
rently also for radio station 1Live, he is responsible for up-
dating the website’s multi-media content on to daily basis. 
Participants in the workshop benefitted from interesting in-
formation about the planning and implementation of the daily 
reporting and the development of community platform “1Live 
Freundeskreis”, amongst other things. Oliver also gave an 
insight into the further development of 1Live’s content and 
the broadcaster’s social media activity. He also explained in 
detail what working in public broadcasting is like, and what 
exactly multi-media planning and working is. At the end of 
the workshop, Oliver answered participants’ questions in a 
Q&A session, giving them valuable advice on possible ways 
to get into online journalism.  n
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SAE students in Hessischer Rundfunk’s large studio 
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Walter Giebel with students from SAE Institute Frankfurt

Behind the scenes – Excursion to 
the Wiesbaden State Theatre 
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n   Working as a sound technician in the theatre 
must be one of the most varied jobs available. 
In order to discover what this job demands, final 
year students at SAE Frankfurt visited the Wies-
baden State Theatre.
Walter Giebel, sound department employee, 
personally guided the group around the Great 
House and Small House stages as well as the 
sound studio and the technical area. Many radi-
cal changes to audio infrastructure have taken 
place during his long-term career in the theatre: 
the installation of a digital audio network at the 
beginning of the noughties and most recently, the 
conversion of all radio signals due to the much-
discussed digital dividend. There was a lot to 
tell, and the group heard about historical details 
and the complex construction of the technical 
network alongside lots of information about the 
processes and particularities of working in the 
theatre.
Mr Giebel’s convincing manner and critical ob-
servations topped off the excursion and provided 
a good introduction to the challenges and oppor-
tunities of working in the theatre.  n

Frankfurt SAE students visit Hessischer Rundfunk 
[Hessian Broadcasting]

n  Shortly before the end of term, students from SAE Institute 
Frankfurt visited Hessicher Rundfunk.
As part of the comprehensive tour, our students also visited 
YOU FM, where they could observe the on-going operations. 
The Hessenschau programme was next on the schedule – 
the group experienced its production and amazing technology 
live, from the armada of spotlights, to the cameras. 
To finish they also visited the large studio, which of course 
provided an acoustic and optical highlight.  n
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Rebuild of Studio 2

n  The SAE Institute Hamburg audio studio 2 was 
rebuilt over the two-week holiday period. The stu-
dents are looking forward to the new outstanding 
analogue mixing desk for premium class music 
production from the new Solid State Logic Duality 

SE 48 console. 48 channels, each with the highest 
technology ensures the certified sound quality for 
every musical genre.

http://www.solid-state-logic.com/ 
music/duality  n

Hamburg
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SAE Party
n  Shortly before the two-week summer holiday an 
epic party took place at the SAE Hamburg media 
bunker. The great thing about this event was that 
everything was carried out with the help of alumni, 
companies, musicians and staff members complete-
ly comprised of Hamburg SAEers.
During the evening, current SAE Bachelor students 
looked after the entire event whilst the bands “Pfeffer” 
(comprising of SAE supervisors) and “Die Spams” 
(comprising of SAE lecturers) performed with the 
team from GLOBE-Music (comprising of SAE staff 
and alumni) looking after the sound aspects. 
All staff and students worked on this evening vol-
untarily and created an excellent party with a great 
atmosphere and really good music.

http://www.myspace.com/pfefferholstein
http://globemusic.de
http://www.myspace.com/diespams
http://hamburg.sae.edu  n

Rebuild of Studio 2

SAE Party

Excursion to Toneworx

n    As part of the “Audio Basics” lecture the SAE 
Hamburg game students were invited to the world 
renowned audio studio Toneworx in Hamburg. The 
students were personally shown around the entire 
studio complex by Managing Director Jörg Mack-
ensen and were able to directly establish contact 
with the industry. All the students were very grate-
ful for the extremely interesting event which result-

ed in days of excited discussions during lessons 
about Toneworx Games realise for developing the 
audio and video technology for games such as 
FIFA, Star Wars, Lord of the Rings, Harry Potter, 
Tomb Raider, Need for Speed, The Simpsons and 
Dragon Age Origins making a long lasting impres-
sion.

http://www.toneworx.com  n

Excursion to Toneworx

Excursion  
to Bigpoint
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n  Bigpoint GmbH is a software company which 
specialises in the development and distribution 
of browser and online games with 230 million 
registered players. Bigpoint is now one of the 
largest German computer game companies with 
over 800 employees and has offices in Ham-
burg, Berlin, Malta, San Francisco and São Pau-
lo. The game students of SAE Institute Hamburg 
went on an excursion to Bigpoint and were able 
to gain deep insights into the premier league of 
professional game production.

http://de.bigpoint.com/?aid=40&aip=SB&gcl
id=CL68zJ6h5LECFUO9zAodr0wAVw  n
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Alumni Workshop HDRI 
 
n   A workshop on the topic of High Dynamic Range 
Imaging (HDRI) for students, alumni and interested 
parties took place at SAE Institute Leipzig. Lecturer 
Steffen familiarised the approximatly 25 participants 
with HDRI technology in 90 exciting minutes.

With clear examples and live demonstrations of dif-
ferent workflows in suitable programmes he gener-
ated the unbroken attention of the audience. In ad-
dition to information about the emergence of HDRI 
technology and the technical features of the camera 
there were of course first class photos to be seen.

After the workshop an easy technical discussion  
developed between the participants and the lecturer 
about their experiences and motivation. We would 
like to thank Steffen, also on behalf of the partici-
pants for this comprehensive introduction to the  
topic.  n

n  The third coding contest ended on 30th May 
with the obligatory prize giving ceremony. In a jovial  
atmosphere at Telegraph Leipzig the winners were 
announced by the organiser Netresearch.

Approximately 100 participants entered the compe-
tition which for the first time was divided into three 
categories. This time the task could be solved in  
Python or Java in addition to PHP.

The winner in the PHP category was Daniel Böttch-
er from the September 2011 year group of the SAE 
Institute Leipzig’s Web design and Development Di-
ploma. He won a Magento course at the Netresearch 
Developer Campus.

“I really didn’t even think about winning as I was still 
somewhat unhappy with the result in certain plac-
es,” said Daniel modestly after the presentation. We 
would like to congratulate him and we hope that there 
is the same high level of participation next time.  n
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The interested audience at the HDRI workshop

SAE Institute Leipzig 
WDD student wins  
third coding contest

Marten – full of anticipation for his internship

Daniel Böttcher (WDDF 911) – Winner of the PHP category

More colourful together ...

n  ... and on your own everything is just theo-
retical. Sounds odd, but true nonetheless. From 
long term partnership to project collaboration – 
Leipzig creative industries are spoilt for choice.
It is exactly for this reason that SAE Leipzig plac-
es great value on cooperation with local compa-
nies and professionals from the various creative 
sectors. Not least, in order to combine theoreti-
cal instruction and practical application during 
study in the form of internships. Pierre Groß-
mann (WDDF 911), whose internship ultimately 
led to a permanent position, attests that insights 
into the work of work whilst studying rarely fol-
low your first career opportunities. What works 
on a small scale cannot possibly be wrong on 
a large scale. And thus in general: profession-
al expertise plus regional cooperation results in 
perspective for all and a colourful Leipzig.  n

E-drum battle

n  It’s nothing new that we have been regularly vis-
iting trade fairs and schools. However the fact that 
we can now also be found at festivals is a little bit 
more contemporary. But that on such occasions 
these things can be jointly advertised is without a 
doubt brand new.

Whilst SAE Leipzig carries on advertising them-
selves in the usual manner everyone else has 
been beating the e-drum. This feature is not just 
a mere eye catcher but rather has proved itself as 
the scene of drum battles. The principle behind 
this is quickly explained: the participants try hard 
but far to steal the beat, favour and victory. The 
winner is of course the one the audience deemed 
to have given it their all and the winners are re-
warded, resources permitting.  n

E-drum battle
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Game student tweaking it
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Tollwood Festival 2012

SAE students at summer Tollwood 2012
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n   As previously, we were this year able to offer 
our students a couple of internships at the four-
week Tollwood Festival. The Tollwood Festival is 
an alternative culture festival, which takes place 
twice a year in Munich. The participants, from the 
audio and film departments, were able to gain a 
comprehensive insight into the organisation and 
the technical construction of this kind of major 
event. The students were able to take on roles 
such as stagehand and cameraman at concerts 
including Lou Reed, Jan Delay, Katie Melua and 
Tim Bendzko, an unforgettable experience for all 
the students participating. We’re looking forward 
to the next Tollwood Festival in winter 2012!  n

Welcome, Games Department!

n  Finally, what belongs together is together! In 
April, Munich SAE’s games department moved 
into the premises of SAE Institute Munich. All 
departments are now under one roof again and 
there are fewer obstacles to interdisciplinary col-
laboration between students. The unification of 
all departments was of course celebrated Mu-
nich-style with a small welcome party for all stu-
dents and employees. 
We would also like to take this opportunity to 
warmly welcome head instructors Ralf Hüwe 
(Games Programming) and Philipp Hellmann 
(Game Arts & 3D) as well as all supervisors and 
students!  n
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n  A lot of building work has been going on in every cor-
ner of every department at the SAE Stuttgart campus.
The school has not just been renovated but has also 
been restructured at the same time.
Walls have been removed and rebuilt in other places. 
New colours and forms have given the school a modern 
and trendy look.
New rooms and workstations for every department in 
around 1000m2 offer our students a creative and pro-
ductive learning environment which is optimally tailored 
to their studies.

After countless days and nights [exactly 16, the entire 
SAE summer holiday ;-) ], mountains of material and 
many flexible helpers, the Stuttgart campus now has 3 
audio control rooms, 2 recording areas, 1 colour grad-
ing studio, 1 green screen studio, 2 student lounges, 5 
teaching rooms, a gamer’s lounge and a large editing 
area (Area 42) of approx. 250m2. The whole renovation 
project was accompanied by an equipment update and 
so it now doesn’t just look modern, it is modern.

With the new student intake in September the Games 
Art & 3D Animation and Games Programming courses 
will be able to be offered on the Stuttgart campus for the 
first time. With the expansion of the courses offered in 
Stuttgart all 5 departments are now represented: Games, 
Film & Animation, Audio, Webdesign & Development and 
Cross Media.
The SAE Institute Stuttgart team is very pleased to wel-
come the new students and is very proud of our little 
magnificent school:
Chris Merz (Campus Manager), Felix Gerhardt (Coordi-
nator), Thorsten Scheckenbach (Admin, Lecturer), Ste-
fan Kohl (Careers Advisor), Rolf Seitz (Academic Coor-
dinator), Frank Meder (Head Audio Instructor), Carolin 
Langenkamp (Head Webdesign & Development und 
Cross Media Instructor ), Manuela Mößner (Head Film & 
Animation Instructor), Hendrik Nitzlaff (Head Games In-
structor), Saro Sahihi (Head of Short Courses, Lecturer, 
IT), Stefan Feser (Senior Supervisor) and the Supervi-
sors Julia, Oz, Dom, Eddie, Joe and Ben.  n

SAE Stuttgart students at Fohhn

Construction of the green screen studio

SAE Institute  
Stuttgart expands
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Fohhn-Workshop 

n  On 20th June audio students had the opportunity 
to visit the speaker specialist Fohhn. First the en-
tire production was viewed, then it was into the new 
sound lab, the manufacturer’s demo room.
Product specialist Christian “Bob” Bollinger, himself 
an SAE lecturer and member of the SAE Alumni 

Association, used this opportunity to explain the 
function and advantages of a line array. Then the 
students themselves got the opportunity to optimise 
the setup of a large event and to gather experience 
with the corresponding metering systems. To round 
off the session, problems with live events were dis-
cussed in a relaxed manner.  n

Steadycam workshop  
with Frank Straßmann

n  Frank Straßmann, who we have been previ-
ously able to get to run a Steadycam workshop 
once more enriched us this year with a great 
introduction to the Steadycam. This workshop 
was directed at mounting and trimming rigs, the 
static and dynamic balance of the Steadycam 
and of course demonstrating the optimal motion 
sequence of the camera man. After a short theo-
retical briefing it then became learning by doing 
– each participant was allowed to extensively try 
out the most effective motion sequences and for 
example practice circling a person in complete 
Steadycam outfit.
The workshop was a complete success and the 
high point for the participants was a genuine ABC 
Products certificate on successful completion of 
the training.  n

Frank Straßmann demonstrating the Steadycam

Visit our Facebook page: www.facebook.com/sae.institute.stuttgart
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Unity3D engine developers visit Vienna

n  As part of the Vienna Unity Day we were able 
to bring three of the leading Unity engine Product 
Evangelists to SAE Institute Vienna for a one-day 
bespoke workshop for our students.

Thanks to their experience with the engine Carl 
Callewaert, Nick Jovic and Russ Morris showed our 
students how to optimise their workflows between 
Maya and Unity in order to achieve better results in 
a shorter period of time.
 

The workshop particularly involved the integration 
of procedural textures using Substance Designer. 
It was a unique opportunity for the Interactive Ani-
mation Diploma and Degree students to deepen 
their Unity3D knowledge. Our guests’ offer to give 
the students feedback on their work was particularly 
well received by students as this will have a direct 
impact on the quality of their final projects.  n

n  The focus last semester in the SAE Vienna film department was again 
on music video projects. Since the beginning of this year several videos 
have appeared on the playlist of our national MTV wannabe “GoTV”, 
meaning that our last three year groups have all had projects shown on 
television.
“Our Home”, the latest video from the band timesnewroman, is made by 
Lukas Wesely and Philipp Moosbrugger, and 80% was filmed underwa-
ter. Everything was filmed with a Canon EOS 7D in one (bitterly cold) 
night in a swimming pool in Vorarlberg and in the Bregenz Forest.

We also had important visitors from the area of independent cinema.
In the spring Xiaosu Han and Andreas Thalhammer, founders of Stil-
fabrik.at and DOPs (Director of Photography) responsible worldwide for 
several independent, advertising and cinema productions, held a work-
shop about the German cinema production “Lost Place”.
They are members of the Austrian film elite, have worked with RED One 
and filmed with the director Prachya Pinkaew (“Ong-Bak”), amongst 
others.

“Lost Place”, coming to cinemas in spring 2013, is the first German pro-
duction shot in 3D with RED Epics. The workshop told the large audi-
ence, comprised of students, SAE Vienna alumni and external viewers, 
how they came to the project, how pre-production went and above all 
which problems were encountered during the work with the quite con-
troversial cameras from RED.
An extremely interesting presentation, however, stereoscopic work  
appealed to only a small number of the participants.  n

(l.to.r) Russ Morris, Klaus Ergert, Nick Jovic

Screenshot of the timesnewroman Video

Dario Dendi in Vienna

n  Dario Dendi, SAE graduate, technician and 
producer for bands such as Placebo and Franz 
Ferdinand, also visited SAE Institute Vienna in 
spring 2012 as part of his SAE Workshop Tour. 
He inspired both SAE Vienna students, alumni 
and staff with the tips and tricks which he im-
parted as part of the Making of Placebo’s “Trig-
ger Happy Hands” workshop.  n

Darius Dendi

Lots of action 
in the Vienna 

film department
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Audio Masterclasses

n   Audio students, alumni and external participants 
had the pleasure of attending two fascinating two-
day masterclasses at SAE Institute Zurich. In the 
first workshop Sebastian Braunrether presented his 
tips and tricks for achieving a professional mixdown. 
Amongst other things this masterclass demonstrat-
ed the clever use of time and dynamic editing ef-

fects, how and when to trigger, and how to deliver a 
clean end mix. In contrast Maximilian Schnutt (ORF, 
ZDF, Waves Vienna, etc.) used sophisticated audio 
cutting techniques in the second workshop to show 
how a multi-track recording’s tone and rhythm can 
be corrected and optimised. There was a high lev-
el of interest in both masterclasses and both were 
well-attended so they will certainly take place again 
in one form or another.  n

Masterclass at SAE Institute Zurich

Rockstar Games Masterclass

n  Another masterclass also needs to be men-
tioned. Ex-employees of Rockstar Games Vien-
na, Dr Niki Laber and Thomas Schweitzer made 
the long trip to Zurich to give an exclusive mas-
terclass for our students and external partici-
pants. During these two days, the participants 
were given an insight into the everyday working 
lives of the game creators, who are responsible 
for some of the most influential titles on the gam-
ing scene such as Grand Theft Auto, Max Payne 
and L.A. Noire. As well as their work at Rockstar 
Games, both experts also took a closer look at 
the current market situation and future trends.  n

n  Last autumn, a fire so devastated both of SAE 
Institute Zurich’s large studios that a complete  
re build was necessary. 
This is now complete and the studios in Zurich are 
impressive – they were not just rebuilt, but their 
acoustics and technical equipment have been  
reviewed and redesigned from scratch.  n

Rockstar Games Logo

SAE Zurich’s new Studio One

Studio Rebuild
Zurich

Zurich
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Masterclasses with  
Tom Pearce and Dario Dendi

n  Once again this year during the month of April, 
the Electron Festival, promoters of electronic mu-
sic in Geneva, reached out to SAE Institute stu-
dents for help during this big event. Students 
were able to assist with mounting and dismount-
ing scenes as well as filming artists’ performances. 

SAE Institute Geneva had the honour of welcoming 
two icons from the music industry. It was said that 
these two masterclasses were the events to attend. 
The first masterclass was given by Tom Pearce. 
He came to share his experiences in music com-
position, sound design as well as gaming, as he is 
also known to be responsible for the Game Audio 
pathway at Galaxy Interactive in Belgium. Addition-
ally he is a composer at Streamline Studios who 
also produce video games. The second sched-
uled masterclass was given by Dario Dendi, a re-
nowned young musical producer, who has worked 
with groups such as Placebo, Mika, Sophie Ellis-
Bextor and The Killers. This masterclass allowed 
Mr Dendi to teach his skills and “savoir-faire” to stu-
dents and the public in the form of a class on rock 
music production. This was a very successful and 
unforgettable event for all the students and staff. 

During the month of July a new masterclass 
named Multichannel Audio Mastering was held 
which aimed to explain the different possibili-
ties of obtaining a better sound quality in depth. 
This class was given at SAE Institute Geneva 
by Giulio Wehrli, a re-recording mixer from Mon-
tréal who specialises in films destined for cin-
ema, HD television, Blu-ray and the Internet. n
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Grütli & others

n  A number of FAD students from SAE Institute 
have been filming concerts once a month at The 
Kab and PTR of Usine, partners of the “Marche à 
l’Onde” association. These rock concerts mainly 
come from the local Swiss scene and are planned 
to hit the web very soon. 

At the start of June, a showing of all the students’ 
work from the FAD 310 (film section) was organ-
ised upon completion of their two year course in 
Digital Film and Animation at the “Fonction : Ciné-
ma” de la Maison de Arts du Grütli hall in Geneva. 
In front of a very packed room the students were 
able to receive feedback and comments from the 
public. We wish our graduates all the best for their 
future. 
Following the shoot of the feature film “Le nez dans 
le ruisseau” the film production team once again 
reached out to students of our school for the edit-
ing of the film’s trailer, scheduled to be released 
as Christophe Chevalier’s film hits cinemas this 
autumn. The preceding year several intern posi-
tions had been given to students of SAE as well as 
cameraman and making-of jobs. In the meantime, 
all the students involved in the project as well as 
several members of SAE Institute staff were invit-
ed to attend the film’s premiere in Confignon along 

Masterclass in progress

The team

NIFFF & Funkytown

Careers Advisor JP Uldry, Director R. Willi & Supervisor M. Roost at the Grütli Hall
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n   This year, Pascal “Rivero” Millet, a student from 
the Digital Film & Animation course won the Mon-
cinema film competition with his film HOAX which 
was organised by RTS, the Swiss public broadcast-
ing organisation, as part of the Neuchâtel Interna-
tional Fantastic Film Festival (6-14 July 2012). In 
the film a young team explore the gloomy caves 
of a house, discovering a peculiar creature. We 
would like to once again give our congratulations 
to Pascal. He will be treated to a broadcast of his 
film on Swiss television (RTS).

A  masterclass analysing the film “Mulholland 
Drive” which was open to the public was given by 
Abderrahmane Bekiekh, a university lecturer at 

side a very enthusiastic public. Confignon, Geneva’s 
typical countryside was the film’s main filming loca-
tion throughout shooting.

During mid-June, in the form of a masterclass open 
to the public, Swiss director Laurent Nègre visited 
us to present his latest feature film, Opération Cas-
ablanca. In this class he went through the various 
steps he had undertaken to successfully bring this 
project to fruition in Switzerland as well as pinpoint-
ing the financial aspects of it. His second feature 
film will be coming to cinemas this autumn! 
This year, again in June, SAE Institute Geneva at-

tended “Festival du Film d’Animation” at Annecy 
where SAE Institute Paris were also present. This 
was a source of inspiration for all the students who 
attended not to mention all the wonderful encoun-
ters the game design members were able to make.

Five students from the film section including one 
alumnus went to film Geneva’s famous “Lake Pa-
rade”, held every summer on the edge of the lake 
where different rhythmic sounds are carefully se-
lected by various acclaimed DJs. The recording of 
the event led to a 26 minute documentary that was 
aired on the local Swiss channel “Leman bleu”.  n

the University of Geneva and SAE Institute. This film 
by David Lynch was selected to demonstrate all the 
hidden meanings and subtleties of the film. 

Four students from the film section and one alumnus 
participated in Funkytown – Baby Plage Festival. A 
series of very varied concerts were given as part 
of the “Fêtes de Genève” (Geneva Festival). This 
was an opportunity for the film students to build up 
some hands-on experience at the side of icons such 
as Cock Robin, Lio, Earth, Wind & Fire not to men-
tion all the other artists who aired on the local Swiss 
channel “Léman Bleu”. Some of the concerts were 
also broadcast on the Swiss radio station One FM. 
Every day the students were required to produce a 

two minute clip for “Léman Bleu” which led to a  
final twenty-six minute television show.

“Miss and Mister Suisse Romande” occupied a 
number of film students in the production process, 
travelling for kilometres to places such as Tunisia.

SAE Institute Geneva finally collaborated with 
Art’n Visual Production and the Gena Festival to 
film concerts on two nights. Students were able 
to gain experience as well as enjoying the pres-
ence of international artists such as Grand Corps 
Malade and local Swiss artists like Carousel, Heidi 
Happy, Motherockers, Black Widow’s Project and 
many others.  n

Zombies and make-up artists  
@ SAE Institute

n  For Daniel Lopez’ film “DEAD”, SAE Insti-
tute became the headquarters of 10 make-up 
artists, who tried to turn human beings into 
zombies as fast as possible. The next day on 
the film set they had to make-up over 50 “zom-
bies” in the least amount of time possible.  n
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Worskhop at legendary Studio +30
n  This year, SAE Paris students had the opportu-
nity to attend an external 2-day workshop at the fa-

mous “Studio +30”. During these two days, sound 
engineer François Maxime Boutault (Manu DiBan-
go, Melissa Mars, Loudblast, Julien Doré, Berruri-
ers Noirs) held two workshops dedicated to mixing 
rock music. The first day was pop/rock oriented, 
while the second day was dedicated to metal mu-
sic. Big thanks to both François & Studio +30.  n

Masterclass Audio Production  
with producer Dario Dendi

n  SAE Paris had the chance to receive produc-
er & sound engineer Dario Dendi to its premises 
(SAE graduate, Coldplay, Stereophonics, Place-
bo, The Killers, Kaiser Chiefs, Yeah Yeah Yeahs, 
The Darkness, Franz Ferdinand, John Cale, 
Tina Turner, Sugababes). Lasting more than 2 
hours, Dario gave a practical dedicated master-
class with deep insights into how he made the 
last Placebo single. All aspects of production as-
pects were explained, from recording to mixing. 
A big thank you to Dario for this very interesting 
seminar.  n
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Dario Dendi @ SAE Paris

Audio engineer Philippe Amir’s workshop 
at SAE Institute Paris
 
n  In December 2011, SAE Paris students had the 
opportunity to have a special masterclass with the 
French sound engineer Philippe Amir, ex SAE Paris 
student, who is a recording & mixing engineer for 
IAM, Akhenaton, Shurik’n, Faf Larage, Beyoncé, 
Freeman, Chiens de paille, Sat, Amel Bent, Bouga, 
Diversidad, Disiz la Peste, Kamelancien, Ménélik, 
Hocus Pocus, Kény Arkana, Khéops, Imothep, Ma-
fia K’1Fry, Oxmo Puccino, Saïd, Psy’4 de la Rime, 
Groland, RZA, Sako, Soprano, Veust Lyricist, Aston 
Villa, Isaac Hayes and Julie Zenatti. The masterclass 
was dedicated to hip hop producing.

During a 3-hour workshop with SAE Paris’ Neve VR 
recording desk, Philippe Amir explained all the tech-
niques that make a standard track a urban music 
hit. The students also had the opportunity to work 
with some of Philippe’s multitrack sessions.  n

François Boutault at Studio +30

Philippe Amir at SAE Paris – Neve Studio

Masterclass with renowned producer  
A. Dent and sound engineer Y. Memmi

n  In February 2012, SAE Paris students had the 
chance to attend a full workshop day dedicated to 
music producing. The recording session was held at 
the legendary “Studio +30” (Paris) with the world re-
nowned producer Anthony Dent (Destiny’s Child, LL 
Cool J, Jay-Z, Aretha Franklin) as well as the inter-
national sound engineer Yan Memmi (SAE gradu-
ate, Bryan Adams, R.Kelly). Over the course of the 
day, Anthony & Yan produced a hip hop track from 
inspiration to final mixing. A big thank you to all of 
them.  n

Masterclass with renowned producer A. Dent and sound engineer  
Y. Memmi

n  On 23rd April 2012, SAE Institute Paris was 
honoured with a seminar held by one of the most 
renowned sound engineers in the world, Eddie 
Kramer (Jimi Hendrix, The Beatles, Led Zeppe-
lin, Kiss, Woodstock, Twisted Sisters, Anthrax, 
Brian May).
Over the course of more than 3 hours, Eddie 
Kramer shared his knowledge with the SAE stu-
dents using lots of sound clips and archive pic-
tures. For example, we had the chance to detail 
his great work with some legendary artists such 
as Jimi Hendrix and Led Zeppelin.  n
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Eddie Kramer with Jean-Philippe Boisson (SAE Institute Paris manager)
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World-class 
sound engineer 
Eddie Kramer  
at SAE Paris
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Introduction to Magix Sequoia 12

n  Our students already have the benefit of using Se-
quoia 12 in our mastering studio. With the introduc-
tion of the new version, Magix representative Ema-
nuel Hoisl came to give a workshop to our students 
about the new features of version 12.

The areas of restoration, mastering and loudness 
metering were focussed on. Some classical features 
such as 4-point-editing were also explored.  n

Flagey Studio 4, Brussels

Emanuel Hoisl explaining restoration features in Sequoia 12

Founder of  
Auro-3D teaches 
our students
n  Our Auro-3D studio has already become a famous visiting place and 
studio to study in. The founder of this new technology came to give 
seminars about how to use Auro-3D while mixing and recording foot-
age, both for film and music.

The students had this amazing advantage of taking part in the adventure 
of this new format, currently being adopted worldwide in major cinemas. 
Wilfried taught our students the differences between channel-based and 
object-based panning, as well as areas to pay attention to while mixing 
and recording your precious content.

Needless to say, there were some breathtaking moments for our  
students new to this format.  n

Wilfried Van Baelen in SAE Institute’s Auro-3D 

Classical location recording

n  Some students had the privilege of assisting during the recording of a 64-piece classical 
orchestra. And it wasn’t just any orchestra, it was the Brussels Philharmonic Orchestra, who 
recently won an Oscar for the score in the film “The Artist”. Students were able to help placing 
the microphones, doing line-checks and making sure the recording was as smooth as possi-
ble.
Classical location recording is an area not many students are able to assist with because of 
the high stress levels in making sure everything goes as planned. Nevertheless, we are very 
proud to say our students did an amazing job and the recording was a big success.  n
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Visiting the famous Wisseloord Studios

n  In June, we rented a bus and our students were 
able to visit the revamped Wisseloord Studios in 
Hilversum (The Netherlands). Wisseloord has re-
cently been revamped by Ronald Prent and Darcy 
Proper. Students were able to have private discus-
sions with both engineers, which according to our 
students, inspired them enourmously. 

Almost thirty years ago, Ronald began his career as 
an inexperienced assistant engineer at Wisseloord 
Studios. Since then, he has established himself as 
one of the most accomplished and innovative mix 
engineers in the world working for renowned artists 
such as Rammstein, The Scorpions, Simple Minds, 
Live, Within Temptation, Manowar, Alain Clark, Pe-
ter Maffay and Clouseau, to name just a few. 

Before becoming involved with Wisseloord, Darcy 
was senior mastering engineer at Galaxy Studios 
in Belgium and at Sony Music Studios in New York 
City. She has worked on a wide variety of music 
ranging from re-issues of early acoustic mono re-
cordings to current 5.1 high-resolution surround 
releases for Blu-Ray. Early in her career, Darcy 
spent many years as a classical engineer/editor 
and brings much of what she learned in that arena 
to her mastering. 

 

Thus far, Darcy has been honoured with 2 Grammy 
awards and 7 nominations and has won several 
TEC awards and Surround awards for her work. 
She has mastered historical reissue projects for 
such prestigious artists as Billie Holiday, Louis Arm-
strong, Frank Sinatra, Tony Bennett, Johnny Cash 
and André Hazes. She has also worked on stereo 
and 5.1 front-line releases for many talented artists 
including Steely Dan, The Eagles, R.E.M., Donald 
Fagen, Porcupine Tree, Peter Maffay, Toots Thiele-
mans and Söhne Mannheims.
We want to thank the Wisseloord team for allow-
ing us to visit the studios and to give our students 
something to strive for.  n

Students took the bus to visit the famous Wisseloord Studios in Hilversum
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André Ettema joins 
SAE Institute Amsterdam

n  SAE Institute Amsterdam is pleased to announce that 
André Ettema has joined the team of active degree stage 
lecturers.

Composer/sound designer André Ettema specialises in 
audio design and sound programming for artists and film. 
André has worked closely with Junkie XL and collabo-
rated as an additional audio designer and synthesiser 
programmer for many film and game scores. Credits in-
clude work for Scissor Sisters, Madonna, Justin Timber-
lake and the soundtracks for EA games “SSX Blur” and 
“Need for Speed Prostreet”. He also works for music 
software companies such as market leaders Native In-
struments and Ableton where he designs sounds and 
presets for newly developed music software. 

Five years ago, he founded AME Music, a company spe-
cialising in music and creative sound design for film and 
film trailers, and audio branding for commercials and TV. 
The client list includes brands such as Audi, Lexus and 
British Airways, plus trailers for “Transformers – Dark of 
the Moon” and “Prometheus”.  n

Fairwell, the game

Megafactories FIFA 2012

n  In Spring 2012, SAE Amsterdam established 
a pilot collaboration with FOX Benelux for their 
National Geographic Channel.
National Geographic has been expanding their 
reach through social media and other Internet-
based channels. As part of this expansion and 
pilot, Fox is working with SAE Institute Film and/
or Cross Media students to create behind-the-
scene videos and reports.
Film student Erwin Smit was the lucky student to 
be picked for first try-out. He flew with a group of 
journalists and the National Geographic team to 
Canada to visit the famous EA games headquar-
ters to create a behind the scenes video for the 
promotion of the “Megafactories FIFA 2012” doc-
umentary. This documentary shows the amaz-
ing techniques and tremendous amount of work 
which was put into the creation of the well-known 
FIFA 2012 game. For a preview of the video visit 
the YouTube channel of National Geographic: 
http://youtu.be/uanHZA2lLMs  n

SAE Institute Amsterdam
hosts the Testlab

n  DJBroadcast teamed up with SAE Institute Amster-
dam for the second Testlab. This event was held at the 
Institute in Amsterdam on 3rd June. DJBroadcast invited 
a list of leading brands such as Native Instruments, Korg, 
Novation and Ableton to display and demonstrate their 
latest gear and software. A lot of visitors took this oppor-
tunity to try out the plugins, synthesisers, drum comput-
ers and controllers. Visitors could attend masterclasses 
as well, like the vintage synth workshop by Palmbomen 
(NON Records).

DJBroadcast Magazine celebrated its 10th anniversary 
during the week of 29th June with a series of events 
spread over ten days. SAE Institute Amsterdam was in-
vited to offer 2 workshops at Westerliefde Amsterdam 
during another Testlab. EMP lecturer MarcoAntonio 
Spaventi held a very interesting workshop about mix-
ing and mastering techniques for electronic music while 
careers and studies advisor Tom Smeyers explained his 
original alternative workflow in Traktor Scratch.  n

Careers and studies advisor Tom Smeyers explains his alternative workflow in Native Instruments Traktor Scratch

Degree lecturer André Ettema
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Sergio Ulhoa performs at EYE Amsterdam

n  SAE Institute Amsterdam graduate Sergio Ulhoa 
was given the opportunity to show his work during 
the opening of the brand new EYE film museum in 
Amsterdam. 

The EYE Film Institute Netherlands unites the Dutch 
film sector and aims to foster a viable film industry in 
the Netherlands. One of the main purposes of EYE 
is to promote Dutch film at home and abroad.
Sergio has already acquired a solid reputation as 
a video installation artist and VJ. Being a member 
of the Superclub resident VJ crew, he performs on 
a regular basis at one of Amsterdam’s finest clubs. 
Sergio’s performance included old classic films with 
modern abstract graphics. The performance was pro-
jected on a huge 10x10m screen and was displayed 
on several flat screen monitors spread around the 
foyer.  n

SAE Institute Amsterdam graduate performs during the  
EYE Amsterdam opening event

JVC cameras at SAE Institute Amsterdam

Fairwell game development project by 
Qantm College Amsterdam students

n  The origins of the Fairwell project began over 
one and a half years ago at Qantm College Amster-
dam. After a series of meetings, the student game 
development team came up with a suitable idea to 
work on. The game concept is a survival adventure 
taking place at a cursed carnival, where Isaac, the 
main character, is on a quest for answers regard-
ing the disappearance of his parents.

The Interactive Animation diploma students initially 
started with a team of 12 students. The students 
were given only 3 months to deliver a working 
game. The whole pre-production was done during 
the winter holidays, making it quite difficult to keep 
up with the deadlines. In the end, the students man-
aged to meet the deadlines, even working on the 
Game Design document during Christmas. That’s 
what we call dedication. Even students from the 
audio department took part in the game project by 
adding recorded sound effects and exclusive tracks

 matching the atmosphere of the game. During the 
second stage of development, a selected group of 
degree students continued with the further devel-
opment of the game by adding levels and fine-tun-
ing the game play. After months of hard work, the 
project is getting close to completion. Everybody is 
looking forward to try out the final draft of the game! 
Stay tuned.  n
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Various free Seminars and Bootcamps 

n  Before the summer break, we arranged a number 
of free seminars and bootcamps for audio and film 
enthusiasts. These included “Getting Started With 
After Effects”, “Learn from the Masters: filmmaker 
Matt Jaems” and a filmmaking bootcamp hosted 
by the Head Lecturer of the Film Department. This 
bootcamp including a brainstorm session, was fol-
lowed up with scripting, storyboarding, shooting, au-
dio and video editing and finished off with DVD au-
thoring. For audio enthusiasts we hosted “Basics of 
Audio Post-Production in Film”, and “Getting Started 
with Propellerhead Reason” seminars. If you missed 
these events and/or if you would like to participate in 
future seminars, please check our website – we are 
continuing to offer free seminars and bootcamps in 
the second half of 2012.  n

Needlz introducing his personal workflow for recording and producing

New Skool Rules holds auditions  
for international artist exchange

n  In 2011, New Skool Rules and Epitome Enter-
tainment, two Rotterdam based companies, or-
ganised an international exchange programme for 
talented singers and rappers from the US and Eu-
rope. Because of the success of our cooperation 
in recent years, the international exchange pro-
gramme will take place for the third time in 2012 in 
preparation for the New Skool Rules Conference in 
2013. Over several auditions New Skool Rules and 
Epitome Entertainment looked for four European 

talented singers/rappers and four American sing-
ers/rappers for the exchange programme. The au-
ditions took place in Rotterdam on 30th June as well 
as in other SAE Institute campuses in Amsterdam, 
Paris, London, Atlanta, L.A. and New York. The 
winners will be flown to Atlanta and will be work-
ing with two Grammy award winning producers to 
create the New Skool Rules Anthem and at least 
3 other songs. The coaches will be US producers 
Anthony Dent and Needlz. The whole process will 
be filmed for Trace TV.  n

Audience listening to US producer Needlz

US Record Producer Needlz gives  
recording and production techniques  
workshop

n  On 29th June SAE Institute presented Khari 
Cain, better known as Needlz, in cooperation 
with New Skool Rules. 
Needlz’ credits include Bruno Mars, Jadakiss, 
Busta Rhymes, Dave Chappelle, 50 Cent, The 
Game, Ludacris, G-Unit and many more. He 
offered insights into his recording and produc-
tion techniques.  n

US producer Needlz
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Nicholas O’Brien who rode and recorded his way through Europe

Cyborg musician Onyx Ashanti  
inspires students

n  Onyx Ashanti, electronic music innovator and devel-
oper of Beatjazz, a system for creating music using two 
hand held controllers and a mouthpiece, gave an inspi-
rational performance to SAE Oxford audio and electronic 
music production students.
Beatjazz, a completely live and improvised form of elec-
tronic music with no boundaries, made possible by the 
creation of a one-of-kind musical instrument he calls a 
Beatjazz controller and the story of its creation is as fas-
cinating as the performance itself.
Describing himself as cyborg musician, Onyx delivered 
his guest lecture by demonstrating his Beatjazz system 
made through open source software Pure Data and a 
home made 3D printer, inspiring students with the pos-
sibilities.
Andy Farnell, Advanced Audio Lecturer and Pure Da-
ta Specialist said, “Onyx Ashanti is an outstanding role 
model of innovation and the digital opportunities avail-
able to us. The lecture put all the technologies into per-
spective and the students could see how easily within 
reach their ideas are.”
Check out his TED Performance here (http://youtu.be/-
0v7mTvJ8M4) and one of his latest performances with 
latest incarnation of the controller here (http://www.you-
tube.com/watch?v=8hlBOp5glBw).

Nico’s Record and Ride challenge  
through Europe 
n  With cycling grabbing the world headlines as 
the UK’s record breaking Bradley Wiggins wins 
the Tour de France and becomes an Olympic 
2012 gold medallist, another record was about to 
be made: SAE Institute Oxford audio production 
graduate Nicholas O’ Brien took off with Doppler 
(his bicycle), a backpack with all the (recording) 
essentials to begin a five month Record and Ride 
cycling trip through Europe and the location of 
the first artist he was to record.
His plan, that each artist would lead him to the 
next artist to record and collaborate with, all the 
way documenting his journey and recordings 
through his blog. 
The project, supported by SAE Institute Oxford, 
has seen Nico record artists in London, Paris, 
Brussels, Antwerp, Amsterdam, Hamburg, Ber-
lin, Warsaw and many other cities and towns 
along the way of these unique locations and cir-
cumstances. You can follow his Record and Ride 
(http://record-and-ride.com) blog and check 
out his video and audio postings of unique and 
rare performances by artists across Europe.  n
 

Onyx Ashanti gives a Beatjazz demonstration 

Who wants to 
be a Zombie?
n  The price of success, a camcorder, a laptop, a 
good idea, a few mates and a £45 budget, – what do 
you get? A Zombie horror movie hit at Cannes Film 
Festival.

Passion, ingenuity and a can-do attitude are ideal in-
gredients for success in the creative industries; our 
students were treated to a guest lecture by a director 
who has those qualities in abundance; Marc Price.
His £45 budget horror movie called “Colin” named 
after his dad, who has a love of movies, became a 
nationwide release receiving critical acclaim.
Winner at the Raindance Film Festival in 2009 and 
wowing audiences at Cannes, Marc Price became 
an overnight legend taking micro budget film making 
to a whole new level.

The audience Marc targeted was his mates who 
starred in and helped make the movie over 15 months. 
His highest aspirations were to send it to a couple 
of horror sites; little did he know the success that lay 
ahead.

Colin horror movie poster
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Growing up in Port Talbot, South Wales, Marc studied 
Multimedia at Swansea and has always had a keen 
interest in film; working with several institutions, us-
ing his experience as a low budget film maker and 
often inviting students to work on various film pro-
jects.

Marc has also shot two short films that have been 
screened at Film 4’s Frightfest and has just complet-
ed post production on his second feature “Magpie”.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vANCmdoKx
FY&feature=related  n

He is now developing the next version of his instru-
ment, codenamed Tron, and built around a helmet-
mounted controller.  n
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SAE Institute London – venue for the “Cinephoto: Photography by film makers” exhibition.

The Olympic procession passes by SAE Institute London

EMP goes live at one of  
East London’s hottest venues. 

n  Basing House, the East End nightclub that show-
cases some of the hottest emerging electronic mu-
sic talent is the venue for SAE London’s annual EMP 
LIVE DJ Club night, a platform that provides SAE 
London students with the opportunity to showcase 
their skills in a true electronic music club environ-
ment.
The event open to the public sees emerging talent 
from SAE London Audio Production and Electron-
ic Music Production students as they perform live 
DJ sets at a club with a reputation for contemporary 
electronic music that takes in disco, house and the 
techno genres.  n

n  Photomonth East London International Festival of Photogra-
phy has chosen SAE London as a venue for their “Cinephoto: 
Photography by film makers” exhibition.

The exhibition brings together photographs made by film direc-
tors, scenographers and cinematographers, none of whom are 
“known” as photographers but whose whole world is about mak-
ing images.
Exhibitors include ten photo-filmmakers; four from the industry, 
two SAE staff members Gillian McIver and Anna Carrington along 
with SAE Institute graduates Djonny Chen, Isabelle Rodriguez, 
Mohamed El Laymouni, Jaime Armengol.

Photomonth East London is an international photography festival 
with more than 150 exhibitions in galleries and venues that dem-
onstrate the depth and diversity of contemporary photography.

Major events include the Photofair in Spitalfields Traders Market, 
the Photo-Open at the Rich Mix, and the Portfolio Review at the 
V&A Museum of Childhood plus the Photomonth Lecture at the 
Whitechapel Gallery.  n

Community spirit alive and well  
and captured by London students

n  Over 30 community spirited SAE London film 
and audio students provided the technical and cre-
ative support to this years 11th Shoreditch Festi-
val - a free programme of performance, entertain-
ment and exploration along the Regent’s Canal 
that aims to bring communities together through 
engagement in high-quality performances and 
cultural experiences.

The Festival, one of Hackney’s largest free festi-
vals organised by the Shoreditch Trust and Bar-
bican, showcases the best of East London with 
live music, dance, theatre, arts exhibitions, food 
markets, crafts, floats and boats on the canal and 
includes a celebration of one of Shoreditch’s most 
imaginative and historic locations with the Hoxton 
Street Party. 
SAE students for the second year running helped 
capture the sounds of such bands as Seddik and 
the Seeds of Creation and the East London Creative

Jazz Orchestra by assisting with the live sound 
production – filming the groups performing on the 
street stage and interviews with the performers, 
all of which are scheduled to be published on the 
Shoreditch Festival website.

The event coincided with Shoreditch Festival wel-
coming the Olympic Flame to Hackney on route 
to the Olympic Stadium and passing by the front 
door of SAE London campus.  n

Flash, bang, wallop –  
what a photograph!
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In the mix with Alan O’Duffy

n  If you are looking for a top flight sound mixer “passionate about delivering 
superb production sound under almost any conditions” – as SAE Institute 
Liverpool students found out – Alan O’Duffy is your man.
Alan, a much-respected sound mixer and production sound mixer on TV dra-
ma, feature films, docu-features and documentaries also works as a sound 
supervisor on TV live events. Students were able to benefit from Alan’s many 
years of experience in the audio industry, learn more about how to develop 
their careers and were given an insight into his work with some great artists 
during his guest lecture. He shared many practical examples from his career 
that also spans music production with credits including Paul McCartney, The 
Rolling Stones and Slade adding to his long list of feature films.  n

Sound Designer  
Alex Joseph tunes in 

with students

n  Alex Joseph, one of the leading audio engineers working in 
post production delivered a “distinguished guest lecture” to au-
dio students at SAE Institute Liverpool. Not only is Alex profes-
sionally recognised as a top locations recordist, Foley engineer, 
sound FX supervisor, sound designer and supervising sound edi-
tor, his creativity and his unique way of looking at films has lead to 
some of the most effective soundtracks in the last decade, gaining 
Alex much industry acclaim for his work. As well as earning seven 
nominations and winning one Golden Reel Award for Harry Potter 
and the Goblet of Fire, his credit list includes Quantum of Solace, 
Mamma Mia, 10,000 BC, Hot Fuzz, Casino Royale, Charlie and 
the Chocolate Factory along with many others.

He is also prolific in the gaming and commercial world of sound, 
having worked on some of the biggest advertising campaigns for 
global brands such as Adidas and Honda, and game titles for So-
ny. Alex, who gained a BSc in Psychology, has a continuing inter-
est in the relationship between the physicality of sound and how 
we as humans perceive it, which stems from the research he did 
for his degree. He explained to students about the world of per-
ception, looking into the subjects of physiological, psychological, 
cognitive and behavioural aspects of sound that affect listeners. 
The lecture included a practical element in SAE Liverpool’s Neve 
studio with Alex, where students carried out Foley recording tech-
niques using a variety of props to create sound effects allowing 
them to tune their hearing skills linking everyday objects with the 
sounds produced in the film diegesis.  n

The Rolling Stones “Let It Bleed” album that O’Duffy worked on

+++ Sound Designer Alex Joseph tunes in with students +++ In the mix with Alan O’Duffy +++ Sound Designer Alex Joseph tunes in with students +++ In the mix with Alan 

Top sound designer and Foley engineer Alex Joseph
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Live Sound experience at  
Oran Mor venue

n  Oran Mor, which incidentally is Gaelic for “great 
melody of life” or “big song” is a thriving arts and 
entertainment venue in the heart of Glasgow’s 
West End that provided SAE Institute audio stu-
dents Gerry Burns and Sergiusz Sytniejewski with 
the opportunity to participate in a live sound work 
experience session.
Hailed as one of the top venues in Glasgow, the 
former Kelvinside Parish Church runs a multitude 
of theatre performances as well as high profile gigs 
from artists throughout the world.

Led by Oran Mor house engineer, Gerry, a sec-
ond year degree student and Sergiusz a diploma 
student, were given a tour and detailed explana-
tion of how the equipment is set up and operated. 
Following the sound check, they were given some 
professional tips and tricks for mixing live on the 
FOH desk as well as some very important do’s and 
don’ts to remember.  n

Glasgow

Glasgow
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RockNess 2012 – a Monster Festival

n  RockNess 2012, the monster festival held in the 
beautiful surroundings of Scotland’s Loch Ness was 
the backdrop for SAE Institute Glasgow film crew 
students to cover the performances and backstage 
interviews that included headliners such as Mum-
ford & Sons and Ed Sheeran.
For the second year running SAE Glasgow was in-
vited to send a film crew to cover this 3-day event. 
The crew included students Robbie Gray and  
Michael Egan who were supported by film lecturer 
Dan Ashman.
Working alongside the team from Virtual Festivals, 
a company providing online video content from fes-
tivals throughout Europe they interviewed top name 
acts Wretch 32, Mystery Jets and Radio One DJ An-
nie Mac.
Once edited, a series of videos were broadcast on 
the main stage between acts. You can see video 
coverage from the three days and nights created by 
the team on the Virtual Festivals website. Also keep 
an eye on our YouTube channel (http://www.you-
tube.com/user/saeinstituteglasgow) for more ac-
tion.
The event was a fantastic opportunity for students to 
apply the practical knowledge they have developed 
over nine months into a real world environment.

 SAE Institute Glasgow students film live at RockNess

Oran Mor 
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Both Robbie and Michael received extremely posi-
tive comments from the whole crew and have paved 
the way for future students to experience similar 
events with Virtual Festivals. 

Other headliners appearing included Deadmau5, 
Rapture, Chic with Nile Rodgers and festival closers 
Biffy Clyro giving a five star performance that made 
it a festival to remember.  n

Winners, pupils Eilidh MacMillan and Emily Logan with  
teacher Jo Clark, head Maureen MacDonald, Joyce McRae  
and SAE Glasgow Campus Manager Tommy Wylie

SAE Institute Glasgow Sponsors  
Scottish Education Award

n  Scotland’s best schools, teachers and pupils were 
rewarded for their efforts at this year’s Scottish Edu-
cation Awards 2012 ceremony held at Glasgow’s Hil-
ton Hotel. Among the many winners were Port Ellen 
Primary School who made the 157 mile journey from 
the Isle Of Islay to receive the SAE Institute Glasgow 
sponsored Learning Through Technology Award pre-
sented by campus manager Tommy Wylie. Michael 
Russell, Cabinet Secretary for Education and Lifelong 
Learning, paid tribute to the award winners. He said: 
“All of the winners are doing fantastic things in their 

schools and there were also three people shortlisted 
for each category and more than 600 nominations in 
total. That shows Scottish education is doing well.”
The Scottish Education Awards were first launched 
in November 2001 by the Scottish Government and 
the Scottish Daily Record, with the aim to celebrate 
the successes and recognise the achievements tak-
ing place within Scottish education.
Entry to the Awards was open to all publicly fund-
ed schools, with a wide choice of categories to enter 
linked to the Curriculum for Excellence Programme 
that also recognises the dedication and commitment 
of teaching staff and education supporters. BBC Scot-
land newsreader and Sunday Mail columnist Jackie 
Bird hosted the awards ceremony.  n
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Recognised industry professionals share 
their knowledge at SAE Institute
 
n  Here at SAE Institute we continue to offer high-level 
masterclasses on new technologies, music compo-
sition and production, with the purpose of continuing 
to extend the education we offer. These activities are 
open to everyone, especially SAE Institute students 
and alumni, who receive preferential entry. 

Our speakers are professionals who share their 
experience and knowledge with us. Some recent 
speakers are: Vanessa Garde, film and television 
score composer, arranger and music producer; An-
drés Duarte, sound engineer, artist, composer and 
interactive system programmer in the field of art tech-
nology; Iván Torrent, music composer and producer; 
Víctor Santana, music producer, DJ and former stu-
dent of SAE Institute Madrid; Antony Maubert, com-
poser and sound artist, and Manuel Aguilar, member 
of SGAE’s Board of Directors and founding partner 
of AIE.

Many of these masterclasses and audio tutorials are 
available on SAE Institute Spain’s YouTube channel. 
Find them at: www.youtube.com/saespain  n
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Víctor Santana working with a wide range of equipment

Caco Refojo, Latin Grammy Award winner, 
opens PKO Studios to our students

n  On 18th May, a group of Audio Production De-
gree students visited PKO Studios, one of the best 
technologically equipped studios in the world.

Caco Refojo, chief engineer, welcomed us and 
shared with us how he approaches an audio produc-
tion. The talk took place in PKO’s Studio 1, which 
has a Solid State Logic 9000 J-Series console (the 
only one in Spain) with 72 channels, as well as Pro 
Tools HD and analogue multi-tracks. Caco briefly in-
troduced us to the equipment available in the stu-
dio and explained his workflow during the recording 
and mixing process. To do so he used a recorded 
live session by the funk band “Brothas”, with the col-
laboration of Taki Tekyurt, lead singer and former 
student of SAE Institute Madrid.

Students had the chance to work with legendary 
microphones such as Neumann’s U-67 and U-47, 
AKG’s C-12 and the Manley Gold, as well as Neve 
1066 preamps and Pultec compressors. Addition-
ally, students were able to compare audio that was 

Iván Bartolomé a.k.a. Mushikko talks about 
SAE Institute and his latest work

n  Iván Bartolomé, a.k.a. Mushikko, star student of 
the BA (Hons) in Audio Production, talked us through 
his experience at SAE Institute and his latest work.

“I had unforgettable moments at SAE Madrid, where 
I acquired, reinforced and shared knowledge with 
different students and teachers at the school. I en-
courage all of you who are interested in the vast 
world of audio to live the SAE experience – maybe 
your dream is hiding in one of its corners.
During my first year of studies I met Roberto Gaitán 
a.k.a. Queto and Iván Cardarelli a.k.a. Mr. Cardarelli 
and ever since we have been releasing our produc-
tions on the association and label that I founded, 
‘Whitecucarachas’. I also had the opportunity to cre-
ate the jingle for the TV show ‘Yo! MTV Raps’ in its 
Spanish version, alongside the academic coordina-
tor Miguel Veloso a.k.a. Disconekt. Additionally I re-
corded my first album, ‘Mushikkomio’ at the school’s 
wonderful facilities, taking full advantage of the high-
end hardware and microphone options available to 
the students.

I would like to thank all the SAE Institute staff. They 
made my experience at the school satisfactory in 
every possible way.”

Mushikko and Mr. Cardarelli enjoying a live show

Visitor Success at 
Aula 2012

n  This year SAE Institute took part in Aula 2012, the largest education 
fair in Spain. Those interested in our practical, creative media education 
had the chance to find out what SAE Institute offers in Spain directly from 
the Madrid and Barcelona staff. It was a great experience to be able to 
meet with our future students and their families, to give them information 
and answer all their questions. Aula happens once a year and is located 
at the IFEMA exhibition centre (Madrid). According to an IFEMA press 
release, the 20th Aula gathered together a total of 119 education-related 
companies and institutions from 13 countries, receiving a total of 98,589 
student visits.
Avid’s new Venue Profile console, one of the consoles that students work 
with in the Live Audio course, was set up at the SAE stand along with 
other equipment. Venue Profile is a direct sound system made up of sev-
eral high quality components that work together as one to produce stu-
dio quality sound, it is easy to operate and has maximum flexibility. This 
console attracted a lot of attention from those interested in Pro Tools and 
live audio. The equipment that generated the most interest was the Trak-
tor Kontrol S4 controller, which is one of the many pieces of hardware 
used by students in the Electronic Music Producer and DJ Techniques 
courses. During the five days of the event, our staff carried out several 
demonstrations.

After this year’s success, we have already started preparations to partici-
pate in Aula 2013 and once again meet our future students.  n

Caco Refojo teaching his audio production techniques to our students

Iván has been working as a DJ for many years. He 
has performed in several venues and festivals all 
over the world under the stage name Mushikko, 
alongside recognised DJs such as Ricardo Villa-
lobos, DJ Shadow and Richie Hawtin. In 2010, he 
participated in the Red Bull Thre3Style DJ competi-
tion and finished as Spain’s runner-up. Since then 
he has represented the brand in several Spanish 
clubs. He has also carried out product demonstra-
tions for the mixing desk brand Rane and delivered 
talks about turntablism.

SAE Institute’s booth at Aula 2012

recorded using Pro Tools and an analogue Ampex ½ 
inch multi-track machine. At the end of the visit, Ca-
co answered all the students’ questions. They were 
really satisfied with the outcome of the visit and we 
are already preparing other visits to the best studios 
in Madrid, exclusively for our students.

Don’t miss the interview with Caco Refojo in this 
issue of SAE Magazine.  n

This year, he performed in the fifth Ron Barceló De-
salia, held in Punta Cana, and came third in the most 
recent Red Bull Thre3Style DJ competition. He has 
confirmed several dates to perform in many Span-
ish cities and some European capitals.

Iván finished his Audio Production Degree in July 
and we wish him the best of luck and all the success 
he deserves.  n
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SAE Institute celebrates 
 
n  During the last week of May 2012 SAE Institute 
scheduled a series of activities related to the world 
of copyright. These activities were open to students 
and alumni of SAE.

For this occasion we were graced with the presence 
of important representatives from the music indus-
try. The topics discussed during this event were:

• “Features and updates about the society 
of copyright management, SGAE” by Agnela 
Domínguez, Communications Director for the  
Mediterranean area at SGAE

• “Knowing Creative Commons” by  
Ignasi Labastida, Creative Commons Director  
for Spain

• “Music Reproduction Monitoring” by  
Israel Nagore, Director of DJ Monitor Spain

For the closing ceremony we broadcasted “Copy-
right Criminals”, a documentary that reflects the 
world of copyright from the focus of early sampling. 
Finally there was a conversation between attendees 
in which a discussion was held on all the topics ana-
lysed during the week.  n

n  SAE’s Online Film Festival released a new 
website where the community can find all the in-
formation about the audiovisual festival (awards, 
dates, rules).

The SAE Online Film Festival is a digital video 
contest organised by SAE Institute Barcelona. 
This contest aims to strengthen and promote 
the development of audiovisual projects created 
by students, enthusiasts and professionals from 
the audiovisual field.

Time after time SOFF has established itself as a 
contest that is focused on keeping the creative 
flame alive in the makers of audiovisual projects 
as well as giving them the opportunity to expand 
their knowledge through our Digital Film & Ani-
mation Diploma course as the contest includes 
the following prizes:
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SGAE Communications Director Agnela Domínguez talking about copyright

Masterclass with   
Electronic Music Producer Marc Marzenit

n  On May 11th, SAE Institute presented a mas-
terclass with the electronic music producer Marc 
Marzenit.

This masterclass was directed at producers of elec-
tronic music, with the intention of giving them the 
opportunity to expand their knowledge in different 
techniques of electronic music production, through 
the processes that the Catalan artist applies in his 
musical projects. The software used during the mas-
terclass was Ableton Live, but the techniques shown 
are compatible with all types of DAWs (Digital Audio 
Workstations).

The topics dealt with at this masterclass ranged 
from dynamic processors, such as compressors 
and equalizers, to the advanced mix, from the use 
of panorama to the sidechain, from the importance 
of room acoustics to the differences between ana-
logue and digital recording.

SAE Barcelona students during Marc Mazenit´s masterclass

New Website for 
SAE’s Online Film 
Festival 2012

SAE Institute booth at Saló de L’Ensenyament 2012

The attendees in Barcelona and the spectators, who 
were able to watch the masterclass streamed through 
hispasonic.tv, were satisfied by the contents taught 
and for the opportunity to interact dynamically with 
the masterclass speaker, as both attendees and on-
line viewers could ask questions as the masterclass 
took place. 

The digital video contest organised by SAE Institute Barcelona

You can find the recording of this masterclass on 
SAE Spain’s YouTube channel which has already 
had 12,000 views in its first month. Watch it here:

http://www.youtube.com/SAEspain  n

The past three SAE Online Film Festivals (SOFF) 
have exceeded our expectations, due to the growing 
interest and participation of the public involved with 
the audiovisual world. We are continually receiving 
projects from around the world, from Latin America 
to Europe.

1st place: 100% scholarship for the  
Digital Film & Animation Diploma course

2nd place: 50% scholarship for the  
Digital Film & Animation Diploma course

If you are interested in participating in SOFF, you 
can find more information on the official webpage: 

http://soff.saespain.com  n

SAE Institute at  
Saló de L’Ensenyament 2012

n  For the third year in a row, SAE Institute partic-
ipated in Salo de L’Ensenyament in Barcelona, 
providing information to Catalan students about 
its courses. This time SAE’s stand was more 
practical and dynamic, informing visitors, for ex-
ample, about the benefits of our recent acquisi-
tion, Avid’s “Venue Profile” mixing board which 
is used in our Master in Live Audio course.

Over the five days the participants of Salo de 
L’Ensenyament had the opportunity to approach 
the world of audiovisual careers, having SAE 
Barcelona’s staff at their complete disposal to 
explain to them the academic structure of our 
Institute: Bachelor Degrees in Audio Production 
and Digital Film & Animation, Audio Engineering, 
Digital Film & Animation, Music Business, Elec-
tronic Music Producer and Live Master Audio.

Additionally, SAE Institute allowed the audience to 
get to know the synth table “Reactable” with the 
participation of the music endorser, Martin Nardone 
(lefreakselector), member of the band “Reactable 
Global Sound”.

Being satisfied with its three appearances at Sa-
lo de L’Ensenyament, SAE Institute, will also be 
participating in Salo de L´Ensenyament 2013 in 
order to provide information about its course to 
Catalonian students and to be able to interact 
with future generations of audiovisual profes-
sionals.  n
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SAE Milan @ Jump Up Festival 2012

n  SAE Institute Milan sponsors the 2012 Jump 
Up Festival in Pavia, Italy. 
More than 3,000 people attended the festival host-
ing live electronic music performances from art-
ists of the likes of Grandmaster Flash, Ensi, Pow-
er Francers, Tayone, Munchi, Schlachthofbronx, 

Borgore, Maluca, Sound Pellegrino Thermal Team, 
Clementino, DJ 2P, 100% Presi Bene, Mi Casa Es 
Tu Casa and Wasabi within the truly breathtaking 
location of “Castello Visconteo”.

SAE Milan was there as close to the DJ booth as 
possible.  n

SAE Institute Milan End of Year Party

n  After a year of intensive collaboration with the 
Italian band Teatro degli Orrori, SAE Milan closed 
the academic year with an explosive party to-
gether with the band. SAE Institute graduates 
celebrated their degree along with some 2,000 
people at Magnolia club, Milan, on 21st June.  n

Jump up Festival 2012

SAE Institute Milan Party

SAE Institute Milan and Rolling Stone Magazine Italia | RS Live @ SAE

The Parlotones Live @ SAE Institute Milan
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n  SAE Institute Milan partnered with Rolling Stone 
Magazine Italy to host a monthly event from SAE 
Studio A where international and national artists 
perform their music live. The show is recorded in 
multichannel and shot with multiple cameras. 

The project gives both Film and Audio students an 
incredible opportunity to be involved in a profession-
al production and gain credits while studying at SAE 
Institute. Alongside Italian artists (Hot Gossip, Tea-
tro degli Orrori, I Soliti Idioti) international band The 

Parlotones played an acoustic set of three songs. 
The project will last until December 2012 and it is 
likely to be repeated in 2013.  n
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Native Instruments presentation  
with Tomy DeClerque

n  At the end of May we hosted a special pres-
entation of Native Instruments products held by 
Tomy DeClerque, one of the most respected Slo-
venian DJs/producers. During the presentation 
Tomy showed a great number of production and 
DJing techniques, as well as sharing tips and 
tricks of the trade all using NI equipment. The ic-
ing on the cake was the unveiling of a brand new 
product, the NI Traktor Kontrol F1, which was 
released worldwide three days after the presen-
tation. A special thanks goes to Sonus d.o.o., a 
pro audio equipment distributor, who made the 
event possible and gave a special voucher to all 
attendees with discounts for the complete Na-
tive Instruments product range.  n

Ljubljana

Ljubljana
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Native Instruments 
Traktor Kontrol F1

Synthesis… analogue Way

n  Following a previous series of interesting work-
shops, in March we held a new workshop focusing 
on usage of analogue synthesisers. The practical 
presentation was given by top nu-disco produc-
er Sare Havlicek and Gregor Zemljič, world-class 
producer and mastering engineer. The complete 
workshop was held around eight workstations com-
prising of synths such as Roland Jupiter 8, Alesis 
Andromeda, Korg Monopoly and MS 20, to name a 

few. Sare and Gregor shared great insights about 
synthesis, the specific characteristics of the men-
tioned synthesisers and techniques about how to 
use them. Additionally each participant had the op-
portunity to try and synthesise new sounds across 
the offered workstations. Overall, the workshop 
offered a true in-depth look at the basics and how 
to approach synthesis, especially today in the age 
of presets and simplified digital synths where we 
often forget how to design unique sounds.  n

Focus on analogue synthesis

Paul May  
learned to fly
n  Current SAE Ljubljana student Paolo Stojnić, 
artistically known as Paul May, proved his pro-
duction skills by composing the single “Learning 
To Fly” for Croatian well known label Blacksoul 
Music. The debut release of this single was in 
March this year on the compilation WMC 2012 
Sampler. In July however, the complete “Learn-
ing To Fly” EP was released containing the 
original track as well as remixes by Miss Soul-
fly and Danny Clarck, both former SAE Institute 
students. To conclude the story, a fourth track 
“White Space Conflict”, produced by Paul May 
and Danny Clarck, was added. This package of 
solid, dance floor ready tech house stands up 
against competitive productions made by well 
known artists, proved by charts like Traxsource 
Top 100 Tech House, Traxsource Tech essential 
& Traxsource hype chart, to name a few. Make 
sure for yourself and grab a release at any of 
the big Internet stores. 
Feel free to visit http://goo.gl/NYtSC in order 
to listen to “Learning To Fly”.  n

SAE student and producer Paul May
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n   For the second consecutive year, SAE Institute 
Belgrade students have been actively involved in 
the organisation of one of Europe’s largest sum-
mer music festivals – Exit. Through their hands-on 
involvement they have been able to put some of 
the skills learned during their studies at SAE to the 
test and get to learn from industry pros. 

“I am very glad to have participated in the or-
ganisation and realisation of one of the best music 
festivals today. During the festival, I got to shoot 
some exclusive interviews with international music 
greats like Duran Duran and New Order, while re-
porting interesting on-the-spot commentary from 
visitors to the festival. After the hard work during 
the festival, we are now glowing with satisfaction – 
truly a great experience! I learned valuable lessons 
and met people who share my interests. 
All the SAE students involved believe that this  
experience will be useful in our future work,” – said 
Drazen Dizdarevic, Department of Digital Film  
Production course BFM 0312.

Students from the Department of Audio Engineer-
ing were also busy at Exit 2012. Together with their 
lecturers, Darko Velickovski and Sasa Jankovic, 
students visited the festival’s massive main stage 
and dance arena and got a chance to see the live 
audio engineering performed by leading profes-
sionals. Students also had the opportunity to put 
their web skills to use updating the latest festival 
information on social networks and live-streaming 
the festival itself.
“I never realised how much behind-the-scenes 
work goes into social media for a festival, to allow 
people all over the world to hear artists you love. 

I felt a sense of pride working closely with such 
professional international volunteers who are also 
in the music business,” – Lily Zhang, course AED 
0612.

After such great feedback from this year’s partici-
pants, SAE Institute hopes to build on the partner-
ship with Exit festival and ensure that future gener-
ations of SAE students get to experience practical, 
hands-on learning in such an amazing creative en-
vironment. 

See you all at EXIT in 2013!  n

+++ News +++ SAE Institute Belgrade once again partners with the famous Exit Music Festival +++ News +++ News +++ SAE Institute Belgrade once again partners with the famous Exit Music Festival +++ News +++ News +++ NewsBelgrade
CampusNews

SAE students learning about live stage set-ups from industry pros

SAE Institute Belgrade once 
again partners with the  
famous Exit Music Festival
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Live Sound Production  
at Nakas Band Festival

n   Nakas Band Festival is a very popular festival for 
emerging Greek artists from all music genres. The 
Audio Engineering students were fully in charge of 
the whole audio and light production of the festi-
val, undertaking tasks such as sound checks, live 
PA, stage management, live recordings and the 

light show. SAE Institute Athens’ students worked 
for four days in a row, collaborating with 22 artists 
and all the students gained great practical experi-
ence in the field of live sound production. 
At the end of the festival, the organisers and the 
artists congratulated the students who proved that 
hard work and teamwork never fail!  n

Athens
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SAE Institute Athens at  
Athens Video Art Festival

n   Athens Video Art Festival is the most important 
festival of digital arts and new media in Greece.  
It takes place annually in Athens and is dedicated 
to contemporary artistry and new technologies. It 
aims to bring together experimental projects from 
contemporary artists and promote free expression, 
the exchange of ideas and creative interaction while  
exhibiting new media and the application of new  
technologies in arts. SAE’s Digital Film Making stu-
dents undertook the filming of the whole festival. 
The festival’s documentation required great produc-
tion skills by the students in order to capture all the  
action that involved numerous screenings, exhibi-
tions, presentations, workshops and live acts.  n

Viral Commercial Videos made by  
Digital Film Making students

n   The Digital Film Making students and their  
lecturer Stathis Mourdoukoutas are producing a new 
viral campaign for SAE Institute Athens. 
The campaign involves four video spots that deliver 
the message of creative media education in a rather 
humorous and unexpected way. All the videos were 
shot at the new SAE Athens campus. 
The campaign will be launched in autumn 2012.  
Stathis Mourdoukoutas has been recently shortlisted 
at Cannes Lions International Festival of Creativity 
along with his production team, Filmiki. 

Stay tuned...  n

Digital Film Making students in action

Stathis Mourdoukoutas and SAE students preparing for the shoot

The student festival crew

Student Project: Band Complete Vol. 2

n   Band Complete is an SAE Institute Athens’ in-
novative student project during which students 
from Audio and Music Business Courses under-
take the management, promotion and production 
of a young artist. This year’s artist is Stonebringer, 
a heavy rock band full of talent and passion.
During the project, the students are guided and 
instructed by highly acclaimed professionals in-
cluding the legendary music producer, Chris Tsan-

garides (Judas Priest, Thin Lizzy, Anvil, Bruce 
Dickinson and many more). Band Complete Vol. 
2 kick-started with the recording of Stonebring-
er’s debut EP. Chris Tsangarides and the students 
worked with the band at SAE Athens’ Studio A, 
where they recorded four songs in one week. The 
second phase of the project involved photoshoot-
ing. While the project is still on-going, the Band 
Complete crew also has to draw up a promotion 
plan, create a blog for the band, coach the artists 
and produce a final concert.  n

Legendary producer Chris Tsangarides at SAE Institute Athens

Exit Festival Experience! 

SAE Institute Athens’ students in front of Petrovaradin Fortress
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n   Students from the Music Business and Audio 
Courses had the unique chance to participate in 
the production of Exit Festival in Serbia as vol-
unteers. Exit Festival is one of the biggest music 
festivals in South East Europe and it takes place 
at Petrovaradin Fortress located in Novi Sad. 
This year’s line-up featured artists like Guns N’ 
Roses, Duran Duran, Erykah Badu, New Order, 
Plan B, Gossip, Wolfmother and Laurent Gar-
nier. 
SAE Athens’ students worked for seven con-
secutive days and had the opportunity to develop 
new skills, foster teamwork, hang out with peo-
ple from all around the world and improve their 
knowledge of organising a big international fes-
tival. This was the first time that students from 
SAE Athens got to participate in a project outside 
Greece. All the students were excited about this 
incredible experience and were rewarded with 
a recognition certificate from the festival. A few 
days before their educational adventure in Novi 
Sad, the students had the chance to attend a 
seminar that was held at SAE Institute Athens, 
about organising a big festival by one of Exit’s 
founders, Bojan Boskovic. The new students of 
SAE Athens are already looking forward to their 
turn to participate in Exit Festival 2013!  n
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Internationally acclaimed Turkish  
Directors visit SAE Istanbul Campus

n  SAE Istanbul welcomed an abundance of pro-
fessionals working in the creative media industry 
in Turkey and all over the world. Highlights were 
Seren Yuce, a director, who won the prestigious 

Luigi de Laurentis award at the Venice Film Festi-
val and Zeki Demirkabuz, whose work is deemed 
worthy of countless awards locally and internation-
ally. Both shared their experiences within the in-
dustry with the students of SAE Institute Istanbul.  
n

Istanbul
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Microtech Gefell Workshop

n  Microtech Gefell, widely acknowledged as one 
of the leading brands in the microphone and acous-
tic systems industry, held a workshop, affirmed and 
sponsored by the Turkish distributor of the brand, 
Akalın Electronics and SAE Institute Istanbul. The 
attendees learnt about the brand’s history and its 
development along with the range of products and 
their properties. In addition, the workshop hosts Udo 
Wagner and Michael Militzer gave the attendees a 
chance to see a wide range of Microtech Gefell mi-
crophones in action and compare them with other 
widely used microphones in the industry.  n

SAE Istanbul @ Siren Reggae Festival

n  SAE Istanbul students volunteered at the Siren 
Reggae Festival. The three day festival held on the 
Kilyos Baykus beach included local and international 
reggae artists, producers and DJs. Audio engineer-
ing students had the chance to gain some practical 
experience in live sound under the supervision of 
veteran live sound engineers while the Digital Film 
and Animation students filmed the concerts, fringe 
events and the camping grounds.  n

Two of Seren Yuce and Zeki Demirkabuz’s films

The workshop introduction

Miller Music Factory

n  Miller Music Factory 2012, a competition aiming 
at exploring new talent within the alternative music 
scene, was this year supported by SAE Istanbul. 
The final contenders, chosen out of thousands of 
participants, attended a series of workshops host-
ed by veterans of the local and international music 
industry. 

Within the comforting premises of SAE Institute  
Istanbul, the workshops were hosted by Taner  
Ongur, Muzo Berberoglu, Daghan Baydur, Kaan 
Volkan, Mike Nielsen and Chew Fu, who shared 
their experiences with the contenders. Following 
an attitude of expectancy, the final three were giv-
en the chance to produce their music within the 
state-of-art recording facilities of the SAE Istanbul 
campus.  n

Chew Fu during their performance

Remix Workshop
n  Aidan Love, an internationally acclaimed audio engineer and musi-
cian, whose portfolio consists of collaborations with the likes of Gold-
frapp, Gwen Stefani and Nelly Furtado, hosted a remix seminar at SAE 
Istanbul. The topics discussed included the execution of a remix pro-
ject, analysis of an initial product, elements of different styles, tempo 
and harmonic structure, and different approaches to remixing.  n

Aidan Love during the workshop
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Ingrosso and many more (http://summerburst.se/
stockholm). Sebjak also released a music video for 
his song “Follow Me enjoying over 300,000 views in 
a month (http://tiny.cc/gsc4iw).

Philip Panov (APP graduate) and Maja Svendsen 
(APP graduate) have embarked on a joint venture 
by establishing a production company and studio 
– Maphi Sound, based in Stockholm, for recording, 
mixing and post-production (http://maphisound.
com). Maja has also been recently recruited by SAE 
Institute Stockholm as Student Liaison Officer. 
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CampusNews / Soundtrade Studios News

Soundtrade Studios News

➤   This was the culmination of a process that began 
in early 2008. Since then SAE Institute Stockholm 
has been working with leading industry officials, ad-
visors and organisations to develop a one-of-a-kind 
course especially designed to meet the demands 
of a partially transformed music industry, in need of 
competent creative, fresh minds.

Years of development and research in conjunction 
with SAE Institute’s long international experience, 
historical recording studio Soundtrade Studios and 
excellent industry relationships finally gave birth to 
the first course which started in June 2011.

During the course of the first year more than 30 
Swedish and international business officials/com-
panies have been involved in giving the students 
the most comprehensive and groundbreaking music 
business education out there.

Some of the partners involved have been Örjan 
Strandberg (SAMI, STIM, SKAP etc.), Carl Rosen-
berg (CMR Music Group, The Manhattan Center 
Studios), Anna Moore (PR firm Moore to be), Alex 
Sayz (DJ), Jeffery Webber (Producer), Patrik Lars-
son (Playground music, Headlock Management), 
Hilda Sandgren (MTA Production), Emma “Miss Di-
lemma” Karlsson (DJ, SEO/SEM Consultant, swed-
ishtechno.com founder) to name a few.

Successful Students and Staff

n  Our students, graduates and staff make us very 
proud by continuing to generate artistic, technical 
and commercial success on an impressive scale, 
both in Sweden and worldwide. SAE Institute Stock-
holm congratulates the following:
Songwriter and producer Fredrik Sonefors (AEP 
graduate) has written and produced Norlie & KKV’s 
“Var jag lägger min hatt”, played all over Swedish ra-
dio during the last months. Fredrik has also signed 
a publishing/producer deal with Lionheart Music 
(http://www.lionheartmusicgroup.se/artists/fre-
drik-sonefors-en-us).

Emma Bates (MBP and AEP graduate) was one of 
the first producers/artists signed to electronic dance 
music label Uniform Beat and her debut single “To-
night Tonight Tonight” was released with great suc-
cess (http://www.emmabatesmusic.net).

Johan Stattin (APP graduate) and his band SOL had 
a great hit with the song “Say Hello” and have been 
signed by Warner Music (http://tiny.cc/ilb4iw).

Alberto Canas, Tim Henri and Sebjak (all EMP stu-
dents) were all booked as main DJ acts at the grand 
electronic music festival Summerburst (Stockholm), 
alongside many other internationally known DJs/art-
ists such as Tiesto, Axwell, David Guetta, Sebastian 

Music Business Programme 1.0

Graduation party for the first graduating class of Music Business, MBP 611 and Audio Engineering class AEP 611
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n  On 29th June, the first ever class of Music Business 
students graduated from SAE Institute Stockholm. This 
unique event along with the Audio Engineering Diplo-
ma 611’s class called for a celebration extraordinaire 
and thus was celebrated with a unique graduation party 
which took place in Soundtrade Studios. The celebra-
tions were joined by the rest of the school’s students 
and numerous former graduates, staff members and in-
dustry officials.  ➤  

We are proud to announce that all students’ final pro-
jects were very impressive. Each final project had 
to cover the planning, recording, production, mix-
ing, marketing and managing of a real artist/group 
where everything needed for a release of a single 
on iTunes, Spotify, Amazon etc. had to be provid-
ed by the student, including all contracts drafted for 
all partners. Furthermore all promotional material, 
graphics, social media presence, web pages, blogs, 
search engine optimisation and marketing strategies 
also had to be in place by submission.

The sheer scale of the final project involved a lot of 
very hard work, but with the support of our faculty 
and external lectures/advisors and the great pas-
sion and knowledge of each student, all projects 
were successfully finished in time. Several of these 
projects/artists have successful releases enjoying 
sales in downloads or legal streams on Spotify and 
other similar distribution channels.

Furthermore all the students made us even more 
proud with their great business proposals and presen-
tations for Peter Almberg, CEO of Global Exchange 
Group (www.gxg.se), in late May. Peter Almberg’s 
expertise includes business and company develop-
ment and he has a lot of experience from the music 
industry as well as the world of venture capital. 
Peter was very impressed by the students work, 

fresh and promising business ideas and presenta-
tions. We would like to thank Peter Almberg for pro-
viding this opportunity for our students.

SAE institute would like to thank all partners in-
volved in this course, especially the lectures, advi-
sors, course coordinator Anders Lundin, top lecturer 
Örjan Strandberg, advisor Janne ‘Lunkan’ Lundqvist 
and all developers. Special thanks to Elisabeth Wid-
lund from Musiksverige, the umbrella organisation 
for the Swedish music industry, for her workshop for 
our students. Finally, most of all, we would like to 
thank the students of the first MBP class for their 
passion, dedication and hard work. We wish them 
good luck and are looking forward to an exciting time 
with Music Business Programme 612 for the second 
edition of this course aka “MBP 2.0”.  n

Successful producer/engineer and SAE Institute 
staff member Joy Deb, came in third place in the 
Swedish Eurovision Song Contest 2012 Final, with 
the song “Soldiers” written for artist Ulric Munther. 
Apart from Sweden, Ulric’s album was also released 
in Japan 2012 (http://debmusic.se). Coincidently 
Jacob Hazell (EMP graduate and a former student 
of Joy Deb) produced “Why am I Crying” for artist 
Molly and came in 5th place in the same final and 
Jonas Karlsson (AEP graduate) wrote Finland’s 
contribution to Eurovision Song Contest, performed 
by Pernilla Karlsson. All in all, several of the final-
ists in Sweden’s Eurovision selection final were pro-
duced/written by SAE Institute graduates/staff and 
apart from Sweden winning the 2012 Eurovision 
Song Contest (with Loreen’s “Euphoria”) 10 of the 
finalist’s songs from other countries had Swedish 
songwriters (http://www.musiksverige.org/blogg/
swedish-songwriters-in-demand)

Singer/songwriter Johanna Crossley-Zels (APP 
graduate) arranged and hosted a 3-day music fes-
tival in Sandvik this summer (http://www.sand-
vikfest.com).     

Emma Karlsson (EMP graduate), aka “DJ Miss  
Dilemma” is enjoying a flourishing career as a DJ    

and SEM/SEO consultant. She is also the founder of 
Swedish Techno (http://swedishtechno.com).    ➤

Dario Dendi’s inspiring seminar for SAE Institute Stockholm’s students at Soundtrade Studios

Emma Karlsson (former SAE Institute student) successful DJ,  
SEM/SEO consultant and founder of Swedish Techno

Soundtrade Studios’ amazing classic live room which has been catering 
for many famous artists/bands recordings since the late 60’s

Unique partnerships and events

n  During the past year, SAE Institute Stockholm 
has strengthened its leading vocational education 
role in the music and audio sector. Building upon 
the fact that SAE Institute Sweden already owns 
one of Sweden’s historic recording studios, the 
prestigious Soundtrade Studios, SAE Institute has 
strengthened its role with an even closer collabo-
ration with leading organisations such as SSES 
(Swedish Sound Engineering Society). The Direc-
tor of SAE Institute Sweden AB, Jian Rödblom, 
was recently elected as a member of the board of 
SSES, along with Patricia Viguurs (SAE graduate/
ex-staff and founder of Ragdoll Productions). SAE 
Institute Stockholm and SSES will thus bring our 
collective efforts to further develop and improve 
the fields of sound engineering, sound design and 
music production to another level.

As well as SSES, we continued to have close con-
tact and collaborations with other branch organi-
sations such as Musiksverige, the umbrella organ-
isation for the Swedish music industry including 
institutions such as IFPI, STIM and SAMI. Through 
Musiksverige we are also happy to have helped 
established the association “Education for the Mu-

sic Industry”. This is an official collaboration between 
several colleges around Sweden, all of whom pro-
vide music business related education. The main 
goal of this association is to work towards increased 
competence development within the music industry. 
Our educational partners in this are Luleå Tekniska 
Universitet, Campus Nyköping, Boomtown, Music 
Development Factory and Linnéuniversitet. 

During the course of the year, our close collabo-
ration with the audio and music industry continued 
as usual on a day-to-day basis, made excitingly ac-
cessible through a variety of formal events and cam-
paigns. Through these SAE Institute Stockholm’s 
students have had the pleasure of a long run of 
external speakers such as Dario Dendi (producer/
engineer for the likes of Coldplay, Placebo, Franz 

Ferdinand etc.), Stress (producer for Timbuktu, 
Petter, Lazee etc.), Degraded (Swedish metal 
band), Thomas Huttenlocher “I Awake” (success-
ful artist/producer, ambient, house etc.), Janne 
“Lunkan” Lundqvist (management consultant), 
Miguel Pizarro (Flaco Productions), Alex Sayz 
(Producer, DJ and founder of TopDJ Music – in-
cluding artists such as Avicii) and many more.

SAE Institute Stockholm would like to thank 
all of our industry and educational partners, ex-
ternal lecturers, advisers as well as the SAE/
Navitas network, passionate students and grad-
uates for the support! And a big special thanks 
to our dedicated and passionate staff for making 
it all possible!  n

➤   Sasha Andrijevic (AEP graduate) Senior Sound 
Specialist for worldwide broadcasting news agency/
TV Al Jazeera English Operations in Doha, Qatar.

Artist Eddie Lövholm Eriksson’s album “Jag har lo-
vat för mycket igen” was recorded and mixed by Per 
Alexander Esbjörnsson (APP graduate). This was 
all done in his purpose-built studio designed and built 
by SAE Institute staff member Craig Ruddock and 
Jens Eklund (acoustical engineer, AEP and Degree 
graduate).

Marina Ammouri (AEP graduate) has written the 
text and arranged the music for the song “Starlight” 
for the famous Swedish artist/actor Regina Lund.

Finally we would also like to congratulate some of our 
graduates who have made it into the top of Sweden’s 
live engineering society with great careers; Jonas 
Skramstad (AEP), Timmie Malmberg (AEP/De-
gree), Daniel Ravald (AEP) and Johannes Brandt 
(AEP).  n

Soundtrade Studios News

n  Soundtrade Studios has been one of Swe-
den’s famous recording studios since the late 60’s 
and has an impressive client list including names 
such as ABBA, Agnes, Cher, Europe, Idol, Pink, 
Rammstein, Red One, Robyn, Westlife and many 
more. It is a part of SAE Institute Sweden AB and 
shares its premises with SAE Institute Stockholm.

During the first half of 2012 Soundtrade Studios 
has seen some changes and updates to its man-
agement, structure and inventory. With many other 
exciting new updates going on over the next few 
months, Soundtrade is sure to continue to be one 
of Sweden’s top studios and is a great asset to the 
Swedish/worldwide music industry and the SAE/
Navitas international network.   ➤   

➤  Meanwhile clients such as Johan Röör, Eric 
Arvinder, Big Band Jazz, Martin Taesler, Top Cats, 
Andreas Sandlund and Swartling Production have 
all enjoyed the studio’s unique historical and inspir-
ing environment and legendary sound and have 
made some great recordings, mixes and produc-
tions. 

During 2012 we have already had the pleasure of 
housing:
X FACTOR productions for TV4, one of Sweden’s 
largest television companies, by Fremantle Media 
with multi million selling songwriters, world-wide 
known Swedish artists and DJs. X FACTOR was 
founded by Simon Cowell (Idol) among others and 
is broadcasted during the later half of 2012 in Swe-
den. 
Singer Minna-Lisa Ferna recorded her first al-
bum. The sessions included some of Sweden’s 
great musicians and frequent Soundtrade clients: 
IKIZ (drums), Kristian Lind (double bass) and Eric 
Lindeborg (piano). Engineers Ian Agate (freelance 
engineer, former SAE/Soundtrade staff) and Maja 
Svendsen (APP graduate, new SAE/Soundtrade 
staff).

Drum recording session with Good Time Boys in an 
exciting project which combines classic rock with 
dubstep. Engineer: Anders Lundin (SAE/Sound-
trade staff).

The studio is often used for recording strings. 
During this time we were, for example, visited by a 
13 people big orchestra lead by Svante Persson for 
Warner Music. Strings were recorded for the multi-
platinum selling Swedish band Lasse Stefanz. En-
gineer: Aryan Marzban (SAE/Soundtrade staff).

Top Swedish hip hop magazine Kingsize’s photo 
shoot with the successful hip hop producer Stress 
and Sebbe Staxx.

One of Sweden’s largest entertainment companies 
Blixten & Co also had a photo shoot with famous 
soul singer Eric Gadd who has released 11 solo al-
bums and won several ‘Grammis’ (Swedish music 
prize). 

The artist Carl Carlsson recorded his latest album 
which generated lots of positive attention from the 
Swedish press. Recording and mixing by Emil Pet-
tersson (SAE/Soundtrade staff).

And many more.

We are also proud to announce that SAE Institute 
Stockholm’s students from the courses Audio Pro-
duction Programme 311, Audio Engineering Pro-
gramme 611 and Music Business Programme 611 
were given the exclusive chance to book the studio 
for their recordings and productions for their final 
projects.  n
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SAE Institute NY  
Welcomes Chris Gehringer for Q&A
 
n  SAE New York was privileged to host a Q&A 
session with mastering engineer Chris Gehringer, 
who has mastered several hit records and  
albums for some of music’s brightest stars of the 
past four decades. Madonna, Lady Gaga, Prince,  
Wu-Tang Clan, Rihanna, Drake, Cee-Lo. 
Gehringer’s credit list is certainly one to behold, 
which made his visit to the Herald Square cam-
pus a delightful occasion for the SAE NY stu-
dents and alumni in attendance. Gehringer made 
for a terrific guest, regaling the crowd with warm, 
terrifically funny and enlightening tales of his time 
as a mastering engineer in the music industry. 
He likened the job of a mixing engineer to being 
a “bartender/obstetrician”, handling the over-
sized personalities of some artists while trying to 
deliver their intended message the way they want 
it.  n
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SAE New York Hosts  
NARAS Drum Programming Series

n  SAE Institute New York played host to The Re-
cording Academy’s “Professional Development Se-
ries on Drum Programming” early this summer. 

Members of the Recording Academy gathered for 
a detailed look at drum programming with guest 
speakers Sean C and DJ Wade. After the event, 
guests were welcomed into SAE’s Solid State Logic 
4000 G+ Studio B for networking and discussion. 
SAE looks forward to hosting many events with the 
Recording Academy in the future.  n

Members of NARAS and SAE NY pose after their drum programming workshop

Chris Gehringer at SAE NY giving a Q&A session regarding  
his illustrious career as a mastering engineer

SAE NY  
Alumni Awards 
a Smashing  
Success

n  SAE New York celebrated its first ever Alumni Awards at the Abingdon 
Theater Complex in Midtown Manhattan to start the summer in style. Guests 
filled the theatre to interact with graduates and students. 
Companies represented included: Apple, SonicScoop, Le Poisson Rouge, 
The Production Plant, Masterdisk, KMA, Audio Engine, HOBO Audio and 
Chamber Music America. The night served to recognise the professional  
accomplishments of SAE New York graduates.  n 

Abingdon Theater Complex was the venue for SAE NY’s first annual Alumni Awards
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SAE Miami Hosts Michael Laskow

n  SAE Institute Miami hosted a seminar with  
Michael Laskow, founder of the independent A&R 
company TAXI at the end of spring. The classroom 
was crowded with students, staff and alumni who 
came to hear wisdom being dropped from Laskow, 
a veteran in the music industry who has engineered 
for Neil Young, Eric Clapton, CSN&Y and Cheap 

Trick, just to name a few. Laskow started TAXI as a 
way to help independent artists, songwriters and 
composers get record, publishing and film/TV deals.  
n

Michael Laskow, independent A&R giving SAE Miami students pieces of wisdom from his time in the industry

SAE Institute  
Miami Hosts  

NARAS  
Professional  
Development  

Event

Attendees at the NARAS 
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n  SAE Miami hosted the Florida Chapter of NARAS’  
“In The Box With The Pros” professional development 
event. The event explored the perspective of working sole-
ly inside a digital workstation format. 
Presenters were multi-Grammy and Latin Grammy winning 
producer/engineer Carlos Alvarez, producer/engineer Tom 
Morris and Grammy Latin Grammy/Emmy award-winning 
engineer Eric Schilling. SAE Miami students and faculty 
got the rare front-row opportunity to watch the masters at 
work.  n
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SAE Atlanta  
Students Assist Eve 6 Performance

n  SAE Institute Atlanta continued its association 
with local Atlanta station 99X FM by sending stu-
dents to assist in recording their Live X series in 
mid-May. The day’s performance featured prom-
inent 90’s rock band Eve 6. Students rigged the 
stage and helped ensure the technical quality for 
the whole show.  n

SAE Atlanta Grads Rock Athfest 2012

n  Athfest 2012, a weeklong music and arts  
festival in Athens, Georgia, was the cause for 
over 300 performances from a diverse assort-
ment of local musical acts. 
SAE Institute Atlanta instructors and graduates 
were on hand to assist with the mixing, stage  
arrangements and live engineering, making sure 
that the massive event went off without any  
technical hitches.  n

SAE Atlanta students helping set up the stage before 90’s rock band Eve 6’s set

SAE Atlanta staff making sure that Athfest 2012  
was properly engineered

SAE Institute Atlanta Q&A  
With Michael Kohler

Michael Kohler is the lead music producer for several 
successful animated shows on Cartoon Network
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n  SAE Atlanta students recently had the opportunity 
to pick the brain of “Adult Swim” sound whiz Michael 
Kohler, who visited the campus for a Q&A session. 
Kohler, who also composes and produces music 
for several commercials and promos, is the lead  

music producer and sound engineer for several  
Cartoon Network Adult Swim shows: Harvey Birdman,  
Attorney at Law, 12 Oz. Mouse, Perfect Hair Forever, 
Stroker and Hoop, Aqua Teen Hunger Force, as well 
as for the FX animated series Archer.  n
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Musiq Soulchild Records at  
SAE Institute Nashville
 
n   SAE Institute Nashville received a visit from 
multiplatinum soul artist Musiq Soulchild, who re-
corded on campus after previously partnering up 
with SAE Nashville for the “Strange Arrange” live 
arrangement competition, which took place July 
14 in Nashville. Students were thrilled to work 
with Musiq, who was down-to-earth and friendly 
during his time in the studio.  n

SAE Institute Nashville  
Students Volunteer at Groove Records 
for Record Store Day
 
n  The U.S. celebrates Record Store Day on the 
third Saturday of every April, a celebration of 
the art of music that finds bands releasing spe-
cial vinyl albums, and stores holding cookouts,  
concerts and more. SAE Institute Nashville stu-
dents helped out at Nashville’s Groove Records 
for RSD 2012, live engineering for the musi-
cal acts that came to play in Groove’s spacious 
backyard.  n

SAE Institute Nashville Awards Studio 
Time to Winner of Rocketown B.O.B.

n  SAE Nashville co-sponsored and live engi-
neered a battle of the bands at Nashville’s Rock-
etown (a concert venue) Battle of the Bands. The 
winning group was awarded free studio time on 
the Nashville campus, complete with a final mix 
down by SAE Instructor Alan Shacklock. Other 
awards included prizes from Journey’s Clothing, 
Converse and Forks Drum Closet. As always, 
SAE Institute was an enthusiastic participant in 
a local celebration of creative culture in one of 
our cities.  n

+++ Musiq Soulchild Records at SAE Nashville +++ SAE Nashville Awards Studio Time to Winner of Rocketown B.O.B. +++ SAE Nashville Students Volunteer at Groove Records for Record Store Day +++  Musiq Soulchild Records at

Nashville
CampusNews

 SAE Institute erected a booth outside of Groove records in  
Nashville, where students volunteered for Record Store Day

SAE Nashville co-sponsored and live engineered a battle of the 
bands at Nashville’s Rocketown

+++ Musiq Soulchild Records at SAE Nashville +++ SAE Nashville Awards Studio Time to Winner of Rocketown B.O.B. +++ SAE Nashville Students Volunteer at Groove Records for Record Store Day +++ 

Multiplatinum soul artist Musiq Soulchild recently recorded  
a session at SAE Institute Nashville
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SAE San Francisco Students  
Attend Grammy U Workshop

n  Thanks to SAE’s relationship with the Recording 
Academy, SAE Institute San Francisco students 
were invited to an exclusive members-only event 
for Grammy U’s series of workshops focused on 
song writing and composing last spring. 

Grammy Award-winning producer/engineer En-
rique Gonzalez Muller (Dave Matthews Band, Joan 
Baez) and singer-songwriter Matt Nathanson were 
both on hand at the Swedish American Music Hall in 
San Francisco to take those in attendance through 
their production techniques and song writing phi-
losophy, respectively. The workshop also featured 
a performance by Nathanson, a San Francisco res-
ident.  n

Two SAE San Francisco students posing with campus director, Ivo Ivanov

SAE San Francisco‘s Bay Area  
Synth Meet Results in Huge Turnout

An eclectic mix of guests fills the SAE San Francisco campus for the Bay Area Synth Meet
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n  SAE Institute San Francisco was filled to  
capacity for their Bay Area Synth Meet, which fea-
tured wild pedal setups, interactive displays and 
unique-looking machines from Malekko, 4MS, 

Synth Tech, Eardrill, Twisted Tools and more. 
SAE San Francisco made room for dozens of the 
Bay Area’s tastemakers, music lovers and tech 
enthusiasts.  n
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SAE Institute Los Angeles Hosts Pen Up 

n  Pen Up is a monthly songwriter networking event 
aimed at bringing some of music’s best upcoming 
and established songwriters together with music 
industry executives to discuss industry trends and 
placement opportunities. SAE LA hosted the June 
27th edition of Pen Up, which featured live perfor-
mances and appearances by Rezy & Dev of The 
Renegades, Niles Gums (Manager for Karmen) 
and Music Jones, who also served as the evening’s 
moderator. Grammy-winner Nate Walka and Charlie 
Bereal, CEO of Beastley Management and Pen Up 
Songwriter Network, were also on hand as featured 
panelists.  n

SAE LA ATP Class Visits  
Legendary East / West Studios

n  SAE Institute LA’s ATP 0112 class paid a vis-
it to historic East / West Studios in Hollywood, CA. 
East / West was originally United/Western Record-
ers founded and built by audio pioneer Bill Putnam 
with the backing of Bing Crosby and Frank Sinatra. 
The studio boasts the “Sinatra” room, where such 
iconic recordings as “My Way” and “That’s Life” took 
place. East/West is one of the many studios at which 
SAE Los Angeles has held graduation ceremonies 
for our graduating ATP students.  n

Panelists settle in at SAE LA prior to the Pen Up songwriter networking event
SAE LA ATP students learning exclusive stories in the  

East / West Studios in Hollywood
A L.A.C.E.R. student listens intently in SAE LA’s Neve studio,  

as he learns the process of recording music
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SAE LA Gives Back to Community with 
LACER Afterschool Programme

n  SAE Institute Los Angeles was proud to host 
Hollywood High School’s afterschool programme 
L.A.C.E.R. (Literary, Arts, Culture, Education & 
Recreation) for a tour around campus and some 
special recording time in the Neve studio. The 
mood was jovial and excited as L.A.C.E.R. stu-
dents explored their curiosity in the recording arts 
by demoing some of the most advanced technol-
ogy in the industry.  n
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Visiting Faculty Members add to the  
Producer’s Arsenal (A Course in Applied 
Music Theory)

n  Students at SAE Institute Mexico were able to 
learn from the best about writing techniques, crea-
tivity, music production, and more.

Jorge ‘La Chiquis’ Amaro is a legendary producer. 
He gave a spectacular Music Production master-
class. Chiquis began as the drummer for the semi-
nal Mexican rock bands Neón and Fobia, before 
transitioning into engineering, production and song 
writing. He honed his craft working for many years 
as an assistant to the late, great engineer and pro-
ducer Tony Peluso (Motown producer and guitarist 
for The Carpenters). 
Chiquis has worked with a veritable who’s who of 
Latin pop and rock, including: Maná, Moenia, Natalia 
Lafourcade, Juan Carlos Lozano, Elefante, Panteón 
Rococó, Ricardo Arjona, Paquita la del Barrio, Pas-
tilla, Víctimas del Dr. Cerebro, María Barracuda, La 
Cuca, Salón Victoria, Jesse y Joy, Textex, La Lu-
pita, Leonardo de Lozanne, Moderatto, Rockcan-
dy, Los De Abajo, Lu, Belanova, Six Million Dollar 
Weirdo, Delinquent Habits, Erik Rubín, Timbiriche, 
Microchips, Beto Cuevas and Poncho Kings. 

In 2012 he went on tour in the USA promoting the 
second LP of one of his latest projects, the pop duo 
JotDog.
Dahiana Rosenblatt, Uruguayan singer-songwrit-
er, gave an amazing song writing masterclass and 
workshop. She is a prolific writer for Sony ATV. 

Her songs have been recorded by Playa Limbo, 
Sentidos Opuestos, Danna Paola and others, and 
have been used in the USA for advertising cam-
paigns by McDonald’s and JC Penney. 
This year, Dahiana has been on tour as guitarist and 
backup singer for Mexican pop star Aleks Syntek. n
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Jorge ‘La Chiquis’ Amaro  and  Dahiana Rosenblatt

The three finalists and the winner of the ONE Recording competition

SAE Institute México students invited to Square Enix 
Latin America Game Contestn  Square Enix, the company dedicated to video 

game development and marketing responsible for 
titles like Final Fantasy, Dragon Quest, Tomb Raid-
er and Space Invaders, organised the “Square Enix 
Latin America Game Contest 2012”. This contest 
gives the opportunity for game developers to com-
pete and see who can make the best game in the 
region.
“This competition covers the entire region of Latin 
America and is open to professionals and amateurs 
alike. We hope that people from various fields will 
participate and many talented artists are discovered 
through this initiative. Let’s work together to make 
the best games from Latin America to the world”, 
said Yasuhiro Fukushima, founder of Square Enix, 
before the contest period – 1st until 31st August – 
started.
“Square Enix’ story began with a contest. In 1982 we 
held the first ‘Game Hobby Program Contest’ to find 
brilliant game developers in Japan. The competition 
was valued as an initiative that contributed to the 
development of the entire gaming industry in Japan. 
Many participants became game developers there. 
In Latin America the first step for Square Enix will be 
the Square Enix Latin America Game Contest 2012 
where we hope to repeat our story.”

Yasuhiro Fukushima, founder of Square Enix
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The contest rules are simple, there are no restric-
tions on genre and content and development can be 
for smartphones, tablets or browsers. 
The grand prize is $20,000, the Excellence Award 
is $10,000 and all finalists will be given $5,000. The 
winners will be announced on or about November 
30, 2012 on the official contest site.

Related links: 
Official contest page:
http://latam.square-enix.com
Square Enix Global: 
http://www.square-enix.com  n

The ONE Recording competition  
at SAE Institute Mexico

n  The student section of the AES (Audio En-
gineering Society) / SAE Institute Mexico en-
couraged Audio Engineering Diploma students 
to nominate unreleased recordings for the ONE 
Recording competition. The purpose of the con-
test was to officially launch the activities of the 
student section and to make this new organisa-
tion known.

The nominated recordings could only be made 
with an Apogee ONE interface, using its inter-
nal microphone, and line input, and be recorded 
in any of these DAW’s: Avid Pro Tools, Apple 
Logic, Steinberg Cubase or Ableton Live. There 
was no limit to the number of tracks.

Prizes in the form of audio hardware, software, 
accessories, apparel and other merchandise 
were presented to the winners at the awards 
ceremony in May.  n
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n   SAE Adelaide opened in 1982, in a terraced 
house on the prestigious North Terrace. This strip 
is known for its universities, museum and art gal-
lery. Registered as the Adelaide School of Sound 
Recording (as someone saw us coming and reg-
istered the business name School of Audio Engi-
neering before we could), the location was right but 
the facilities were not.

We were sharing with a dental practice and had 2 
classrooms, one on the first floor and one in the salty 
damp-riddled basement. The next door neighbour 
had just purchased and renovated the 1881, mil-
lion dollar, heritage listed mansion. Unfortunately 
the master bedroom backed on to our studio drum 
rostrum. Over the years the two walls separating 
the building had moved together and no amount of 
acoustic treatment could stop the drum sound from 
permeating the walls into next door. The owner was 
keeping a diary of the late night, early morning in-
trusions.  

It was amazing that SAE remained there for 6 
years, but eventually there was a need to expand 
into larger premises. Student numbers were grow-
ing, the studio/practical spaces were limiting and 
then there was the neighbour.

In 1988 a new home was located. The building had 
twice the area of North Terrace and was already 
a dedicated production house. It used to be a full 
production facility where a band could record and 
mix their album and then have it pressed to vinyl at 
the back of the building. Unlike North Terrace the 
building had good facilities but was in a terrible lo-
cation.
Located in the lovely industrial area of Camden 
Park, it was a perfect teaching tool for where not 
to set up a studio. Located less than a kilometre 
from the main runway of Adelaide International Air-
port, if it wasn’t the noise of the 747s taking off and 
landing that interrupted a recording session, it was 
the incessant RF of the airport radar entering every 
piece of equipment in the studio. Added to this was 

the fact the school shared the building with a chemi-
cal factory and the view through the office 1000 x 
500mm window was of a chipboard factory across 
the road. On a bad day the smell was horrendous.

Despite of these impediments, SAE Technology 
College (as it was known then) remained in Cam-
den Park for 10 years and produced many talented 
engineers who are still working in some of the most 
prestigious audio houses in Adelaide, Australia and 
around the world.  ➤

➤  Again growth, limited space, the fact it was lo-
cated 20 minutes from the city and the less than 
attractive environment dictated the need to move. 

It took 1 year to find a suitable new home for SAE 
Institute. 

Along the way there had been 5 name changes. 
From Adelaide School of Sound Recording to 
School of Audio Engineering (the business name 
expired and was registered on the next day by 
SAE), to SAE Technology College, SAE College, 
SAE Institute of Technology and finally SAE Insti-
tute. 
In 1998 SAE moved back to the city. The new sec-
ond floor home was located in the West End of 
the city, an area quickly becoming the educational 
hub of the city. It took 5 months to construct the 
studio, classrooms and offices and on 28th No-
vember 1998, the 3rd home of SAE in Adelaide 
was opened by the Honourable member for Fish-
er, Bob Such in the company of Tom Misner.  

Now 14 years on, the place that was thought to 
have everything is now showing signs of limitation. 
With the introduction of Higher Education, Qantm 
and overseas students, SAE Institute Adelaide will 
again have to relocate to larger premises if it wish-
es to come in line with the other colleges around 
Australia.
SAE Institute Adelaide has seen 4000 students 
pass through its doors. Graduates have found em-
ployment in nearly every field of audio in Adelaide 
including the Festival Theatre, ABC, SA Film Cor-
poration, Adelaide Convention Centre, radio and 
television stations, numerous recording studios 
and with live reinforcement companies. Many have 
found success in Europe, the UK and the USA.

“I have been at SAE Adelaide since the second in-
take in 1982 and have been manager since 1985. 
I look forward to the next chapter of growth and 
change and hope to play a part in the continuing 
success story of the fourth school to open in Aus-
tralia”, said Michael Davison, Manager of SAE In-
stitute Adelaide.  n
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Brisbane‘s New 5 Star Campus

n  2012 is a year of exciting changes for SAE In-
stitute and Qantm College Brisbane with the co-
location to an amazing new building located on the 
riverbank at the corner of Jane Street and River-
side Drive, West End.
The new building is a state of the art facility pur-
posely built to accommodate Australia’s premier 

production company Cutting Edge. Brisbane staff 
and students have been enjoying the fantastic 
modern environment and improved teaching and 
learning space. They also have access to a greater 
range of resources, studios, facilities, student ser-
vices and support.

In celebration of the co-location of the Brisbane 
campuses, the official opening of the new building 
is scheduled for late September 2012. SAE Insti-
tute and Qantm College Brisbane are excited to be 
showcasing the new campus to industry, alumni, 
and friends of SAE Institute and Qantm.  n
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The new Brisbane SAE Institute and Qantm College campus

n   Byron Bay SAE student and self-professed en-
trepreneur, Michael Grose, has recently launched 
his own line of Apple Logic Pro keyboard covers, de-
signed especially for Macs. The key editing product 
Keyeditpro, which offers “over 100 awesome key-
board shortcuts” for Logic Pro, has proved a seri-
ous success with fellow students. Commencing his 
studies in 2010 as an audio student, Michael saw a 
niche in the marketplace and taking full advantage 
of the opportunity to fill it decided to develop these 
cost-efficient yet highly valuable products.

Mike describes his idea as stemming from the per-
sonal experience he had in attempting to purchase 
something of a similar nature: “After doing one 
year in audio engineering, I decided to buy a Logic 
keyboard express cover,” Michael said, “However 
when seeing that the price was way too inflamed 
I then decided to see if I could re-create my own 
version that would be affordable for the students. 
After six months of hard work me and my business 
partner delivered a well put-together cover.”

The product has been a hit with his friends and the 
local market and Mike now hopes to extend Keyedit-
pro into the greater national and international arena. 
Currently Mike is enrolled in the Bachelor of Film 
Production and believes that both degree courses 
at SAE Institute uniquely complement each other 
and together support his creative aspirations. De-
spite having a keen interest in audio and film, Mike 
said that he feels his heart lies in the development 
of entrepreneurial ideas and would like to indulge 
his ingenuity and pursue creating more products 
that would cater for the entertainment and creative 
industries. 

We asked Mike to shed some light on his product 
and also about his time at SAE Institute.

What kind of marketing/publicity process has been 
involved in promoting your product? 
Keyeditpro was a hard one to work out where to get 
it advertised, so currently we have been promoting 
it through Facebook and have been getting word of 
mouth around SAE about the covers.

Where are you from originally and what 
brought you to Byron Bay?

I am from the Gold Coast; after working in the film 
industry for a while and it dying down I then decided 
to try comedy, while amongst the comedy scene I 
came across the creation of audio making. When 
learning more about audio I wanted to expand my 
horizons, as I am a professional beatboxer. My 
friend DJ Kendal James came to me and said I’m 
joining SAE and would love to mix beatbox with 
DJing. Are you interested? I said for sure why not. 
Then my destiny was made!   ➤

➤  What drove you to pursue a career  
in audio/film? 

After being in the film industry for 5 years I decided 
that knowing audio for film would be an awesome 
way of furthering my horizons  and to mix beatbox-
ing with DJing. 

You said you have done one year of audio and 
now you are doing film, do you feel they com-
plement one another and how do you plan to 
mix these areas in your future professional as-
pirations? 

One year of audio was to understand how to make 
beats and create new ways furthering my beatbox-
ing skills. These two professions are going to work 
well for my future as I am going to produce films 
and all sorts of jazz.

What are your career goals for when  
you finish your studies? 

The honest truth is that I love entrepreneurial ide-
as and film and audio is more of a hobby for me, I 
will always be in front of the eight ball and learning 
skills continuously throughout this lifetime. 

What other interesting relative projects  
have you been working on during and outside 
of SAE?

Aside from the Keyeditpro line, my business partner 
and me have also created an art freshener, which 
consists of Banksy’s art mixed with a car freshener/
fridge magnet.

How have you enjoyed SAE so far?  
How do you feel it will help you achieve your 
professional goals? 

SAE has been a great learning experience for me 
and I love the professionalism that flows through 
the school, SAE is helping me to reach my future 
goals in life and I couldn’t have asked for a better 
school to teach me such skills.

You can check out Mike’s Keyeditpro here: 
http://www.keyeditpro.com  n

Byron Bay Student Launches New Line  
of Logic Pro Keyboard Covers
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n   Trevor Dikes, director for Soundplay Interactive, takes great pleasure in 
announcing the launch of the video game design & audio production company 
based in Melbourne, Australia on May 9th.

A February 2012 graduate from Qantm College Melbourne and successful ap-
plicant for the New Enterprise Incentive Scheme, developed by the Department 
of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations. Soundplay Interactive 
acts as a platform for Trevor’s passion in game design and audio production.

“The primary focus for Soundplay Interactive is to establish a company that 
puts value and passion into the design and development of video games cre-
ating a fun, social and emotional reaction from the player. I also want to help 
other developers who currently don’t have access to suitable audio solutions, 
by providing services, scaled in size and costs that allow them to have the best 
possible audio solutions for their projects.” Trevor Dikes

While the company has only just launched in April 2012, Soundplay Interactive 
is currently developing a debut mobile game based on a 48-hour prototype that 
was created at the Melbourne Global Game Jam in January, 2012. Soundplay 
Interactive is also designing and producing audio for Daijabo Games mobile ti-
tle “Hunters & Collectors” and planning to launch music and sound effect pack-
ages for the Unity 3D Asset Store in the very near future.

Check out the company’s website: http://soundplayinteractive.com  n
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Trevor Dikes, director for Soundplay Interactive  

Launch of Video Game Design  
and Audio Production Studio – Soundplay Interactive!
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n  Niwun is a Drum & Bass producer and DJ from 
Perth, a city that has often been labelled the bass 
music capital of Australia. An interest in rhythms, 
groove and the texture of sound has resulted in 
compelling music that not only draws influence from 
science fiction films and other cinematic sources, 
but also a range of other music, varying from relat-
ed styles such as drumfunk and neurofunk through 
to other genres, including heavy metal, hip hop and 
more. The man behind the name is Michael Unwin, 
a graduate of both the Certificate III in Music and 
Diploma of Sound Production in Perth, and SAE 
Alumni member. Michael now works as the Digi-
tal Arts Officer for the City of Swan and part-time 
technician at ABC. We caught up with him to find 
out what he’s been up to, and to hear all about his 
latest two releases under Ruin Me Records.

What course did you study at SAE/Qantm 
(campus)? Why did you choose this course? 
And what was your favourite part of your 
course, and why?

To begin with I took the Electronic Music Produc-
tion (EMP) course. This was an excellent intro-
duction and it really sparked my interest in and a 
passion for everything associated with producing 
electronic music. My favourite part of this course 
was presenting my final assignment. We chose a 
genre and covered its history, evolution, and pro-
duction methods. As part of this we selected an ex-
ample and interviewed the producer(s) who made 
it, so being a long time lover of drum & bass music, 
it was really exciting and a huge eye opener to be 
able to interview Shockone and Phetsta, discuss 
their production methods and their outlook on the 
music industry.
Eventually, around six months after completing the 
EMP course I decided to leave full-time work and 
pursue a Diploma in Sound Production so that I 
could learn more.   ➤

➤   I felt that pursuing my passion for music in one 
way or another was something that I had to do or 
else I would regret it later in life and I immensely en-
joyed studying towards my Diploma, not least be-
cause I was surrounded by students and staff who 
were just as interested in discussing techniques 
involved with recording and producing music as I 
was. My favourite part of the Diploma was the prac-
tical assignments. Up until that point I had only re-
ally used software but each assignment for the Di-
ploma was on a different piece of hardware and it 
also usually involved doing some sort of acoustic or 
vocal recording. This really broadened my horizons 
and taught me some new techniques that I have at 
times incorporated into producing electronic music.

What have you been up to since leaving SAE/
Qantm? And where are you working now?

Since leaving SAE Institute I have been refining my 
production continuously while working part-time at 
various jobs. I’m currently working as a Digital Arts 
Officer at the City of Swan where I plan artistic exhi-
bitions and events with a digital theme. I also work 
on a casual basis at the ABC, as a technician on 
local radio where I assist with broadcasting sport-
ing events, namely AFL, WAFL and cricket.
Aside from this I have just signed two tracks to UK

based independent record label Ruin Me Records, 
titled “Red Shift” (RMR004) and “Silicon Funk” 
(RMR007) which I am really excited about. The la-
bel is headed by drum & bass producer Marianas 
and he did a remix of my track “Silicon Funk” which 
was released alongside the original.

How would you say that your time at  
SAE/Qantm helped to prepare you for this?

Well obviously the majority of my technical knowl-
edge as well as a good knowledge of the creative/
audio industry and how it operates were learnt at 
SAE Institute. This is greatly beneficial in both my 
Digital Arts position and perhaps more so as a tech-
nician for local radio. As a technician I use my knowl-
edge of how to operate hardware and the principals 
involved in processing audio that I learnt at SAE 
Institute to its fullest extent. This same knowledge 
has also helped me get closer to a higher standard 
of production, which I constantly strive for.
Probably more important to me though is the fact 
that I’ve been welcomed into a network of like-
minded individuals and developed a great set of 
connections. I can now easily exchange creative 
ideas, get quality advice on any technical issues, 
or get feedback on something that I’ve been work-
ing on. My former lecturers have had no hesita-

tion in assisting me since I’ve left, and furthermore 
through SAE Institute I have become good friends 
with another student, Sebastian Gawlik, who I’m in 
regular contact with. This connection in particular 
has been important in my development as a pro-
ducer; we’ve discussed and shared ideas often.

Tell us about one of your favourite career 
highlights.
 
Signing my first track was definitely a milestone, 
while hearing my music played in Shape Nightclub 
and at the Velvet Lounge was absolutely awesome. 
Spending an AFL match at the stadium in a corpo-
rate box while broadcasting was also great.

What are your plans for the future?

Work hard at producing and releasing more music. 
I’d like to be able to complete a four or five track EP 
or at least release a couple more singles by the end 
of 2012 or the start of 2013, as well as giving away 
one or two free tracks in the meantime. I’d also like 
to be able to play some shows eventually. I used to 
DJ a lot, but I’ve never had the opportunity to play 
my own music. On the work side of things I’d like 
to keep working in a Digital Arts role, it’s something 
that I really enjoy.  ➤

➤   What advice would you give to SAE/Qantm 
students and new Alumni members just start-
ing out in the industry?

Get yourself out there and be proactive, meet peo-
ple, call people and make connections. Have an 
Internet presence and maximize your potential 
for making useful connections online. You never 
know what opportunities for employment or other 
forms of advancement lie around the corner if you 
speak to the right people and show them you have 
a positive attitude.

How can we find you?

Clips of my two forthcoming releases are available 
on Ruin Me Record’s Soundcloud page and you 
can find more information about me on their web-
site, alongside their other artists.
You can always check out my Soundcloud, I’m 
regularly putting up material... and there’s a group 
on Soundcloud that I moderate for likeminded mu-
sicians, which is a great way to keep up to date 
with not only my music but what others in the local 
scene are doing.

email:  
michael.unwin@gmail.com

Facebook:  
http://www.facebook.com/NiwunMusic

Twitter:  
@Niwun

SoundCloud:  
http://soundcloud.com/niwun

YouTube:  
http://www.youtube.com/user/NiwunMusic  n
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The man behind Niwun, Michael Unwin
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SAE Institute Australia set  
to Rock the Schools 

n  Australia’s longest running free education and 
entertainment tour, Rock The Schools, is in its big-
gest year yet and SAE Institute Australia is well and 
truly in thick of the excitement. Visiting more than 
90 schools throughout the country, the tour provides 
countless high school students with a unique insight 
into the entertainment and music industries’ many 
careers.

Since April, Rock the Schools is visiting a new school 
each weekday, providing four SAE Institute devel-
oped, hands-on workshops for secondary school 
students. The whole school is then treated to a lunch-
time concert from one of the four Rock the Schools 
touring bands, including ‘uber cool young band Nine 
Sons of Dan’ who kicked off the tour. 

“We’re excited to be visiting more schools around 
Australia than we have in any other year, especial-
ly as a number of these are in regional and high-

Rock the Schools at Ceduna Area School
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indigenous areas. Now in our seventh year, we’re 
hitting the road bigger and better than ever before 
– taking four bands on the cusp of making the ‘big 
time’ to help engage Australian high school students 
link their interests and passions with information 
about career opportunities that they otherwise may 
not know about,” Leah Hopcroft, Project Manager of 
Schools Tours Australia said.

“Rock The Schools is an inspiring programme that 
supports emerging artists and educates students 
about the career opportunities that exist within the 
music industry. It is the only programme of its kind 
within schools around Australia that offers such a 
comprehensive musical experience – it rocks!” said 
Minister for School Education, Peter Garrett. 

We are very proud to be associated with such an 
initiative and can’t wait for the 2013 tour to start!  n
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SAE Institute Auckland –  
an Academic Journey

n  Back in 2009, SAE Auckland offered degree level 
study for the first time, with the initial intake pioneer-
ing the Bachelor of Recording Arts programme.

The 2011 graduation saw that first degree class 
capped. In another historical milestone during the 
graduation, Dr John Coulter from the University of 
Auckland announced an articulation agreement be-
tween the university and SAE Auckland which gives 
successful degree students right of entry into select-
ed postgraduate programmes at the university; an 
outstanding achievement for a private institution in 
New Zealand.

SAE Social Club Presents: In The Mix

n  In The Mix is a quarterly social event run by “SAE 
Social Club”, made up of staff members and stu-
dents of the Bachelor of Recording Arts class. The 
latest event was set for Thursday 23rd of August. It 
was an event for students, friends and family as well 
as the general public to enjoy. Local bands and mu-
sicians from a variety of styles were booked to play 
the event, including students from SAE Institute.

SAE Auckland’s Live Sound Workshop team ran the 
sound and stage setup on the night, providing valu-
able real world experience and allowing them to put 
recently learned skills to practice under the pres-
sures and time constraints they will later find work-
ing in the industry.

The Bachelor of Recording Arts class gained valu-
able know-how in the field of event management & 
promotion. Putting on these events is no easy task 
as it involves organising the line-up, venue and 
equipment for the musicians, arranging sponsorship 
for prizes and giveaways, promoting the event via 
online gig guides and with poster runs, negotiating 
beverage and food specials with the bar, managing 
the proceedings on the night, and even devising ac-
tivities and attractions to entice gig-goers to attend.

 Nikki Chamberlain graduating from SAE Auckland

Live Sound Tutor Matt Keller checking the students’ mix
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Nikki Chamberlain, a student who has already com-
pleted study towards her Bachelor of Recording Arts, 
became the first student to take on postgraduate 
study at the University of Auckland as a result of the 
articulation agreement with SAE Auckland. During 
her study at SAE, Nikki received exceptional marks 
and was subsequently awarded a NZ$ 6000.00 
grant towards her postgraduate studies from the 
Kate Edger Educational Charitable Trust.

Nikki’s academic passage also rounds off an exciting 
journey in the life of SAE Auckland. The implemen-
tation of the Bachelor of Recording Arts programme 
and the articulation agreement with the University of 
Auckland has made study at SAE Institute Auckland 
an increasingly alluring option to potential students 
locally and from overseas and has added significant 
validity to the programmes offered by the Institute. n

During the night, students from the Diploma of Film 
Making shot a news item, live footage of the bands, 
and interviews with the artists and crowd, later edit-
ing together several short clips that highlighted the 
events of the evening. Between acts, several mu-
sic video projects from the film students were also 
showcased to the audience.

As well as being a lot of fun, the event has become a 
highly valuable tool for SAE Auckland, acting as an 
educational exercise for students and a showcase 
opportunity for their work. With growing numbers at 
each event, it looks as though the upcoming shows 
will be some nights to remember!  n
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n SAE Cape Town is delighted to be preparing to 
roll out the Bachelor of Sound Production degree in 
February 2013. This qualification marks the deliv-
ery of the first dedicated audio production degree 
in Africa. 

The Bachelor of Film Production qualification will 
be rolled out in Cape Town in February 2014. 
Young Guru recently visited SAE Cape Town to host 
two workshops and take steps to set up an annual 
scholarship.

The scholarship aims to be a partnership with SAE 
and NGO Heal the Hood to facilitate the funding 
of a student to study a one-year, full time Higher  
Certificate in Sound Production.  n

Capetown
CampusNews Young Guru with SAE Institute Cape Town staff

SAE Cape Town Launches Africa‘s First Sound Degree, Young Guru Visit
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events worldwide and was a speaker at many film 
related seminars and conferences. He is the Execu-
tive Producer of award-winning Jordanian films such 
as Transit Cities, The Last Friday, A Seven Hours  
Difference, Line Of Sight, and When Mona Lisa 
Smiled.  n

Amman
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tal filmmaking students. We had graduates, audio 
engineering students and animation students show-
casing their finely honed talents on the filmmaking 
scene. 
The superstar teams were “After 2”, “Counterpro-
ductive Pictures”, “The 48ers” and “The Revered”. 
All the SAE teams stepped up to the challenge and 

SAE Amman’s new Managing Director

n  Mohannad Bakri joined Luminus Media in May 
this year as Regional Managing Director. Luminus 
Media comprises SAE Amman, B4 Animation and 
B4 Film. 

Mr Bakri has extensive experience in the media 
sector. Before joining Luminus Media, he headed 
the Capacity Building Department at the Royal Film 
Commission - Jordan to supervise and develop film 
training programmes locally and regionally and nur-
turing Jordanian and regional filmmakers. 
He is one of the founders of several film initiatives 
such as the Educational Feature Film Program of 
the Royal Film Commission - Jordan, created to sup-
port Jordanian filmmakers in producing feature nar-
rative film projects and Med Film Factory, a regional 
development programme aiming at Arab film direc-
tors and producers working on their feature narra-
tive projects. 
Previously, he was director of The Hashemite Fund 
for Human Development, Princess Basma Youth 
Resource Centre and Queen Zein Al-Sharaf Insti-
tute for Development and developed the first Media 
for Development Unit.
Mr Bakri headed the Jury at the Screen Institute 
Beirut (SIB), a regional documentary film fund lo-
cated in Beirut. He participated in numerous film 

Hard at work on set of “From Life To Death” – Hasan Bushnaq
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n  And the winner is... SAE Institute Amman!
In March 2012, Amman played host for the first time 
to the 48 Hour Film Project. For those who are not 
familiar with the 48 Hour Film Project, it is an inter-
national competition where, in each competing city, 
teams are required to write, shoot and edit a short 
film within 48 hours.  
To throw a spanner into the works and to make sure 
teams do not exceed those 48 hours, the genre, a line 
of dialogue, a prop, a character and their occupation 
is given to the teams on the day of the competition. 
This ultimately means that the teams have exactly 
48 hours to write the script, scout for locations, find 
actors, source costumes, prepare sets, shoot, edit 
and compose the score for their competing films – 
a feat not recommended for the light-hearted... or 
those who cherish their beauty sleep. For two whole 
days 12 teams battled it out to make their films and 
meet that ever-nearing deadline.

Of those 12 teams, 4 were comprised of mainly SAE 
Institute Amman students and not just current digi-

came out champions against some of the best in-
dustry professionals in the country, with four very 
different and beautifully executed films.

We spoke to director Hayat Al Samadi from the 
“Counterproductive Pictures” team to see what she 
thought of the whole process.  ➤  

➤ “Having to work with just 48 hours to complete 
the short film pushed all of us to the limit. Luckily, as 
I read through the script, I started to envision how 
I wanted it to turn out, so it made it easier to begin. 
I had a good team to work with and that allowed 
things to run smoothly even with all the problems 
we faced. The key thing for us was to keep it as sim-
ple as possible. I would say that we accomplished 
something great with just two hours of sleep and 
minimal resources! It was one of the best and most 
challenging experiences I’ve ever had.”
The categories were: Best Use Of Character, Best 
Use Of Dialogue, Best Use Of Prop, Best Actor, Best 
Editing, Best Cinematography, Best Directing, Best 
Late Film, Audience Award, Runner Up and Best 
Film and every category included SAE Amman stu-
dents. It is clear who the real winner is!
Counterproductive Pictures won the runner up prize, 
coming an unbelievably close second to After 2’s 
film, both of which will be competing in the semi-
finals of the 48 Hour Film Project in Hollywood next 
March (2013).

This is a clear testament to the students’ commit-
ment and hard work and we could not be prouder of 
the contestants, my colleagues and the future of our 
industry, especially in Jordan and the region.  n

Nadine Al Rousan

Mohannad Bakri – Regional Managing Director for Luminus Media

SAE Amman Digital Journalism students 
jump into the industry

n   Two Digital Journalism students dived straight 
into the journalism industry after taking a one 
year diploma course at SAE Amman. 

Nadine Rousan is currently a newscaster and 
producer at Syriaalshaab News TV, which is 
close to launching a TV news channel based in 
Amman. Nadine was hired after presenting her 
show reel which she produced over her one year 
study at SAE Amman. She was asked to carry 
out a screen test at the “Syriaalshaab” studios 
in order to demonstrate her skills to see if they 
meet the job requirements. “I learned the ‘I can 
do’ attitude from SAE, as I gained the confidence 
to talk about journalistic and political issues out 
loud”, Nadine said.
Nadine worked as a director/editor and producer 
before she joined Syriaalshaab TV News chan-

nel. “From SAE I learned how to think outside the 
box and how to use simple tools to produce crea-
tive content.
 
Studying Digital Journalism at SAE changed my 
life in a positive way”, Nadine added.
Nadine’s future plan is to become a main news-
caster at one of the major international news TV 
channels. “I want to open my own production com-
pany which includes a TV & radio & production 
network”, Nadine said.

Hala Jukka is another student who graduated from 
SAE Amman with a Digital Journalism one year di-
ploma. Hala is currently a social media manager/
strategist at Saracen Advertising which is based 
in Dubai. She manages the social media and digi-
tal marketing departments in two offices located 
in Dubai and Jeddah/KSA. “Studying DJ at SAE 
Amman helped me discover the online social per-
son in me. I started using social media platforms 
to help me discover the world of journalism and 
to get my voice heard,” Hala said. “Another thing 
that I learned at SAE that benefited me to take the 
first steps regarding how to be a good manager at 
such a young age is team spirit,” she continued.
Hala’s future plan is to start her own digital com-
munication company and found a new Arabic so-
cial media platform that integrates all the current 
platforms together. “I believe that studying at SAE 
Amman positively shaped my personality on per-
sonal and professional levels”.  n

4 films.  
2 days. 1 winner.
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Morris Ennai AKA Mista caddy

n   Morris Ennai or “Mista Caddy” as his peers like 
to refer to him is coming near the end of his audio 
degree.
 
The cool part is he has already hit his 3,000th hour 
in the studios here on campus. 
The 24 year old, who hails from Lagos, Nigeria, is 
currently top of his class and has been selected as 
student council representative.
One of the events he single handedly organised 
here at SAE Dubai was “20 Artists in 2 Weeks”, a 
promo event targeting young local talent and pro-
moting them by hooking each of them up with su-
per mixed and mastered singles. Other than the 
30 tracks he’s produced for different artists over 
the past 2 years, Morris has also worked on count-
less radio ads, post projects and a whole lot of live 
sound.

Some of Caddy’s tracks have been produced for 
artists who’ve played alongside pop music heavy 
weights like Neyo, Pitbull and Jennifer Lopez.
After digging through the booking logs we found out 
a few things about our man. He spends a minimum 
of 8 hours a day, five days a week (six days most 

weeks) in the studios with a minimum of 40 hours 
a week. Funny enough the countless hours spent 
there by Morris during the trimester breaks have 
not been factored in equation. He’s that dude that 
lingers in the corner waiting for a ban to happen so 
he can steal that session. Don’t hate the player!! n

Dubai

Dubai

CampusNews
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Black Magic Design DaVinci Resolve  
Control Surface at SAE Dubai

n  SAE Institute Dubai took delivery of Blackmagic 
Design’s DaVinci Resolve Control Surface

State-of-the-art equipment to compliment ever evolv-
ing degree courses

SAE Institute Dubai has added to its state-of-the-art 
equipment list with the award winning DaVinci Re-
solve Control Surface by Blackmagic Design, further 
building on the value offered by its Bachelor of Film 
Production degree course.
“Thousands of colourists worldwide understand the 
performance, quality and workflow of DaVinci and 
love it as their trusted partner in creativity. 

It is the name behind more feature films, televi-
sion content, episodic television production and  
music videos than any other grading system, which 
means our students now have access to the most 
professional level of colour correction used by pro-
fessionals worldwide,” commented Stephane Rand-
jelovic, Head of the Film Department at SAE Insti-
tute Dubai.

With the DaVinci Resolve, all image processing is 
handled in the deepest 32 bit floating point accuracy, 
allowing users to even wind down one layer to almost 
black and still wind the following layer back up with 
no loss of quality. All effects, power windows, track-
ing, primaries and secondaries operate at the high-
est bit depths, even when processing in real time. 

SAE Dubai launches new Bachelor of Arts 
in Games Development

n   The Dubai campus will kick start its new de-
gree programme in October this year. Being the 
first of its kind in the region, the move is seen as 
an extremely “ballsy” one by regional media gurus. 
Nonetheless, SAE Dubai sees the opportunity as 
one that should be seized sooner rather than later.
The first year of the course consists of games de-
velopment and a large chunk of hard-core program-
ming while the second year of the focuses strictly 
on degree level studies. This degree is taught and 
administered by SAE Institute and validated by 
their good friends at Middlesex University.
The degree is completed over a period of two years 
as an intensive programme and of course is a di-
rect path to higher postgraduate degrees.
As far as facilities go, SAE Dubai continued with 
their usual commitment to keeping up to date with 
the industry’s ever growing demands. They’ve kit-
ted out their labs with 15 new HP xw8600 worksta-
tions.

So whether it’s the latest RPG or a massive mul-
tiplayer online game, there is a real demand for 
talented technically able graduates who can turn 
ideas into reality. From fundamentals to advanced 
modules that deal with all levels of game pro-
duction, graduates of this 2-year programme will 
emerge confident and skilled to power one of the 
largest sectors of the creative media industries.
This course was specifically designed for hard-
core programmers and game enthusiasts. It’s not 
for the faint hearted!!!  n

SAE Dubai’s  
Morris Ennai approaches  
his 3,000th hour in  
the studio

SAE Dubai’s newly completed Games Development Lab

Dubai
CampusNews
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“We’ve always been adamant that we offer the lat-
est and best equipment for all our courses and the 
DaVinci Resolve is the first in a wave of items on a 
long list for 2012,” added Randjelovic.

The control surface and Resolve software have been 
designed by colourists to work together in total har-
mony. Controls have been placed near natural hand 
positions and lift, gamma and gain can all be adjust-
ed at the same time, while each correction control 
has a separate button or knob so users can instinc-
tively reach out and touch every part of the image. 

DaVinci colour correctors have been the standard in 
post-production since 1984 and the company’s pro-
cessing quality won it an Emmy award for contribu-
tions to the television industry.  n
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Simon in Air Studio

n   In March this year, Simon Henderson moved 
from the UK back to Bangkok and became Head of 
Audio at SAE Institute giving lectures in English and 
also in Thai.

From 2000 to 2008 Simon produced some of the 
biggest artists in Thailand earning record of the year 
4-times in a row, an MTV best Album of Asia back 
in 1995 and topping over 7.5 million sales. Simon is 
best known in Asia for his productions of “Silly Fools” 
and “Hangman”. ➤

Robin Gibb remembered in Bangkok

➤   In the UK Simon has also worked with Brian 
May, Lenny Zakatec, John Miles and Madeline 
Bell as well as more recently with Robin Gibb and 
Peter Andre. In the summer of 2010, Simon was 
asked by Robin to produce a new single for Peter 
Andre that was composed by Robin Gibb and his 
friend Mike Reid. 

After visiting Robin at his home in Oxfordshire, Si-
mon took away the demo of the song and began 
working on the tracks. Next up was a vocal record-
ing session at Peter Andre’s house with Simon 
and Robin in Peter’s home studio. The final part 
of the recording was laying down Robin’s back-
ing vocals in a studio in north London. These ses-
sions all happened within several weeks of each 
other and were subject to Robin and Peter’s busy 
schedules. With Peter’s vocals at just the “first try” 
stage it was agreed that Peter should re-voice the 
song in a “proper” recording studio and in less of a 
rush. Both Robin and Peter became very busy so 
the project sat on the shelf for a while.

Robin continued his other projects, including Ti-
tanic Requiem with his son RJ. After this Robin 
became very ill with his intestines and then cancer 
and was in and out of hospital.

After moving back to Thailand, Simon began his 
work with SAE Institute teaching international and 
local students giving lectures in English and also 
in Thai. 

After hearing of Robin’s passing as he started work 
on a Monday morning, Simon decided, as part of 
the “advanced mixing” lessons, to allow the stu-
dents to edit and compile the harmony tracks of 
one of the world’s greatest artists. This would be a 
rare treat and experience for the students, and a 
great tribute to the memory of Robin Gibb. 

This song is an exclusive un-released work, Simon 
ensured that all recording devices were switched 
off, and the session files were deleted at the end 
of the lesson. 

The masters now sit safely on Simon’s hard drive 
waiting for Peter Andre to come over to Thailand 
and finish the song in Robin’s memory.  n
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